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 Abstract 
The most commonly used automotive immunity test methods for electrical interfer-
ences from narrowband radiated electromagnetic energy are described in ISO 11452 
series. Bulk Current Injection (BCI) and Absorber Line Shielded Enclosure (ALSE) ap-
ply different coupling mechanisms to assess the immunity of electronic components. 
While ALSE subjects the entire test setup to the electromagnetic fields generated by 
an antenna, BCI induces the interference signals directly into a certain part of the wiring 
harness by a current injection probe. ALSE is often considered as the more reliable 
method. However, testing with BCI is preferred as it allows performing the immunity 
tests in less time with less effort and cost. Despite using similar test setups, different 
interference currents are injected into the terminal units at each test method and there-
fore, the correlation between the test results is often poor. 
In order to improve the correlation, the BCI method must be modified to inject the 
same interference current as the ALSE method. This thesis proposes an approach that 
searches for these modifications and makes it possible to inject the same interference 
currents with a BCI probe. The two main issues of concern are the calculation of the 
injected interference currents during real test scenarios in a simulation environment 
and, the measurement of the input impedance of terminal units under the operation 
condition using optimized current transformers. The developed models and measure-
ment methods are combined to reproduce the ALSE currents with a single BCI probe. 
In line with the implementation scheme: firstly, a measurement-based approach to 
model the ALSE and BCI couplings to a wire-over-ground structure is developed. 
These models are used to determine the interference currents at the terminal units; 
secondly, theoretical and measurement based methods are developed to characterize 
current transformers. The goal is to assess the ability of a current transformer to meas-
ure the input impedance of the terminal units without disconnecting the wiring harness; 
thirdly, four non-invasive methods to measure the input impedance of terminal units 
using optimized current transformers are proposed and experimentally validated; fi-
nally, an approach to reproduce the ALSE termination currents with a single BCI probe 
according to an optimization process is developed and validated. Capabilities and lim-
itations of the proposed methods and approaches are analyzed, discussed, and ulti-
mately applied to a real immunity test setup. 
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1 Introduction 
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) generated by an external source can affect 
electric circuits under normal operation conditions. The growing number of electronic 
components in vehicles for monitoring, controlling and displaying various car and en-
gine conditions or driver-assistance systems underlines the necessity of considering 
the electromagnetic environment in which these components operate. In general, in-
terferences can have diverse electrical characteristics and contain a wide frequency 
spectrum. These interferences spread to on-board electronic components and may 
result in performance degradation, malfunction or even the total failure of the electronic 
components.  
EMI is commonly divided into several categories according to the source and sig-
nal characteristics. However, to highlight the distinction in a more general manner, EMI 
can be classified in two types. While the narrowband EMI occupies a single frequency 
or a narrowband of the electromagnetic spectrum which may emanate from intended 
sources, the broadband EMI occupies a relatively large part of the electromagnetic 
spectrum and is mainly unintentional. The main focus in this work lies on the narrow-
band EMI.  
In order to evaluate the component immunity characteristics for passenger cars 
and commercial vehicles, ISO 11452 provides various testing methods. The test meth-
ods, procedures, test instrumentation and levels specified in ISO 11452 are intended 
to facilitate component specification for electrical disturbances by narrowband radiated 
electromagnetic energy. A basis is provided for mutual agreement between vehicle 
manufacturers and component suppliers intended to assist rather than restrict. Not all 
test methods need be used for a given device under test (DUT), as they may provide 
very similar exposure to the DUT. 
ISO 11452 part 2 is often called the absorber-lined shielded enclosure (ALSE) test 
and specifies the immunity testing by means of radiated electromagnetic fields, which 
are generated using antenna with a radio frequency (RF) energy source capable of 
producing the desired field strengths [1]. On the contrary, ISO 11452 part 4 specifies 
the bulk current injection (BCI) test based on current injection into a wiring harness 
using a current probe as a transformer, where the wiring harness forms the secondary 
winding [2]. 
ALSE and BCI are among the most common test procedures, where the electro-
magnetic energy is coupled in different ways to the wiring harness. While the ALSE 
method requires a large and costly anechoic chamber with specialized capabilities 
such as high-power amplifiers and is performed throughout a very sensitive calibration 
procedure, the number of requirements for the BCI method is much lower. From the 
standpoint of the power amplification, the main advantage of applying BCI is that the 
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low injected RF power can induce currents that would require very high radiated RF 
input power in case of ALSE. On the other hand, the BCI test can be carried out in a 
smaller shielded enclosure instead of a large anechoic chamber. Additionally, due to 
lower test requirements, the test can be performed more easily and repeated several 
times at early design stages. Due to these reasons, the BCI method is often used as 
the substitute for the ALSE method. 
Unfortunately, the correlation of BCI to ALSE is often low. Several theoretical and 
experimental studies have demonstrated that radiation and injection cannot be made 
equivalent [3-11] in a strict sense. The reason is the different coupling mechanism 
during the ALSE and BCI methods. While the ALSE method gives rise to distributed 
coupling along the whole length of the wiring harness, the BCI method acts as a 
lumped source of a common mode voltage. As a consequence, the search for general 
conditions (even if approximate) has led to a concept that bypasses several complex-
ities and limitations by focusing on the effect, i.e. the currents at the terminal units. This 
is not a limitation, since the final goal of the BCI testing is reproducing the same current 
levels determined by radiation at the input pins of the DUT, rather than generating the 
same current profiles along the wiring harness. Therefore, it has been further devel-
oped by many research groups both theoretically and empirically. However, none of 
the proposed methods has as yet been shown to be applicable as a substitute for the 
ALSE method. This implies the need to search for a coherent and pragmatic approach, 
which provides solutions that are practical and effective. This problem is solved in this 
work, by means of an optimization method, which minimizes the deviation between the 
ALSE termination currents (reference values) and the BCI termination currents. Such 
method not only requires high accurate models for the ALSE coupling and BCI coupling 
but also a detailed information about the input impedance of terminal units. The wiring 
harness can have linear or nonlinear terminations (loads). Making assumptions about 
the choice of termination is of paramount importance to derive general results. The 
focus in this work remains on the simpler but more specific case of linear terminations, 
which can be characterized in terms of impedances. Although assuming linear loads 
is certainly a limitation, it allows deriving analytical expressions in the frequency do-
main for the currents injected into a specific termination. Substituting large and com-
plex systems with impedances (when observed at the ports) is consistent with the fact 
that the behavior of such systems is usually dominated by the impedance of their input 
stage [7][10]. By exploiting these assumptions, it will be possible to investigate whether 
similar currents at the input pins of terminal units can be achieved. In order to remain 
operational, the DUT must be connected to the load simulator. Therefore, the input 
impedance cannot be measured directly. This implies applying non-invasive methods, 
e.g. inductive or capacitive methods, to measure the impedance along the wiring har-
ness, which is a function of the input impedance of the terminal units. This is done in 
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this work by proposing different inductive methods using toroidal current transformers 
such as a BCI probe.  
1.1 Current State of Research 
The current state of research has been categorized in four topics including: formu-
lation and modelling of the field coupling (radiation), formulation and modelling of the 
bulk current injection, comparative investigations between methods and non-invasive 
methods to measure the impedance using current transformers. 
One of the first models describing transmission lines, excited by an external elec-
tromagnetic source for the special case of a two-wire system was presented in [12]. 
The model was expanded to multiconductor transmission lines (MTL) in [13]. The forc-
ing functions in this modelling approach are added to the coupling equations in terms 
of the vertical-electric and transverse-magnetic excitation fields. Further formulations 
of the field-to-MTL coupling has been proposed, where the forcing functions are ex-
pressed either only in terms of electric excitation field [14] or only in terms of magnetic 
excitation field [15]. Several other research teams have provided different approaches 
to model and analyze ALSE based on measurement or simulation methods, e.g. finite 
element method, Finite-difference time-domain or method of moments [16-23]. Both 
simulation and measurement approaches can be used to generate passive or active 
model of immunity test setups. The model is then applied to determine the generated 
disturbance in terms of forward power into any arbitrary load at the wiring harness 
ends. 
The first analytical model to analyze the effect of the BCI probe’s position, the 
length of the transmission line and the input impedance of terminal units is given in 
[24]. The comparison between the calculated and measured results in [24] demon-
strates the accuracy of this modelling approach to predict the current distributions dur-
ing the BCI testing. The information reported in latter publications commonly focus on 
two main topics: the modelling approach for BCI and the influence of certain BCI pa-
rameter on the test results. In particular, the modelling approaches require either an 
accurate deembedding of fixture-related effects or a detailed knowledge of the geom-
etry of the BCI probe interior parts. Similar to the ALSE modelling approaches, the 
models are intended to perform the tests in simulation environments prior to the real 
implementation. 
The comparative results between ALSE and BCI published in [3-11] indicate a 
significant difference between the current distributions. Furthermore, for radiated exci-
tation, considerable differences in current distribution occur for different incidence an-
gles and polarizations [3-4]. This draws the attention to the problem that not only the 
BCI current distribution does not correspond to radiation source but also there is no 
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unique radiated field excitation against which the BCI could be compared to. The gen-
eral comparison of the current distribution in [5] indicates that the BCI testing tends to 
produce a more significant standing wave on the wiring harness, which is significantly 
influenced by the location of the BCI probe. Additionally, greater variation in the per 
wire current is expected by radiated fields than BCI. From theoretical point of view, 
even in case of the simplified excitations model, the solution for the BCI coupling equa-
tions cannot be satisfied with one injection probe. This means that only one BCI probe 
is not sufficient to assure the equivalence, at least in the general case [9]. Therefore, 
in recent years, increasing attention has been being paid to the double bulk current 
injection (DBCI) as a solution to improve the correlation between ALSE and BCI. The 
primary idea is to offer the advantage of reproducing the same injection currents in the 
loads as those obtained in the case of plane wave coupling modes by means of two 
BCI probes. Principally, the method compares the effects that the sources produce at 
the terminal ports, with the aim to control the probe’s voltage in order to match the 
incident field characteristics. The approach yields results, which are not affected by 
any assumption on the terminal network. There are, however, several critical issues 
connected to the application of the DBCI such as: application of simplified circuit mod-
els of BCI in theoretical validation which neglects high-frequency phenomena occurring 
in the ferrite core and in the probe windings and the assumption of specific uniform 
plane-wave fields. In case of multiconductor transmission lines (MTL), only the com-
mon mode (CM) parameters of MTL and the CM impedance of DUT and load simulator 
are considered. Unfortunately, the approach gives no indication on how to obtain these 
parameters and assumes them as known. Additionally, the experimental results are 
validated only for a single wire over a ground plane. As the overall accuracy of the 
procedure is strictly related to the degree of uncertainty in the knowledge of the system 
parameters, the real implementation could face severe difficulties.  
Although the physical properties and the application of ferrite cores to develop a 
variety of current transformers or current probes have been in the focus of interest in 
the last decades, specific application of transformers or current probes to measure the 
impedance has not gained much attention. The first application of two current probes 
to measure power-line impedances in the frequency range from 20 kHz to 30 MHz is 
developed and proposed in [43]. Other research teams improved the frequency range 
of measuring the power-line impedances up to 1 GHz, by introducing new calibration 
procedures [44-48]. The latest calibration procedure is based on a more general treat-
ment of the equivalent circuit of the measurement system by modelling it as a general 
three-port network. Additionally, the definition of the CM loop impedance is first intro-
duced by [49] instead of the ambiguous definition of CM impedance. Moreover, a non-
invasive measurement method to characterize the CM loop impedance using two 
clamp-on current probes is presented in the same publication. In [50] and [51], a simple 
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approach to remove the effects of transformer from a reflection measurement with net-
work analyzer and the pros and cons of the impedance measurement with different 
transformers and current probes are presented. Particularly, in [51], in order to improve 
the measurement, the idea of a so called “impedance probe” is proposed and the ap-
plication of such probe with appropriate physical characteristics to measure the local 
impedance along a transmission line is analyzed. Moreover, in [52], the application of 
current probes to measure the input impedance of an ESD generator with both reflec-
tion method and double current probe are shown, where the frequency response of the 
current probe is de-embedded from direct measurement to determine the impedance 
up to 1 GHz. However, besides specific results and features developed in the last dec-
ades, no specific application on immunity testing is reported.  
1.2 Scope of Research 
An overview of the main parts of this thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.1. Based on 
ISO 11452, the term “load simulator” represents a physical device including real or 
simulated peripheral loads which are necessary to ensure DUT nominal or representa-
tive operation mode. Furthermore, the terms “wiring harness” and “test harness” are 
used interchangeably to indicate a wire bundle, wire harness or cable bundles between 
DUT and load simulator.  
 
Figure 1.1: Improving the correlation between ALSE and BCI by reproducing the same interference 
levels with a BCI probe as during the ALSE method 
The first goal will be the development of a high accurate modelling approach to simu-
late the ALSE and BCI coupling. The coupling models will be used to determine the 
BCI setup ALSE setup 
𝐼ALSEL 𝐼BCIR 𝐼BCIL 𝐼ALSER 
Position of 
BCI probe 
Forward power 
Improving the correlation 
by achieving the same in-
terference level 
ALSE coupling model 
BCI coupling model 
Impedance measurement 
with current transformers 
Optimization process 
𝐙𝐋𝐨𝐚𝐝 𝒁𝐃𝐔𝐓 
Characterization of 
current transformers 
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interference currents at the harness ends, which are terminated in arbitrary loads with 
known impedances. The second goal will be the characterization of sample commer-
cial and optimized current transformers, to assess their ability to perform impedance 
measurement. The details and information obtained in this way will be used to investi-
gate the idea of using current transformers as impedance probes in combination with 
vector network analyzers. The third goal will be to introduce different methods to char-
acterize the termination impedances using a current transformer without disconnecting 
the wiring harness from the terminal units. The ultimate goal will be to combine the 
coupling models and the measured impedances with current transformers in an opti-
mization process to minimize the deviation between the ALSE and BCI currents. 
The structure of this thesis is arranged in the following order. Chapter 2 describes 
a measurement-based approach to model the ALSE and BCI and to determine the 
termination currents according to ISO 11452. Chapter 3 focuses on physical analysis 
and modelling of transformation phenomenon. Indications on the feasibility, strength 
and weakness of using different current transformers to measure the impedance are 
given and discussed. Chapter 4 proposes several methods to characterize the imped-
ance of terminal units up to 1 GHz indirectly by means of current transformers. Finally, 
in Chapter 5, a possible application of the BCI method to substitute the ALSE method 
using the optimization process is introduced, investigated and discussed. 
  7 
2 Measurement-Based Modelling of Immunity Test Setups 
The behavioral modelling of the system-level EMC setups based on ISO 11452-2 
and ISO 11452-4 has a high practical relevance. Different techniques have been pro-
posed in the recent years to model the field excitation with antennas and the current 
injection with current transformers [12-32]. Despite the significant importance of these 
techniques to analyze the influence of different setup parameters or to predict the test 
results in advance, the complex and laborious ways to deal with the problem commonly 
result in lack of interest to use them for the real test situations. One possible solution 
to this problem is to use the “black box approach” based on S-parameter measure-
ment. The idea is to describe a certain part or the entire ALSE and BCI setups, includ-
ing the interference source and the wiring harness, in terms of their inputs and outputs 
without any knowledge of their internal structure. This can be used then to determine 
the amount of the coupled interference into the termination networks. The main goal in 
this chapter is therefore, to develop a fast and accurate measurement-based method, 
which allows determining the interference signal levels at the DUT and load simulator 
in a simulation environment. The proposed modelling method will be further used to 
obtain accurate models of a current transformer in Chapter 3, and to realize an optimi-
zation process to improve the correlation between ALSE and BCI in Chapter 5.  
In this chapter, first of all, a brief overview of the general test conditions including 
the specified setup arrangement and signal levels for both test methods are given and 
compared according to ISO 11452. Secondly, in order to highlight the contrast between 
ALSE and BCI, the results obtained from a sample test scenario are given and com-
pared. Following this, a method to characterize the homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
segments of a wire over ground structure in terms of per-unit-length parameters is 
proposed and validated. Subsequently, a method to extract measurement-based mod-
els of the BCI coupling (injection) and ALSE coupling (radiation) in immunity test setups 
is proposed and validated. Finally, the extracted models are used to determine the 
interference currents at the input ports of the termination networks.  
2.1 Comparing Test Requirements and Sample Test Results 
Since the introduction of the standard ISO 11452 in 1995, it has been modified 
several times [53]. As mentioned previously, Part 2 and part 4 of the standard repre-
sent ALSE and BCI, respectively. According to [53], the latest revision of part 2 and its 
approved document is the 2004 edition (ISO 11452-2:2004) [1]. The same revision of 
part 4 is ISO 11452-4:2004 [2], which has been the subject of minor changes since 
then. The latest revision of part 4 (ISO 11452-4:2011) has been renamed to “Harness 
Excitation Methods” [54]. In addition to the BCI method, it comprises the tubular wave 
coupler test method (TWC), which is based on the wave coupling into the wiring har-
ness using the directional coupler principle [54]. In order to simplify the comparison 
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and to avoid version specific requirements, the latest concurrent revision of the 
ISO 11452, i.e. [1] and [2], is considered during this work, unless otherwise mentioned. 
2.1.1 General Test Conditions Based on ISO 11452 
A summary of the general conditions and basic principles of the component testing 
used in ISO 11452 is given in this section. Figure 2.1 shows the schematic represen-
tation of the main equipment prescribed for the ALSE and BCI tests located in an an-
echoic chamber. 
A BCI test, according to ISO 11452 part 4, shall be performed in a shielded enclo-
sure and is applicable for the automotive applications in the frequency range between 
1 MHz and 400 MHz. Although, the standard recommends a shielded enclosure, it is 
left to the user whether to equip the enclosure with absorber materials. The BCI method 
comprises two different test procedures:  
 substitution or open-loop method,  
 closed-loop method with power limitation. 
In substitution method, the required forward power to achieve a certain amount of 
current through a 50 Ω resistor is measured and recorded for each frequency sepa-
rately (calibration procedure). The calibration must be performed in a standard calibra-
tion jig, where both opposite sides are terminated with 50 Ω resistors. The final testing 
is conducted by subjecting the DUT to the calibrated forward power level. The location 
of the BCI probe is prescribed at three different distances from the connectors of the 
DUT including 15 cm, 45 cm and 75 cm. Concerning the specified current at each se-
verity level, there has been a minor change in the latest revision of the standard [54]. 
 
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the test setup during the ALSE and BCI methods. The green 
color represents the identical components at both test methods, which are either installed on the 
test bench or located outside the anechoic chamber. 
RF signal generator, am-
plifier and monitoring in-
struments 
Power supply Artifi-
cial network Load 
simulator 
Ferrite tiles 
Current probe 
BCI probe Antenna 
vertical or 
horizontal 
DUT 
ALSE  BCI  
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Table 2.1 gives the suggested severity levels for the BCI and ALSE methods according 
to [1], [2] and [54]. For the BCI method, the specified current at each severity level is 
divided in two columns, according to the revision number. From the table, it is clear 
that the amount of current specified at each severity level has been increased in the 
latest revision. On the contrary, during the closed-loop method, the forward power is 
increased up to the level, where the induced current reaches the specified test level or 
the forward power limit is reached. The forward power limit is in this case, unless oth-
erwise specified, the fourfold of the calibrated forward power to meet a certain current 
value through the 50 Ω termination in the calibration jig.  
Test severity 
level (BCI) 
Value (mA)  Test severity 
level (ALSE) 
Value (V/m) 
Rev. 2004 Rev. 2011 Rev. 2004 
I 25 60 I 25 
II 50 100 II 50 
III 75 150 III 75 
IV 100 200 IV 100 
V Specific value agreed 
between users  
V Specific value agreed be-
tween users  
 
Table 2.1: Suggested test severity levels according to [1], [2] and [54] for the BCI and ALSE methods. 
The green color indicates the severity levels selected primarily for the comparison. 
According to ISO 11452 part 2, an ALSE test, as indicated by its name, should be 
performed in a shielded enclosure equipped with absorber materials (anechoic cham-
ber), where the free space environment is simulated for the relevant frequency range. 
The characteristics of the electromagnetic absorber used in the structure of chamber 
affects the reproducibility of the test results [56-58]. The ALSE method is specified for 
two antenna polarizations: 
 vertical polarization between 80 MHz and 18 GHz, 
 horizontal polarization between 400 MHz and 18 GHz. 
For both polarizations, the forward power required to produce a specific field strength 
in a certain frequency is measured with a field probe (calibration procedure). The final 
test is performed by subjecting the DUT to the test signal based on the predetermined 
calibrated forward power for each antenna polarization. Based on the relevant fre-
quency range, the test can be performed with different antenna types, which are de-
scribed in detail in Section 2.3.2.  
The standard ISO 11452 specify the exact arrangement and configuration of the 
test setup for each test method. A summary of the requirements given in Table 2.2 
confirms the high similarity between the test setups. The length of the wiring harness 
in BCI setups is prescribed as 1000 mm in case of the closed-loop method, and 
1700 mm in case of the substitution method. The part of the wiring harness parallel to 
the front edge of the ground plane shall be 1500 mm. However, the total length of the 
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wiring harness between the DUT and the load simulator (or the RF boundary) shall not 
exceed 2000 mm. Furthermore, the height above the metal reference plane is specified 
as 50 mm. 
The electrical properties of the components involved in testing is only specified 
directly for the artificial network (AN) in the frequency range between 100 kHz and 
100 MHz. The standard emphasizes that the common mode and/or differential mode 
impedance of each I/O pin connected to the DUT must be in compliance with the real 
application [55]. This open description allows a broad variety of RF impedances at the 
terminal units and will be discussed in Chapter 4.  
Ground plane 
 Thickness: 0.5 mm (minimum) copper, brass or galvanized steel 
 Width: 1000 mm (minimum) 
 Height: (900 ± 100) mm above the floor (ALSE) 
Power supply 
and artificial net-
work 
 Power supply is connected to DUT through an AN 
 In case of remotely grounded DUT, two ANs are required (for the posi-
tive supply line and for the power return line) 
 In case of DUT locally grounded, one AN is required (for the positive 
supply)  
Location of DUT 
 (50 ± 5) mm above the metallic surface of the table on a non-conduc-
tive, low relative permittivity material (εr ≤ 1,4) 
 100 mm from the edge of the ground plane 
Location of the 
load simulator 
 Directly located on the ground plane 
 Bonded to the ground plane (in case of metallic case for load simulator) 
 
Table 2.2: Similar structure of the test setup recommended for BCI and ALSE according to ISO 11452 
Although the test equipment and the main arrangement of the components on the 
test bench are almost identical for both test methods, the main difference remains the 
excitation technique, which will be analyzed separately in this chapter.  
2.1.2 Comparison Between Test Results 
The primary step to highlight the similarities and differences between the ALSE 
and BCI methods is to create a proper scenario. For this purpose, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.2, a setup consists of a single wire over a ground plane is chosen. The wire 
is 1.7 meter in length and is terminated with a temperature sensor LM35 from Texas 
Instruments [60] (DUT) at one side and a passive load circuit at the other side. The 
single wire connects the analog output pin (VOUT) of the temperature sensor with the 
load circuit and is directly subjected to the interference signal generated with an an-
tenna or a BCI probe. The ground pin (GND) of the DUT is connected directly to ground 
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plane. The DC output voltage is measured with an optical voltage sensor (Langer 
A200) connected to the load circuit and is monitored with an oscilloscope (LeCroy 
7100). The entire process is controlled and monitored with a test software, designed 
for the immunity testing according to ISO 11452. The combination of the signal gener-
ator R&S SMA100A and the power amplifier PRANA DT150 is used to generate the 
RF interference signal during the tests. A detailed description of the test setup and 
components is given in Section 5.2. The sensor has only one functional mode, where 
the analog output (VOUT) is directly proportional to temperature. The ‘fail’ criterion is 
defined as 10% deviation from the nominal voltage of the VOUT pin before subjecting 
the sensor to interference (undisturbed value). 
 
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the test setup and equipment during the ALSE and BCI methods  
In order to select an appropriate severity level for the test scenario the following 
criteria are considered: 
 choosing the highest possible severity level for the ALSE test with respect to 
the available antenna, signal generator and power amplifier, 
 avoiding physical damage to the DUT during the test for the entire frequency 
range, 
 at least one operational failure (fail) should occur during the ALSE test with both 
antenna polarizations. 
Based on a primary investigation at different severity levels and the above-mentioned 
criteria, the severity level IV (100 V/m) is chosen for the ALSE test. The ALSE tests at 
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lower severity levels failed to produce at least one fail signal for both antenna polari-
zations. For the BCI test, the same severity level is chosen, i.e. severity level IV 
(100 mA), and both calibration and test are extended to 1 GHz. The upper limit for the 
forward power is restricted to 52 dBm. The ultimate immunity test is performed based 
on the substitution method for three different cases including:  
1. ALSE with horizontal polarization of the antenna (brown), 
2. ALSE with vertical polarization of the antenna (green), 
3. BCI with injection probe located at 15 cm from DUT (blue). 
The immunity level is defined as the highest power level that satisfies the pass crite-
rion. In general, a typical test report includes merely the immunity levels obtained dur-
ing the test in comparison to the calibrated forward power at a certain severity level [1-
2]. Nevertheless, measuring the current magnitude close to the terminal unit gives a 
useful insight into the amount of interference levels during the test. According to ISO 
11452, the test setup is subjected primarily to the calibrated forward power for the 
specified severity level. Following this, the power is decreased until the pass criterion 
is satisfied. The monitoring software records the current measured by injecting the 
calibrated forward power into the BCI or antenna. Although the BCI test results are 
commonly illustrated in logarithmic scale, the comparative results are illustrated here 
in linear scale to highlight the similarities and differences at the desired frequency 
range. 
Figure 2.3 illustrates the comparison between the ALSE test results (green) and 
the BCI test results (blue) up to 1 GHz. The calibrated forward power to achieve 
100 V/m and 100 mA are depicted in pink and red respectively. To begin, the ALSE 
method with different polarizations are considered. The comparison between the cali-
brated forward power and the measured immunity levels between 80 MHz and 1 GHz 
shows that the amount of power to reach the same electric field (100 V/m) is much 
lower in case of vertical polarization. Moreover, no obvious correlation between differ-
ent antenna polarizations can be observed at frequencies, which satisfy the Fail crite-
rion. For example, while the test is successful at 490 MHz with the vertical polarization, 
it fails with the horizontal polarization at the same frequency. It can be concluded from 
the results that there is no unique ALSE result and hence, each antenna polarization 
has to be considered separately. 
The comparison between the test results for ALSE and BCI in this figure, can be 
primarily done at the frequencies between 80 MHz and 400 MHz. Overall, the cali-
brated forward power to reach the severity level IV is much lower in case of BCI at 
these frequencies. Moreover, the fail criterion is satisfied with extremely lower power 
levels during the BCI test. Nevertheless, it can be clearly seen, that the calibrated BCI 
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forward power increases significantly at higher frequencies and becomes almost simi-
lar to the calibrated ALSE forward power above 850 MHz. The current magnitudes 
demonstrated in Figure 2.4 confirm that higher amount of current is coupled into the 
termination networks during the BCI test for the calibrated forward power. Overall, the 
comparison between Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 indicates a very high correspondence 
between the measured current magnitudes and immunity levels.  
 
Figure 2.3: Comparison between the calibrated forward power and the measured immunity level for the 
severity level IV (100 mA) for the specified locations of the BCI probe according to ISO 11452-4 
 
Figure 2.4: Comparison between the measured currents at the DUT side and the load side for BCI and 
both antenna polarizations at severity level IV 
As describe in Section 2.1.1, a complete BCI test shall be performed at three dif-
ferent positions along the wiring harness. Therefore, the BCI test is repeated at the 
following positions: 
1. injection probe located at 15 cm from DUT (dark blue, d=15 cm), 
2. injection probe located at 45 cm from DUT (light brown, d=45 cm), 
3. injection probe located at 75 cm from DUT (dark brown, d=75 cm). 
Concurrent frequency range 
between ALSE and BCI 
Extended frequency 
range for BCI 
DUT Load  
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The frequency range is extended up to 1 GHz and the calibrated forward power re-
mains the same for all three setups. The immunity levels and the measured currents 
close to the DUT are shown in Figure 2.5. With the exception of the frequencies lower 
than 25 MHz, the immunity levels and the measured currents are different for each 
probe’s position. This means that changing the position of the BCI probe directly affects 
the BCI test results especially at higher frequencies.  
 
Figure 2.5: Comparison between the measured immunity levels at the specified positions at severity 
level IV (left), comparison between the measured currents at the DUT side with the BCI probe 
located at the specified positions at severity level IV (right) 
As described before, the forward power was calibrated to inject 100 dBμA 
(100 mA) into the standard calibration jig for the entire frequency range. However, the 
actual injected current significantly differs from this value due to the length of the setup 
and the impedance of terminal units. This shows that the calibration of the power can-
not provide accurate information on the signal actually injected into the DUT. Addition-
ally, the comparison between the ALSE test results and BCI test results points out that 
none of the BCI probe’s positions can directly substitute the ALSE method. 
2.2 Modelling Approach for Injection and Radiation  
In general, there are several ways to measure and represent a linear electrical 
network, including Z-, Y-, S-parameters, etc. The main advantage of S-parameters lies 
in the measurement concept, where no open and short circuits are required to obtain 
them [61]. However, the final network parameters can be converted from one form to 
the other based on mathematical operations defined in [63-64]. The physical meaning 
and properties of scattering parameters (S-parameters) are presented in e.g. [61], 
where incident and reflected normalized complex waves are used to characterize the 
electrical behavior of a linear network. Once the S-parameters of a network are deter-
mined, its behavior can be predicted for various steady state stimuli by electrical sig-
nals [61]. Without the loss of generality, the S-parameter modelling provides a “black 
box” model of a network, without any regard to the electrical components involved in 
DUT 
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it. The interaction with other networks occurs only through ports, where the signals 
either enter or exit the network. This implies that the outside world has no coupling with 
internal elements of the network [64]. 
 
Figure 2.6: n-port network showing incident waves (𝑎1 𝑎2,…) and reflected waves (𝑏1 𝑏2,…) used in 
S-parameter definitions 
The structure of a generic n-port network described in terms of S-parameter is 
illustrated in Figure 2.6. According to [61], the definition of the incident power wave 𝑎𝑖 
and the reflected power wave 𝑏𝑖 are given by  
𝑎𝑖 = 
𝑉𝑖 + 𝑍𝑖𝐼𝑖
2√|Re(𝑍𝑖)|
 
(2.1) 
and 
𝑏𝑖 = 
𝑉𝑖 − 𝑍𝑖
∗𝐼𝑖
2√|Re(𝑍𝑖)|
, (2.2) 
where 𝑉𝑖 and 𝐼𝑖 indicate the terminal voltage and current and 𝑍𝑖 indicate the reference 
impedance. The asterisk denotes the complex conjugate of the reference impedance. 
The S-parameters of a multiport network (n-port network) can be introduced in the 
context of matrix relationship by 
𝐛 = 𝐒𝐚, (2.3) 
where 𝐒 is a n × n matrix, which specifies the linear relation between the column vec-
tors 𝐚 and 𝐛 describing the entire incident and reflected power waves. The diagonal 
elements of the S-parameter matrix 𝑆𝑖𝑖 and the off-diagonal elements 𝑆𝑖𝑗 indicate the 
reflection coefficients and transmission coefficients respectively. 
2.2.1 De-embedding and Cascading of Different Networks 
Combination of individual networks together to form a cascaded network or re-
moval of the effects of the unwanted signal portions from a dataset (de-embedding) 
𝑎1 
𝑏1 
𝑎2 
𝑏2 
𝐒 
𝑎𝑛 
𝑏𝑛 
𝑏𝑛−1 
𝑎𝑛−1 
𝑏𝑛−2 𝑎𝑛−2 
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can be done by means of appropriate mathematical operations on network parameters. 
Basically, each such mathematical action corresponds to introduce new equations or 
constraints to the main linear system of equations. This can be solved subsequently 
for the relevant variables to obtain a system of equations describing the new network. 
 
Figure 2.7: (a) Termination of a three-port network with a one-port network, (b) signal flow graph to 
demonstrate the incident and reflected power waves within the cascaded network 
A sample procedure used to attach a single termination to a device is described below. 
The schematic representation of a cascaded network and the corresponding signal 
flow graph (SFG) is illustrated in Figure 2.7, where each port of the network is repre-
sented by two nodes indicating the incident and reflected power waves. The value of 
the connecting branches indicates the complex S-parameter. The effect of the one-port 
network is included in the SFG with the curved red arrow and the reflection coefficient 
ΓT. Letting S represent the S-parameters of the three-port network and applying this to 
(2.3) yields 
{  
𝑏1 = 𝑆11𝑎1 + 𝑆12𝑎2 + 𝑆13𝑎3
𝑏2 = 𝑆21𝑎1 + 𝑆22𝑎2 + 𝑆23𝑎3
𝑏3 = 𝑆31𝑎1 + 𝑆32𝑎2 + 𝑆33𝑎3
. (2.4) 
A passive termination with the impedance 𝑍𝑇 attached to port 3 reflects the scattered 
wave 𝑏3 back into the measurement device as a new incident wave 𝑎3. This provides 
an additional equation 
𝑎3 = ΓT 𝑏3, (2.5) 
where ΓT is the reflection coefficient of the termination impedance in a 50 Ω system. 
The new equation allows solving the original system for the new reflected waves 𝑏1
′  
and 𝑏2
′  in terms of 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 stimuli as 
{
 
  𝑏1
′ = (𝑆11 +
𝑆13𝑆31ΓT 
1 − 𝛤𝑇 𝑆33
)𝑎1 + (𝑆12 +
𝑆13𝑆32ΓT 
1 − 𝛤𝑇 𝑆33
)𝑎2
𝑏2
′ = (𝑆21 +
𝑆23𝑆31ΓT
1 − ΓT 𝑆33
)𝑎1 + (𝑆22 +
𝑆23𝑆32ΓT
1 − ΓT𝑆33
)𝑎2
. (2.6) 
𝑎1 
𝑎2 
𝑎3 
b3 
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𝑏2 
𝑆11 
𝑆21 𝑆13 
𝑆33 ΓT 𝑆22 
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𝐒 𝑍T 
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The S-parameters of the cascaded network, i.e. the new two-port network, can be rec-
ognized directly from (2.6). This approach can be expanded to obtain a more general 
form for an arbitrary dataset size and variable number of ports based on primary equa-
tions given in [61].  
 
Figure 2.8: Application of T-parameter representation for: (a) combination of two two-port networks to 
obtain a cascaded network, (b) removal of the effect of a certain network from a primary network  
However, using scattering transfer parameters (T-parameters) is a more conven-
ient and straightforward approach to cascade or de-embed multiple two-port networks 
in series (see Figure 2.8). In particular, the T-parameters are intended to translate the 
incident and reflected waves at port 1 (𝑎1, 𝑏1) to the incident and reflected wave at port 
2 (𝑎2, 𝑏2) as follows 
[
𝑎1
𝑏1
] =  [
𝑇11 𝑇12
𝑇21 𝑇22
] [
𝑏2
𝑎2
] , (2.7) 
where 𝑇𝑛𝑛 indicates the entries of T-parameter matrix of the electrical network. The 
T-parameter matrix of a two-port network can be calculated in terms of S-parameters 
based on [64] as 
[
𝑇11 𝑇12
𝑇21 𝑇22
] =
[
 
 
 
1
𝑆21
−
𝑆22
𝑆21
𝑆11
𝑆21
𝑆12𝑆21 − 𝑆11𝑆22
𝑆21 ]
 
 
 
. (2.8) 
Conversion to T-parameters allows describing multiple two-port networks cascaded in 
series as the product of their matrices. Hence, the T-parameters matrix of the cascaded 
network 𝐓𝐂 can be obtained by multiplication of the T-parameter matrices 𝐓𝟏 and 𝐓𝟐 as 
follows 
𝐓𝐂 = 𝐓𝟏𝐓𝟐. (2.9) 
In a similar manner, this approach can assist in removing the effect of a two-port net-
work (redundant network) from a primary network. For this purpose, the primary two-
port network is assumed to be a cascaded network consist of the redundant and de-
sired networks. Consequently, the de-embedding can be performed by multiplying the 
𝐓𝟏 𝐓𝟐 𝐓𝟏 
Primary network 
𝐓𝟐 
Two-port networks  
Cascaded network  
After de-embedding 
(b) (a) 
Redundant network  
𝑎1 
𝑏1 
𝑎2 
𝑏2 
1 2 
𝑎1
′  𝑎2
′  
𝑏1
′  𝑏2
′  
1 2  1
 2 1 2 
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T-parameter matrix of the primary network 𝐓𝐂 with the inverse of the redundant network 
𝐓𝟐
−𝟏 as  
𝐓𝟏 = 𝐓𝐂𝐓𝟐
−𝟏 (2.10) 
where 𝐓𝟏 indicates the T-parameter matrix of the network after de-embedding. The 
T-parameter matrix obtained in this way can be readily converted back to the S-param-
eter matrix based on [64] as follows 
[
𝑆11 𝑆12
𝑆21 𝑆22
] =
[
 
 
 
𝑇12
𝑇11
𝑇11𝑇22 − 𝑇12𝑇21
𝑇11
1
𝑇11
−
𝑇12
𝑇11 ]
 
 
 
 (2.11) 
Although higher-order networks can be connected together by means of S-parameter 
in a similar approach as described in (2.6), the corresponding equation set becomes 
quite bulky and complex. In addition, using matrix multiplication in terms of T-parame-
ters is only specified for two-port networks. Therefore, cascading and de-embedding 
in case of multi-port networks is done in a more general form by means of admittance 
parameters (Y-parameters). For instance, in order to connect a two-port network 𝐘𝟐 to 
port 3 of a three-port network 𝐘𝟏, first, a square zero matrix 𝐘 with adequate number 
of elements is initialized. The approach is shown in Figure 2.9. The original networks 
𝐘𝟏 and 𝐘𝟐 act as subnetworks, whose elements are added to form the dataset repre-
senting the cascaded network. The resulting network still includes the effects of a re-
dundant port, which should be eliminated from the data to ascertain the correct signal 
flow inside the network. The port elimination is carried out by converting the resulted 
Y-parameter matrix to a Z-parameter matrix and the subsequent removal of all element 
related to the redundant port from the Z-parameter matrix. This act is equal to leave 
the redundant port open. The remaining three-port matrix describes the desired cas-
caded network in terms of Z-parameter, which can be converted to other network pa-
rameters as described in [64]. 
Similarly, in order to de-embed a two-port network from a specified port of a 
three-port network, first, the two-port network is converted to the transfer chain repre-
sentation (ABCD-parameter). The result is inverted subsequently, to achieve a dataset, 
which removes the effect of the frequency response of the redundant network from the 
three-port network. Following this, the matrix is converted back to Y-parameter and 
added to the three-port network in a similar manner as described for cascading.  
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Figure 2.9: Cascading and de-embedding of a three-port network and a two-port network by means of 
Y-parameters (a), mathematical approach to cascade or de-embed an additional two-port network 
to a three-port network (b) 
2.2.2 Extraction of RLCG Parameters 
The dominant propagation mode on multiconductor transmission lines is the trans-
verse electromagnetic (TEM) mode, where the electric and magnetic fields are only in 
the transverse plane orthogonal to the line axis [65]. Satisfaction of a TEM is the fun-
damental assumption in analysis of transmission lines. Despite the complex structure 
of a wiring harness (wire bundle) involved in measurement setup based on standard 
ISO 11452, signal propagation along wiring harness is commonly considered as TEM 
mode [6][7][9][11]. However, the inhomogeneity at wiring harness ends and the pres-
ence of injection and current probes invalidates the basic assumption of a TEM field 
structure through the entire wiring harness.  
In order to tackle this issue and accelerate transmission line characterization, the 
wire bundle is replaced with a single wire and the wire over ground structure is consid-
ered as a cascaded network. The network consists of a homogenous segment at a 
distant location from metallic surfaces such as DUT, load simulator, test fixtures or 
other discontinuities along the wire and an inhomogeneous segment in proximity to 
those metallic surfaces. Figure 2.10 illustrates a single wire with length 𝑙 located at a 
height ℎ =  5 cm over a ground plane. The homogenous and inhomogeneous seg-
ments are depicted in light green and dark green respectively.  
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Figure 2.10: Characterization of a single wire over a ground plane with a VNA and the structure of the 
two-port networks for the homogenous and inhomogeneous segments according to the modelling 
scheme 
According to [65] and [66], application of the per-unit-length (RLCG) parameteri-
zation of each segment proves to be an appropriate method, to describe the effect of 
transmission line with high accuracy and facilitate the de-embedding process required 
in the forthcoming sections. Several approaches for theoretical estimation [65-66] or 
measurement-based extraction of RLCG parameters exist [67-68]. In this work the pa-
rameter extraction introduced in [69] is applied, where the frequency dependent die-
lectric loss and conductor loss are taken into account. The parameter extraction ap-
proach introduced here for the special case of a single wire over a ground plane can 
be extended to MTLs in a similar manner as described in [69].  
As described before, the transmission line considered in this section consists of a 
single straight wire spanned within two metal test fixtures. Two SMA connectors 
mounted on the test fixtures provide the access to the measurement instrument. Ac-
cording to [65], such passive structure can be characterized directly in terms of network 
scattering parameters. The two-port S-parameter is measured and recorded by means 
of a vector network analyzer (VNA) connected to the SMA connectors. First, the effect 
of SMA connectors is de-embedded from the raw S-parameter data. In order to obtain 
the transmission line parameters including the characteristic impedance and propaga-
tion constant, the S-parameter data is converted to chain parameters (ABCD-parame-
ter). Initially, chain parameters link the voltage and current at one end of the line to the 
voltage and current at the other end of the line. However, the important advantage of 
chain parameters is that the characteristic impedance 𝑍c and the propagation constant 
𝛾 appear directly in the matrix elements. This facilitates the estimation of transmission 
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line parameter from the measured data. In [65], the ABCD-matrix of a lossy transmis-
sion line in terms of hyperbolic functions are given as 
[
𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 𝐷
] = [
cosh(𝛾𝑙) −𝑍csinh(𝛾𝑙)
−
1
𝑍c
sinh(𝛾𝑙) cosh(𝛾𝑙)
] , (2.12) 
where 𝑙 indicate the total length of the transmission line. Both 𝑍c and 𝛾 can be calcu-
lated straightforwardly by 
  𝑍c = √
𝐵
𝐶
 (2.13) 
and 
𝛾 =
1
𝑙
arccosh(𝐴). (2.14) 
Based on the definitions of 𝑍c and 𝛾 for a transmission line the corresponding fre-
quency-dependent RLCG vectors can be determined [65]. In contrast to the L and C 
vectors, which demonstrate almost constant trends and provide good accuracy for a 
wide range of frequencies, the vector R shows a significant frequency dependency 
mainly due to the skin effect [65]. A good approximate expression of an element of the 
resistance vector at a certain frequency is given in [65][69] as 
𝑅(𝑓) = 𝑅0 + 𝑅S ⋅ (1 + 1𝑗) ⋅ √𝑓, (2.15) 
where 𝑅0 and 𝑅𝑠 indicate the DC resistance and the skin effect respectively. The im-
aginary term depicts the internal inductance. Additionally, an element of the conduct-
ance vector G is often approximated with 
𝐺(𝑓) = 𝐺0 + 𝐺D(1 + 1𝑗) ⋅ 𝑓, (2.16) 
where 𝐺0 models the shunt current due to free electrons in imperfect dielectrics and 𝐺D 
models the power loss due to the rotation of dipoles under the alternating field [69]. An 
ultimate goal is to extract all six parameters (𝑅0, 𝐿0, 𝐶0, 𝐺0, 𝑅S, 𝐺D) from measurement 
results by data fitting. As described before, the influence of the fixtures cannot be ne-
glected if high accuracy is required. The effect of the segment close to fixtures can be 
considered as a constant offset in the RLCG parameter values [75]. This offset is ex-
tracted by 
1. calculating the RLCG vectors for the same type of wire with several lengths 
(here 23 cm, 51 cm, 150 cm), 
2. fitting the frequency dependencies with simplified approximations based on 
(2.15) and (2.16), 
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3. linear extrapolation of the RLCG values to zero wire length. 
This approach returns not only the per-unit-length parameters of the main homogenous 
segment but also gives an estimation for the virtual per-unit-length parameters of the 
inhomogeneous section close to the fixtures, where stray field effects are involved. 
 
Figure 2.11: Extraction of the RLC parameters of the inhomogeneous segment by linear extrapolation 
of the RLC parameters of different wire lengths to the zero length 
Furthermore, the effect of the SMA connectors of the test fixture is represented with a 
short lossless transmission line with characteristic impedance 𝑍c = 50 Ω and the con-
nectors time delay 𝑇D ≈ 50 ps. The effect can be de-embedded directly based on (2.10) 
from the raw S-parameter measurement results. The extraction of the RLC parameters 
of the inhomogeneous segment by linear extrapolation is shown in Figure 2.11. Table 
2.3 shows the RLC parameters for both homogenous and inhomogeneous segments. 
The resistance, inductance, capacitance and skin effect values can be extracted with 
very high accuracy. However, the shunt conductance component (of air) lies outside 
the VNA dynamic impedance measurement range, and therefore, cannot be extracted 
accurately [75].  
 𝑹𝟎(𝐦𝛀) 𝑹𝒔(𝐦𝛀) 𝑳𝟎(𝛍𝐇) 𝑪𝟎(𝐩𝐅) 
Homogenous  9.6499 0.2411 11.898 10.425 
Inhomogeneous 13.232 0.86515 20.092 20.128 
 
Table 2.3: Extracted RLC values of the homogenous and inhomogeneous segments for the sample 
single wire over ground structure 
In order to validate the proposed approach to estimate the behavior of the transmission 
line for various setup lengths, the S-parameters for a new setup with 𝑙 = 1 m are re-
constructed with the extracted RLC parameters and compared to direct measurement 
data. The comparison between the magnitude and phase of the transmission line’s S-
parameters is illustrated in Figure 2.12. The results show that the S-parameters are 
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reconstructed with very high accuracy up to 1 GHz.  However, to achieve a better ac-
curacy especially at higher frequencies, more improved models to describe frequency-
dependent parameters are required. 
 
Figure 2.12: S-parameters of a single wire of length 1 m within fixtures, measurement and reconstruction 
based on the per-unit-length parameters 
2.2.3 Modelling of BCI Coupling  
As outlined earlier, BCI testing involves current injection to a DUT by means of a 
specifically designed current transformer (BCI probe) to assess the susceptibility 
thresholds up to 400 MHz. As shown in Section 2.1.2, although the exact procedure to 
calibrate the forward power to drive a specific amount of current into a 50 Ω load is 
prescribed in [2]ISO 11452 part 4, the actual current injected into a DUT during a BCI 
test is often significantly different. Depending on the characteristics of the test setup 
such as wiring harness parameters and impedance of the terminal units, the currents 
injected into a DUT varies from one test setup to another [11][36]. Therefore, obtaining 
an accurate model of the test setup will help not only to calculate the actual currents 
injected into the DUT and load simulator during BCI, but also to improve the correlation 
between ALSE and BCI in the last chapter of this work. 
As described at the beginning of this chapter, the main goal in this section is to 
propose a measurement-based approach to model the BCI coupling, without consid-
ering the physical properties of the inner components in detail. As illustrated in Figure 
2.13, a typical BCI probe consists of a single winding around a ferrite core, a metallic 
frame and an injection connector to connect to RF signal source [24]. 
Reflection 
coefficients  
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coefficients  
Reflection 
coefficients  
Transmission 
coefficients  
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Figure 2.13: Internal structure of a sample BCI probe clamped around a wiring harness  
In order to remain consistent in this work, the clamped wiring harness is consid-
ered as the primary winding and the conductor around the ferrite as the secondary 
winding. Based on this description, a low-frequency circuit interpretation of the BCI 
probe can be an ideal transformer [24]. In line with this, injection of RF interference 
can be modelled by lumped voltage source exciting each clamped wire. Moreover, the 
loading effect of the BCI probe on any clamped wire, due to the existence of the addi-
tional ferrite core, is described with an impedance in series with the lumped voltage 
source [24]. Although the application of this model is restricted to the lower frequency 
range due to the sole focus on inductive coupling, it provides a simple but highly effec-
tive tool to understand the coupling phenomenon. Additionally, this simplified model 
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3 and 4 to derive simple expressions for imped-
ance measurement with current transformer. 
Most BCI probe models available in the literature assume that BCI probes behave 
as linear devices in the frequency interval of interest for immunity testing. In particular, 
the investigation in [38] indicates that no significant saturation phenomena occurs in 
the frequency interval as far as the forward power does not exceed the specified con-
tinuous wave (CW) power rating of the BCI probe. Hence, the BCI coupling to a wire 
bundle can be considered as a linear network and can be described in terms of S-pa-
rameters. As mentioned earlier, wire bundle is replaced with a single wire in this inves-
tigation. However, the same approach can be used for a wire bundle by preparing an 
appropriate test fixtures to expand the number of measurement ports based on number 
of conductors.  
All investigations in this work concerning the BCI are done with a FCC F-140 BCI 
probe. Figure 2.14(a) shows the proposed setup to carry out a primary S-parameter 
measurement. The BCI probe is clamped around a single wire of the length 𝑙 =  50 cm 
spanned within two test fixtures at the height ℎ = 5 cm above the ground plane. Without 
the loss of generality, the same wire type and fixtures as in the previous section are 
used here. 
Primary winding  
BCI injection con-
nector 
(input port)  
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Figure 2.14: Structure of the setup to perform the primary three-port S-parameter measurement (a), 
de-embedding wire segment and SMA adaptors from the primary S-parameter measurement to 
extract the BCI coupling model 
In order to perform the S-parameter measurement, a VNA Agilent E5071B, is con-
nected to the available ports including the probe’s connector port (port 1) and the test 
fixtures (port 2 and 3). The S-parameters are measured and recorded between 
300 kHz and 1 GHz at a forward power of 0 dBm. The entire measurement structure 
is interpreted as seven separate networks including: 
1. a three-port central network (BCI coupling network), 
2. two two-port networks representing a wire segment of length 1 cm at each side 
close to the fixtures (inhomogeneous segment, WS 2), 
3. two two-port networks representing a wire segment of 20.5 cm at each side 
(homogenous segment, WS 1), 
4. two SMA connectors mounted on the fixtures between the calibration plane 
and the wire at each side (SMA). 
In the beginning, the effects of the SMA connectors are removed from the raw meas-
ured data by de-embedding the corresponding phase shifts from port 2 and 3 as de-
scribed in Section 2.2.1. The next step is to obtain the S-parameters of the redundant 
networks including the homogenous and inhomogeneous segments for de-embedding. 
For this purpose, the per-unit-length parameters extracted in the previous section are 
used to calculate the ABCD-parameters of each cable segment based on (2.12). Fol-
lowing this, the S-parameter can be readily calculated by converting ABCD-parameters 
based on [64]. The two-port S-parameters of the wire segments at each side are cas-
caded based on (2.9) to obtain a new two-port network, which represents the entire 
redundant network at each side.  
SMA connector 
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Wire segment 1 
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Figure 2.15: Comparison between the raw measured S-parameters during the primary measurement 
and the S-parameter model after de-embedding of the redundant data  
Finally, each redundant two-port network is de-embedded from the three-port S-pa-
rameter as described in Section 2.2.1.The remaining three-port data belongs to the 
coupling of the BCI probe and the clamped wire.  
The comparison between the sample coefficients of the primary three-port S-pa-
rameter and the three-port model are demonstrated in Figure 2.15. As can be seen, 
the de-embedding procedure has a significant impact on the magnitude and phase of 
the S-parameter coefficients. Moreover, the raw measured data could only be used as 
a coupling model at very low frequencies and the de-embedding must be carried out 
to obtain a reliable model for a BCI probe itself at higher frequencies. The explanation 
of different coefficients and their application to describe the internal structure of current 
transformers are given in Chapter 3. 
The model is verified with a VNA measurement in a similar setup of larger length 
(here: 1 m). The coupling from RF-port at BCI probe to the fixture ports is measured in 
terms of S-parameters. The same setup is reconstructed by port-to-port cascaded con-
nection of several involved modules.  
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Figure 2.16: Comparison between the coefficients of the S-parameter matrix obtained from the direct 
measurement and simulated based on the three-port model 
Since the BCI coupling dataset contains a side port (BCI probe’s input port), which 
is not directly involved in the cascaded connection, the commonly used cascading pro-
cedure by matrix multiplication of the scattering chain parameters cannot be used. 
Hence, connecting the networks is performed in terms of Y-Parameters with an ap-
proach similar to one shown in Section 2.2.1. As demonstrated in Figure 2.16, the 
reconstructed signal transmission shows a very good agreement with the measure-
ment data. The implemented approach foresees the application of an ad hoc calibra-
tion setup in order to simplify the complexity of a real BCI configuration while preserv-
ing acceptable coherence to the configurations recommended in ISO 11452. Appropri-
ate design of test fixtures already characterized in Section 2.2.2 keeps the essential 
physical principles for the operation by resorting to simpler mechanical structures. Alt-
hough the BCI model could be measured directly be reducing the length of the wire to 
7 cm, the parasitic capacitive coupling between the test fixtures and the BCI reduce 
the accuracy at higher frequencies. 
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2.2.4 Modelling of Antenna Coupling 
As described in Section 2.1.1, during an ALSE test, the DUT and the wiring har-
ness are placed at a height ℎ =  5 cm above a reference ground plane. During the 
antenna testing or under normal operating conditions, the coupling of external fields 
with the wiring allows interference to reach the input ports of the DUT. Different ap-
proaches exist for describing the external coupling of an electromagnetic field to a line 
using transmission line theory for two-conductor lines and MTLs [12-15]. Each of these 
coupling formulations gives the same response for the transmission line if they are 
used properly [66]. 
 
Figure 2.17: Per-unit-length equivalent sources for an infinitesimally small length of a MTL excited by 
an electromagnetic field as proposed in [65] 
For example, a simplified test setup and the circuit interpretation of MTLs excited 
by an incident electromagnetic field based on [65] are illustrated in Figure 2.17. The 
proposed approach in [65] modifies the usual MTL equations by adding voltage and 
current sources defined for a surface bounded by each conductor and an infinitesimally 
small length between 𝑥 and 𝑥 + 𝛥𝑥. The equivalent sources are due to the normal 
component of the incident magnetic field and the transverse component of the incident 
electric field with respect to the bounded surface mentioned above. The idea behind 
this representation is that the incident field induces currents and charges on the con-
ductors (wires). These induced currents and charges in turn produce a scattered field. 
The combination of the scattered field with the incident field, satisfy the boundary con-
ditions on the surfaces of the line conductors. The general expression is commonly 
formulated in terms of the incident electric field using Faraday’s law [65]. 
From the standpoint of immunity testing, the explicit solution for the line voltages 
and currents calculated based on terminal constraints (termination impedances) could 
be used to determine the interference level at the DUT and load simulator [65]. Never-
theless, the complexity of the real test scenarios and the existence of different parasitic 
effects in a non-ideal environment result in limited use of analytical approaches for 
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such purpose. Conversely, as mentioned earlier, the black box modelling based on 
S-parameter measurement appears to be a good solution to cover the entire internal 
structure and will be discussed hereafter. 
 
Figure 2.18: Typical antenna design used for EMC testing based on ISO 11452 part 2 up to 1 GHz 
Basically, the black box model comprises the effect of the field generating device 
regardless of its structure and physical characteristics. However, a summary of the 
commonly used antennas can improve the understanding of the results achieved dur-
ing an ALSE test. The typical antenna types used in radiated immunity testing based 
on ISO 11452 part 2 for covering different frequency ranges up to 1 GHz are: 
 biconical antenna, 
 log-periodic antenna, 
 bilog or hybrid antenna. 
As shown in Figure 2.18, biconical antenna is a broadband dipole consisting of two 
conical structures having common axis and vertex that are connected through the ver-
tex to the signal generator. Log-periodic antenna usually consists of series of dipoles 
and has a geometry such that its impedance and characteristics repeats periodically 
as the logarithm of frequency [70]. For very high frequency purposes, horn antennas 
are commonly used. However, due to the upper limit of frequency range, they are not 
covered in this work. In accordance to ISO 11452 part 2, the biconical and the log-pe-
riodic antennas can be used to cover the complementary frequency ranges of 30 MHz 
to 300 MHz and 300 MHz to 1 GHz respectively. However, to perform any ALSE test 
with only one antenna, the so called bilog or hybrid antenna proves to be a good alter-
native [71-72]. Combination of the biconical and log periodic structures allows the bilog 
antenna to operate in a similar manner as biconical or log-periodic antennas over their 
relevant frequency range [73]. Therefore, in this section the bilog antenna Teseq CBL 
6141 is chosen as the field generating device. A summary of geometrical dimension 
and technical specification of the antenna is given in Table 2.4. The CBL 6141 antenna 
radiates the field in a single direction, i.e. it is linearly polarized [73]. The imperfections, 
i.e. the cross polarization, are usually measured for the ratio of the field level in the 
intended direction to that of its orthogonal direction.  
Biconical antenna Log-periodic antenna Bilog or hybrid antenna 
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Frequency range 30 MHz to 2 GHz 
Typical gain 4 dB (200 MHz to 1.5 GHz) 
Impedance (nominal) 50 Ω 
Average VSWR 2:1 
Size antenna (L × H × W in mm) approx. 1310 X 970 X 410 
 
Table 2.4: Technical specification of Teseq CBL 6141B according to [73] 
According to [73], the typical cross polarization for CBL 6141 varies between -35 dB 
and -21 dB for the frequencies over 200 MHz. Although [74] mandates a voltage stand-
ing wave ratio (VSWR) of less than 2:1 for receiver antenna systems, having a lower 
VSWR is also crucial during the immunity testing to minimize the power reflected from 
the antenna. This makes the best use of the ability of the employed power amplifier by 
requiring less power to generate a certain field strength. In general, high VSWR of 
broadband antennas, particularly at lower frequencies, means that much of the input 
power is reflected than radiated. In case of CBL 6141, the VSWR varies between 35:1 
and 4:1 for the frequencies below 100 MHz. The high amount of the reflected power 
accounts for the poor efficiency at lower frequencies and may damage the power am-
plifier. 
 
Figure 2.19: Setup for the measurement of the antenna coupling to a single wire in an anechoic chamber 
using a VNA and a bilog antenna 
The measured three-port S-parameter magnitude and phase are illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.20 for both vertical and horizontal polarizations. In order to improve the transpar-
ency, the phase angles are unwrapped by avoiding absolute jumps between consecu-
tive elements. Overall, the magnitude of the transmission coefficients increases over 
the frequency range, whereas the magnitude of the reflection coefficients declines. 
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Both of these observations confirm the poor efficiency of the antenna at lower frequen-
cies. Although the measured reflection coefficients are almost identical, the transmis-
sion coefficients differ over the entire frequency range. The lower reflection coefficients 
at frequencies above 70 MHz corresponds to VSWR values given previously for CBL 
6141 based on the antenna’s datasheet. Moreover, while the magnitude of transmis-
sion coefficients of the horizontal polarization does not surpass -40 dB, the vertical 
polarization reaches its highest peak of -25 dB at 270 MHz.  
 
 
Figure 2.20: Three-port S-parameters (magnitude and phase) measured at vertical and horizontal po-
larizations, the phase is unwrapped to achieve better transparency 
The considerable difference between both polarizations indicates that there is no 
unique ALSE coupling. Hence, each polarization should be considered separately, 
when it comes to compare BCI with ALSE. Despite the symmetric structure of the 
measurement setup and identical termination constraints, the magnitude of the trans-
mission coefficients measured at port 2 and port 3 are not exactly the same. This points 
out the sensitivity of the ALSE method to very small changes or imperfections even 
under controlled conditions. Therefore, both magnitude and phase of the S-parameter 
coefficients are required to successfully connect other networks to the measured three-
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port network and to calculate the interference levels at the input ports of termination 
networks. 
2.3 Application and Experimental Results 
Simple and accurate measurement-based methods to model the BCI and ALSE 
couplings were given in Section 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. In this section, the coupling models 
will be used to determine the RF currents coupled to the passive terminations in a 
setup based on ISO 11452. The simulated and measured RF currents (termination 
currents) are then compared for a specified signal power injected into the BCI probe 
or the antenna. 
As illustrated in Figure 2.21(a), the terminal units include two small PCBs with only 
SMD resistors. Since the test setups often contain a low-impedance signal source and 
a high-impedance receiver, two SMD resistors of 10 Ω and 1 kΩ were selected. Both 
PCBs are placed upon two grounded copper blocks and connected directly to the wir-
ing instead of the test fixtures. The termination impedance models are measured di-
rectly in terms of S-parameters by the VNA. For the purpose of model verification, a 
constant RF forward power of 10 dBm is injected into the input ports of the BCI probe 
and antenna with the VNA. The transmission coefficients are measured close to the 
termination PCBs by using two current probe FCC F-65 clamped around the wire. In 
order to the calculate the current phase correctly by means of a current probe, the 
phase information of the transfer impedance is required. Since the phase information 
is not usually given in the datasheets provided by manufactures, the complex transfer 
impedance must be extracted in a separate approach similar to the one given Section 
3.2.3. The primary measurements are in terms of S-parameters. Hence, the measured 
transmission coefficients and the pre-characterized transfer impedance are required in 
 
Figure 2.21: Direct measurement of the termination currents in a BCI setup and the structure of passive 
terminations (a), simulation of termination currents based on the BCI setup cascaded from the 
S-parameter models of individual setup components (b) 
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order to calculate the termination currents. In order to assess the capability of the mod-
els to estimate the termination currents, first, both BCI and ALSE setups are cascaded 
in Matlab from the S-parameters of the individual components as discussed in Section 
2.2.1. The termination currents are then calculated for the given forward power level 
at the input port of the BCI probe or antenna.  
2.3.1 Simulation of Termination Currents in BCI Setups 
The structure of the BCI setup is shown in Figure 2.21(a). The probe is located in 
the middle of the setup. The PCB with 10 kΩ resistor and the PCB with 1 Ω terminate 
the left side and right side of the wire respectively. The BCI probe is connected to port 
1. Port 2 and 3 are connected directly to the current probes. The transmission coeffi-
cients, 𝑆21 and 𝑆31, are measured between 300 kHz and 1 GHz. The termination cur-
rent at port 2 can be derived based on the definition of transmission coefficient 𝑆21 and 
transfer impedance 𝑍T with 
𝐼L = 𝑆21
√𝑃f ⋅ 50Ω
𝑍T
, (2.17) 
where 𝑃f is the forward power injected into BCI probe and the impedance 50 Ω repre-
sents the equivalent port impedance of the VNA. The termination current at port 3 can 
be calculated based on (2.17) by substituting the transmission coefficient 𝑆21 with 𝑆31. 
The direct measurement can also be performed by using a signal generator and a 
spectrum analyzer. On the other hand, to obtain a model for the entire setup and to 
calculate the termination currents, the individual S-parameter blocks extracted in Sec-
tion 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 are cascaded according to Section 2.2.1. The final setup including 
the coupling model, homogenous and inhomogeneous wire segments and the passive 
terminations is shown in Figure 2.21(b). A straightforward method to determine the 
termination currents is to calculate the voltage at port 2 and 3 of the cascaded network 
in absence of 50 Ω port impedances. This can be done either by imposing the terminal 
constraints of an open-circuit into (2.4) or according to the approach proposed in [75]. 
In this method, the signal reflection of a new network 𝑆11,open with open-circuit termi-
nation at port 2 and 3 can be calculated according to (2.4). Based on the predefined 
forward power 𝑃𝑓 and the reference impedance 𝑍0, the current at the source port 𝐼1 can 
be determined using 
𝐼1 = (1 − 𝑆11,open)√
𝑃𝑓
𝑍0
. (2.18) 
The original three-port S-parameters are then converted to Z-parameters, which relate 
the voltages and currents at all ports together. Regardless of port 1, the current at other 
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ports are zero as a result of open-circuit termination. Therefore, the voltages at port 2 
and 3 can be directly calculated using 
𝑉2,open = 𝑍21𝐼1, (2.19) 
𝑉3,open = 𝑍31𝐼1. (2.20) 
Following this, the open-circuit voltage can be used to calculate the termination cur-
rents based on the pre-characterized termination impedances.  
 
 
Figure 2.22: Comparison between the simulated and measured termination currents (𝑍L = 1 kΩ, 𝑍R =
10 Ω) at an input forward power of 10 dBm 
The comparative results between the measured and simulated termination cur-
rents are shown in Figure 2.22. Despite slight deviations at resonance frequencies, the 
results indicate a very good agreement even for the frequencies above 400 MHz for 
both termination networks. Additionally, as mentioned previously, the S-parameter 
models were primarily extracted by injecting a forward power of 0 dBm. However, to 
measure the termination currents, the input power is scaled up to 10 dBm. The high 
accuracy of the simulated results and the linearity of the setup concludes that the scal-
ing of the power can be applied directly to determine the termination currents for other 
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input power levels as long as the terminal units are passive linear network. This con-
clusion will be used in the last chapter to accelerate the simulation of the BCI termina-
tion currents. 
2.3.2 Simulation of Termination Currents in Antenna Setups 
The structure of the ALSE setup for both vertical and horizontal polarization of the 
antenna is illustrated in Figure 2.23(a).  
 
Figure 2.23: Direct measurement of the termination currents in an ALSE setup (a), simulation of termi-
nation currents based a setup cascaded from the ALSE coupling and termination networks 
Similar to the BCI setup, port 1 is connected to the antenna and will be the signal 
source. Port 2 and 3 are connected to two current probes FCC F-65 located at the left 
side and right side of the wiring respectively. The structure of the wire and terminal unit 
remains unchanged. As described in the previous section, both transmission coeffi-
cients 𝑆21 and 𝑆31 are required to calculate the termination currents based on (2.17). 
In order to determine these coefficients, the entire networks including the three-port S-
parameter coupling models of each antenna polarization and the characterized termi-
nation networks are cascaded. The new cascaded networks are then used to calculate 
the termination currents similar to Section 2.2.3. 
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Figure 2.24: Comparison between the simulated and measured currents at the wire terminations 
(𝑍L =  1 kΩ, 𝑍R = 10 Ω) under the input forward power of 10 dBm for vertical polarization 
Due to the difference between the components of the incident electromagnetic 
field, the procedure is carried out separately for each antenna polarization. However, 
the results are only shown for the magnitude and phase of the vertical polarization in 
the frequencies between 1 MHz and 1 GHz. A good congruence of the simulated and 
measured values can be observed for the frequency range up to 500 MHz in Figure 
2.24. Similar to the BCI method, the S-parameter models were primarily extracted by 
injecting a forward power of 0 dBm. In order to determine the termination currents for 
the new forward power of 10 dBm, the termination currents are linearly scaled up. One 
important observation is the significant difference between directly measured and sim-
ulated results at very high frequencies in comparison to the BCI results. As described 
before, high sensitivity of the ALSE setup to small changes is the main reason for this 
behavior. Consequently, more care should be taken, when it comes to measuring or 
simulating the ALSE currents at frequencies above 500 MHz. 
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2.3.3 Virtual Calibration and Virtual Testing 
In this section, the termination currents corresponding to BCI and ALSE realistic 
severity levels according to ISO-11452 are calculated using the developed models. For 
the BCI setup, first, the calibration setup network according to [2] is cascaded from the 
individual component in simulation environment. The virtual calibration setup consists 
of the BCI probe clamped around a wire of length 𝑙 = 10 cm connected between two 
test fixtures. Second, both ends of the virtual calibration setup are terminated with two 
ideal 50 Ω loads. Third, the termination currents 𝐼sim for a forward power of 0 dBm 
(1 mW) are calculated using the procedure in Section 2.3.1. The forward power re-
quired to achieve 100 mA can be calculated with  
𝑃cal = 1 mW ⋅ (
100 mA
𝐼sim
)
2
. (2.21) 
In contrast, for the ALSE setup, the forward power necessary to reach the severity 
level of 100 V/m is measured directly with a field probe PMM EP-600. Alternatively, the 
datasheet of CBL 6141 gives only the forward power to obtain an electric field magni-
tude of 10 V/m in a distance of 3 m from the antenna. Although a simple prediction of 
the forward power to reach 100 V/m could be calculated by appropriate scaling of the 
electric field and distance to antenna, using the real calibration data proves to be more 
reliable and accurate.  
 
Figure 2.25: BCI calibration forward power determined by simulating the BCI calibration setup and ALSE 
calibration forward power measured directly in an anechoic chamber (a), termination current sim-
ulated under the calibrated forward powers (b) 
Following the calibration procedure, the calibrated forward power is virtually in-
jected into the BCI and ALSE setup models as described in Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. 
The calibrated forward power and the corresponding current at the low-impedance are 
shown in Figure 2.25. Based on the capability of the used power amplifier (Prana 
DT 150), the forward power is limited to 52 dBm. Due to strong inductive coupling be-
tween the BCI probe and wiring harness the amount of power injected into the input 
Limiting the input 
power to 52 dBm  
Higher termination current  
PCB with 10 kΩ  
Decreasing BCI 
coupling    
Lower input power in-
duces higher currents     
Different current 
distributions  
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port to reach 100 mA is much less than the injected power to reach the severity level 
of 100 V/m by ALSE. The different coupling mechanism of both procedures results in 
significantly different current patterns injected into both terminations for the calibrated 
RF input power level.  
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3 Characterization and Modelling of Current Transformers 
Using toroidal current transformers (CT) in variety of EMC test procedures for in-
jecting current into wiring harness as well as for monitoring current flow has gained a 
wide acceptance in automotive industry. In general, a simple CT consists of a primary 
winding, a magnetic core and a secondary winding. With respect to the immunity test 
setups in this work, the clamped wiring harness (test harness) and the winding around 
the core are considered as the primary and the secondary respectively.  
From the technical standpoint, the optimal design of CTs demands high efforts and 
obligates the designers to employ complex techniques to achieve the best perfor-
mance in a wide frequency range. However, from the user standpoint, CTs are prede-
signed for a certain purpose with a given figure of merit to characterize the perfor-
mance. For example, injection probes and monitoring probes are mainly classified in 
terms of insertion loss and transfer impedance. The provided product descriptions or 
datasheets mostly give no information about the inner structure or the physical prop-
erties such as the core material and number of turns. For example, according to [76], 
the current probe FCC-F65 is only characterized in terms of its transfer impedance at 
a certain frequency range. Conversely, in case of magnetic cores, the provided 
datasheets contain a comprehensive description of material characteristics with re-
spect to their application. The limited information in case of injection and current 
probes, particularly with regard to the immunity testing, has the disadvantage that the 
interaction of a CT with other components of an immunity test setup is unknown and 
the CT cannot be employed for any other purpose rather than the intended. 
Additional built-in components in CTs due to the design considerations, character-
istics of the core material such as core losses, and the existence of stray capacitances 
between different metallic structures introduce variety of side effects into test results 
[77-83]. For instance, at higher frequencies, the metallic body of commercial current 
transformers (CCT) introduces a heavy discontinuity along the wiring harness resulting 
in different propagation conditions compared to the case where the CT is absent. The 
identification and detailed examination of these interactions require an accurate model, 
which comprises both dominant and subordinate effects in the entire frequency of in-
terest [84-85]. 
Furthermore, an accurate modelling of CTs allows for employing them in different 
applications such as measuring the impedance. As mentioned earlier, the term “indi-
rect impedance measurement” is used in this work in respect of measuring the input 
impedance of DUT and load simulator under operation conditions with a CT. In the 
specific case of a single wire over a ground plane, the input impedance of a DUT (ter-
mination impedance) indicates the opposition that the DUT offers to the interference 
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signal generated by a BCI probe or an antenna. A simplified representation of an im-
munity test setup is shown in Figure 3.1. The term “termination node” is a virtual node 
defined to distinguish between the wire segment and the DUT input (DUT pin). This 
node represents the connection point between the wire end and the DUT pin. On this 
basis, the term “termination impedance” represents the input impedance between the 
termination node and the ground node. The same definition is used for the input im-
pedance of load simulator. In case of wire bundles, where the wires are connected to 
the DUT with two or multiple pins, the input impedance between each termination node 
and the ground is considered as the DUT impedance.  
 
Figure 3.1: Simplified representation of an immunity test setup to clarify the terms and definitions used 
in this work regarding the termination impedances 
The idea of using CTs to measure the impedance can be realized in different ways 
and will be discussed extensively in Chapter 4. Among the proposed implementation 
techniques in this work, using a CT directly as an impedance probe in combination with 
a VNA incorporates the very basic idea that can be put into effect with the least effort. 
As mentioned previously, the term “loop impedance” is used in this work to indicate the 
impedance attached to the primary winding of a CT. Assuming a VNA to be connected 
to the secondary winding, the term “impedance probe” describes a CT that is used to 
determine the loop impedance. However, concerning a CT clamped around a wiring 
harness in an immunity test setup, the loop impedance can be interpreted from another 
perspective. According to transmission line theory, the loop impedance at any point 
along the wiring harness in an immunity test setup can be considered as the accumu-
lated transformed impedance of terminal unit at both harness ends, i.e. DUT and load 
simulator (see Section 4.1 for details). Thus, having knowledge of the loop impedance 
is the first step to relate the measured reflection data with a VNA to the impedance of 
terminal unit. However, the reflection data is significantly affected by the CT’s fre-
quency response, which must be removed from the measurement by an appropriate 
de-embedding procedure.  
To sum up, two objectives are chosen for this chapter. The primary objective is to 
show the capability of the measurement-based modelling to illustrate different trans-
formation phenomena in CTs up to 1 GHz. The secondary objective is to use these 
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models to assess the possibility of combining a CT and a VNA for the purpose of indi-
rect impedance measurement. Therefore, in this chapter, first, the operation of CTs is 
described based on Maxwell’s equations. According to an improved equivalent circuit, 
the transformation characteristics of a generic CT are analyzed. For this purpose, the 
mathematical expressions for different figures of merit, including output impedance, 
insertion impedance and transfer impedance, are derived. These mathematical ex-
pressions are then used to predict and interpret different behavior of these impedances 
at low and high frequencies. In Section 3.2, similar to the previous chapter, the 
three-port network model for different CTs are extracted from the S-parameter meas-
urements. Following this, the models are used to determine the output impedance, 
insertion impedance and the transfer impedance. Moreover, the models are used to 
compare the characteristics of sample commercial current transformers (CCT) and 
self-made current transformers (SCT) optimized for impedance measurement. Finally, 
in Section 3.3, the idea of using a CT as an impedance probe is analyzed using the 
extracted three-port network models. The complexities and limitations of measuring 
loop impedance in combination with a VNA and the subsequent de-embedding are 
investigated. Based on a brute force sensitivity analysis, several indications on the 
practicability, strengths and weaknesses of using different CTs for indirect impedance 
measurement are given and discussed. 
3.1 Description of Transformer Operation 
In general, according to [76] and [86], the design of CCTs is commonly a function 
of different parameters including:  
 dimension of the wiring harness, 
 operational bandwidth, 
 maximum current rating, 
 sensitivity (for monitoring probes),  
 continuous wave (CW) power rating and effectiveness to deliver the amplifier 
forward power to the wiring harness (for injection probes). 
Moreover, the structure commonly offers the clamp-on function of the probe and is 
enclosed in a metallic shield to prevent capacitive coupling. Despite a broad variety of 
possible realization schemes, the internal structure of a sample CT as proposed in [87] 
for the purpose of current measurement and its main components are illustrated in 
Figure 3.2. The structure is further simplified in this section to facilitate an in-depth 
analysis of the physical aspects. 
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Figure 3.2: Internal structure of a typical CCT designed to measure the current in EMC applications [74] 
and the simplification of the structure to facilitate the analysis 
3.1.1 Theoretical Background 
According to Maxwell–Ampère equation, the relation between the altering current 
flowing in the primary and the created magnetic field strength 𝐇 can be described by  
∇ × 𝐇 = 𝐉 +
∂𝐃
∂𝐭
 
LF approx.
⇒        ∇ × 𝐇 =  𝐉, (3.1) 
where 𝐃 is the electric displacement field and 𝐉 is the current density. The effect of the 
derivative of 𝐃 with respect to time can be ignored for low frequencies to simplify the 
approximation primarily [77]. The resulting time-varying magnetic field strength 𝐇 is 
related to the time-varying magnetic flux density 𝐁 by 
𝐁 = 𝜇𝐇, (3.2) 
where 𝜇 represents the permeability of the inner side of the secondary winding. From 
another point of view, according to Maxwell–Faraday equation, a time-varying mag-
netic flux density always accompany an electric field 
∇ × 𝐄 = −
𝜕𝐁
𝜕𝑡
. (3.3) 
Furthermore, the magnetic flux Φ through a cross sectional area of the secondary 
winding 𝐀 is equal to the surface integral of the normal component of the magnetic 
field density 𝐁 passing through that surface and can be formulated by means of a 
scalar product as follows 
Φ = ∬𝐁
𝐴
⋅ 𝑑𝐀 (3.4) 
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where 𝑑𝐀 indicates an infinitesimal area element of the surface. The electromotive 
force ℰ, i.e. the voltage between the terminals of the secondary winding, can be related 
to the magnetic flux by applying the Kelvin-Stokes theorem. In this way, the integral of 
the curl of the electric field over the cross sectional area can be related to the line 
integral of the electric field around the boundary of cross sectional area 𝒍 with 
ℰ =  ∮ 𝐄 ⋅ 𝑑𝒍
𝑙
Kelvin−Stokes theorem
⇒                  ℰ =  ∬∇ × 𝐄
𝐴
⋅ 𝑑𝐀 = −∬
𝜕𝐁
𝜕𝑡
⋅ 𝑑𝐀
𝐴
= −
𝜕Φ
𝜕𝑡
. (3.5) 
The negative sign indicates that the induced voltage and the change in magnetic flux 
have opposite signs. This means that the variation of magnetic flux through the sur-
face, bounded by the secondary winding induces an electromotive force whose value 
is determined by the rate of change of the magnetic flux. The resulted electromagnetic 
force creates a current in the secondary.  
In general, the impact of the magnetic flux on the circuit in which the current is 
changing is called self inductance. Similarly, the impact of the magnetic flux on an 
adjacent circuit is called mutual inductance. Both of these parameters can be derived 
for a CT based on size, shape and core material. For example, in case of a toroid with 
a square cross section, 𝑁 turns at the secondary and a single turn at primary, the self 
and mutual inductance can be derived from Ampère's circuital law given in (3.1). As-
suming an inner radius 𝑎, outer radius 𝑏 and the cross sectional radius ℎ, the magnetic 
field density at radius 𝑟 for any closed path 𝑙 is given by applying the integral form of 
(3.1) as 
∮𝐁 ⋅ 𝑑𝒍
 
𝑙
= 𝜇𝑁𝐼 ⇒ 𝐁 =
𝜇𝑁𝐼
2𝜋𝑟
𝐞𝛗. (3.6) 
The direction of the vector 𝐁 is tangential to the closed path and is given by the unit 
vector 𝐞𝛗. According to (3.4), the magnetic flux through one turn of the toroid can be 
obtained by integrating over the rectangular cross section with 𝑑𝐀 = ℎ d𝑟 𝐞𝛗 as the 
differential area element 
Φ = ∫ (
𝜇𝑁𝐼
2𝜋𝑟
𝐞𝛗)
𝑏
𝑎
ℎ 𝑑𝑟 𝐞𝛗 =
𝜇𝑁ℎ𝐼
2𝜋
ln (
𝑏
𝑎
). (3.7) 
Hence, the self inductance is derived by dividing the total magnetic flux by the current 
as 
𝐿ss =
𝑁 Φ
𝐼
=
𝜇𝑁2ℎ
2𝜋
 ln (
𝑏
𝑎
). (3.8) 
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The inductance of the other winding, i.e. the clamped conductor, can be derived simi-
larly by correcting the number of turns. In order to derive the mutual inductance, the 
amount of magnetic flux from the circuit in which the current is changing is required. 
Assuming an ideal coupling, the derived magnetic flux in (3.7) remains unchanged and 
can be used directly to derive the mutual inductance as follows 
𝑀 =
Φ
𝐼
=
𝜇𝑁ℎ
2𝜋
 ln (
𝑏
𝑎
). (3.9) 
Comparing equations (3.8) and (3.9) reveals that 
𝑀 =
𝐿𝑠𝑠
𝑁
. (3.10) 
This expression indicates that the mutual inductance is inversely proportional to the 
number of turns. Despite crude representation of ideal transformers, the results incor-
porate useful approximations, if the geometrical dimensions and relative magnetic per-
meability of the core are known. Two other effects that are involved in the operation of 
a CT are leakage inductance and winding capacitance. In general, CT designs at 
higher frequencies, requires considerably more care in specifying the winding specifi-
cation. For instance, the physical orientation and spacing of the windings affect the 
leakage inductance and winding capacitance. Although leakage inductance and wind-
ing capacitance are actually distributed throughout the winding in a CT, they are com-
monly considered as lumped elements [78]. The effect of winding capacitance is con-
sidered in this thesis with 𝐶𝑝 and 𝐶𝑠 for the primary and secondary windings and the 
effect of leakage inductance is incorporated with coupling factor 𝑘. Both of these effects 
will be discussed later in this chapter. 
As given in (3.2), the permeability 𝜇 is the ratio of magnetic field density 𝐁, to the 
applied magnetic field H. Regardless of the shape and size of the applied core, a de-
tailed information about the permeability of the core material is required to illustrate the 
CT properties. For this purpose, the relative permeability 𝜇𝑟 is specified as the ratio of 
the permeability of a specific medium to the permeability of free space 𝜇0 [77]. In order 
to improve the comparison of magnetic materials and their frequency characteristic 
especially at higher frequencies the complex permeability is defined as  
𝜇 = 𝜇′ − 𝑗𝜇′′ = 𝜇0(𝜇𝑟
′ − 𝑗𝜇𝑟
′′), (3.11) 
where the real part 𝜇′ represents the energy storage and the imaginary part 𝜇′′ repre-
sents the energy dissipation or losses. Both of these highly frequency dependent pa-
rameters are measurable and often provided by the manufacturer of the core material. 
The selection of 𝜇′ and 𝜇′′ depends on application. 
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3.1.2 Core Losses 
An ideal CT is typically assumed as a transformer with no losses, i.e. the windings 
are purely inductive with no leakage inductance and the core is loss free [77]. However, 
in reality, core losses play a crucial role in understanding and interpreting the behavior 
of CTs [77-80]. Basically, core losses originate in different sources including hysteresis 
losses, eddy current losses, residual losses [77-79]. The hysteresis loss is the result 
of the irreversible rotation of magnetization vector due to the microscopic structure of 
the core material. The eddy current loss is due to the conductivity of the core material 
while experiencing an altering magnetic field and is a function of frequency. The resid-
ual loss is the main contribution to the dissipation of ferrites at lower frequencies re-
sulting from the excitation of the uniform spin precession in ferrite and domain wall 
damping within ferrites [77-79]. In order to describe the loss phenomena in this work 
the term “core losses” is used to comprise the various types of losses that occur in 
ferrites. The general drawback of such lumped-parameter description strategy is that 
the different components involved in loss phenomena cannot be separated. However, 
as the aim of the research was not to analyze the detailed characteristics of magnetic 
cores, the lumped-parameter model proves to be a very useful approach to describe 
the loss phenomena. 
As mentioned above, the behavior of a CT is strongly related to the core material 
and the core geometry. According to Section 3.1.1 a good figure of merit to compare 
different core characteristics is the complex relative permeability of the material. For 
example, generally, soft ferrite materials such as Manganese-Zinc ferrite (MnZn) and 
Nickel-Zinc ferrite (NiZn) demonstrate a high real part 𝜇′ and a low imaginary part 𝜇′′ 
[77]. This characteristic account for a stronger magnetic field density inside the core 
and less core losses. An important consequence of using soft ferrites as the core ma-
terial is the higher magnetic flux between windings and hence, can be considered as 
a criterion for a good inductive coupling [77]. Moreover, in case of toroidal core shapes, 
the continuous magnetic path tangential to the core’s surface yields the lowest flux 
leakage. This means that a better transformation behavior can be achieved by com-
bining a toroidal-shaped core with appropriate material characteristic, i.e. high storage 
term 𝜇′ and low energy dissipation term 𝜇′′. 
3.1.3 Improving the Idealized Model 
Understanding a CT operation can be made easier by using a lumped equivalent 
circuit model. According to [77], for an ideal CT the impedance transformed from the 
primary terminals to the secondary side is given by 
𝑍out = (
𝑁s
𝑁p
)
2
𝑍loop
𝑁s=𝑁p=1
⇒       𝑍out = 𝑍loop, (3.12) 
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where 𝑍loop is the impedance connected to the primary terminals (loop impedance) 
and 𝑁p and 𝑁s are the number of turns of the primary and secondary. Although simpli-
fied, (3.12) demonstrates the apparent impedance available at the secondary side due 
to the transformation act by any ideal CT. However, an improved lumped parameter 
circuit describing the CT’s operation differs considerably from an ideal CT. Based on 
the investigations in [81-85] and the level of complexity in this work, the lumped pa-
rameter model illustrated in Figure 3.2 is chosen as a trade-off to describe the funda-
mental aspects of transformation phenomena. The model comprises all essential com-
ponents such as self inductance of the primary and secondary windings, 𝐿pp and 𝐿ss, 
and the mutual inductance 𝑀 to provide an acceptable approximation for the operation 
of a CT. The impact of the measurement device, additional elements and losses are 
given in terms of the representative resistors, which will be described hereafter. The 
circuit will be used during this chapter to interpret the behavior and derive mathematical 
expressions for different transformation aspects. 
In general, the transformation equations can be described by using Kirchhoff's 
voltage law (KVL) at each side with  
𝑉p = 𝑗𝜔𝐿pp𝐼p − 𝑗𝜔𝑀𝐼s, (3.13) 
𝑉s = 𝑗𝜔𝐿ss𝐼s − 𝑗𝜔𝑀𝐼p, (3.14) 
where 𝑉p and 𝑉s represent the voltages across the primary and the secondary windings. 
As described before, the complex effect of the core losses can be incorporated by the 
resistive component of the complex permeability 𝜇′′. However, incorporation of core 
losses can be further simplified by considering them as a resistor 𝑅cl in parallel with 
the secondary winding [81]. The additional resistor 𝑅add represents the built-in ele-
ments, which may be added due to design purposes [81] . Additionally, the effect of 
the flux leakage between windings is incorporated in terms of the coupling coefficient 
𝑘 given by 
𝑘 =
𝑀
√𝐿ss𝐿pp
, (3.15) 
where the coefficient 𝑘 is a fractional number between 0 and 1 [77]. No coupling and 
full coupling are represented with 0 and 1 respectively. 
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Figure 3.3: Lumped parameter model of a CT attached to a measurement device with 50 Ω input im-
pedance 
3.1.4 Derivation of Output Impedance 
The connector port of a CT clamped around a conductor is the only directly acces-
sible port, where the measurement instrument is usually connected. According to Fig-
ure 3.3, the output impedance 𝑍out available at the secondary terminals is a result of 
the self inductance of the secondary side 𝐿ss in series with the transformed impedance 
due to the mutual inductance (regardless of the elements represented by dashed line). 
Based on (3.13) and (3.14) the output impedance can be derived as 
𝑍out =
𝑉m
𝐼s
= −
𝑉s
𝐼s
= 𝑗𝜔𝐿ss +
𝜔2𝑀2
𝑍loop + 𝑗𝜔𝐿pp
. (3.16) 
The effect of leakage flux can be included by substituting (3.15) into (3.16) 
𝑍out = 𝑗𝜔𝐿ss +
𝜔2𝑘2𝐿ss𝐿pp
𝑍loop + 𝑗𝜔𝐿pp
. (3.17) 
A further improvement of the equivalent circuit can be achieved by considering the 
capacitive coupling between the terminals of each winding. Assuming that the inductive 
coupling is maximum, i.e. 𝑘 = 1, the effect of parasitic coupling at primary side and the 
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secondary side, 𝐶𝑝 and 𝐶𝑠, and the additional resistive elements can be incorporated 
with 
1
𝑍out
=
−𝜔2𝐶p𝐿pp𝑍loop + 𝑗𝜔𝐿pp + 𝑍loop
𝑗𝜔𝐿ss𝑍loop
+
1
𝑅s
 + 𝑗𝜔𝐶s, (3.18) 
where 𝑅s represents the resistive elements at the secondary side, i.e. 𝑅s = 𝑅add ||  𝑅cl. 
Despite the relative complex behavior of the first term, the admittance is restricted to 
the values higher than the second and third terms in (3.18). In other words, the output 
impedance is always less than the smallest impedance in this parallel network. Low-
resistive elements or higher parasitic capacitance 𝐶𝑠 strengthen this effect. From (3.15) 
and (3.17) can be concluded that the output impedance is expected to increases line-
arly with frequency primarily. However, the middle and high frequencies are dominated 
by core losses, built-in elements and the capacitive couplings at the secondary side. 
This highlights the effect of the connectors at very high frequencies, where the output 
impedance is significantly influenced by the CT’s connector. 
3.1.5 Derivation of Insertion Impedance 
The second parameter covering the interaction of a CT with a wiring harness is 
the insertion impedance 𝑍ins, which is defined as the impedance appearing in series 
with the clamped conductor [82][83][87]. In other words, the insertion impedance de-
scribes the loading effect of a CT on the clamped conductor. In general, little material 
exists concerning the details of loading effect or the implementation scheme to achieve 
a desired insertion impedance value in a wide frequency range. According to the guide-
lines for EMC current probes given in [87] the maximum allowable insertion impedance 
is equal to 1 Ω for the entire frequency range of interest. The reason for this choice is 
the perturbation produced by CTs clamped around the wire harness during the normal 
operation or test conditions. A CT with high insertion impedance alters considerably 
the primary current flow and therefore, may lead to incorrect test results [82-83]. 
Basically, the act of transformation is bilateral. This means that the impedance 
attached to the secondary winding is transformed to the primary side as well. Conse-
quently, the entire considerations regarding the output impedance are valid for the der-
ivation of the insertion impedance. For example, a rough estimation can be made for 
the insertion impedance based on the approximation for an ideal CT. Based on (3.12), 
for an ideal CT with more than 8 turns of winding at the secondary side and a 50 Ω 
load, the insertion impedance is approximately less than 1 Ω, which is an acceptable 
value for most applications [87]. Nevertheless, the equivalent circuit model illustrated 
in Figure 3.3 can be used to improve the primary estimation based on (3.12). According 
to Figure 3.3 the total impedance available at the primary side 𝑍p can be derived based 
on (3.13) and (3.14) with 
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𝑍p = 𝑗𝜔𝐿pp +
𝜔2𝑀2
𝑅 + 𝑗𝜔𝐿ss
, (3.19) 
where 𝑅 represents the entire resistive elements in parallel at the secondary side in-
cluding the built-in resistor, core losses and the termination impedance of the meas-
urement instrument (𝑅 =  𝑅add || 𝑅cl || 50Ω). Basically, the insertion impedance is a re-
sult of two dominant terms: the introduction of a magnetic core material inside the pri-
mary circuit and the transformation of the secondary impedance into the primary side 
[77]. In order to relate 𝑍p to the insertion impedance for a CT with 𝑁 windings at the 
secondary side, the effect of the primary inductance in absence of core has to be re-
moved from the (3.19). For this purpose, according to [51][82][83], the insertion imped-
ance can be calculated using  
𝑍ins =
𝑗𝜔𝐿ss
𝑁2
+
𝜔2𝑀2
𝑅 + 𝑗𝜔𝐿ss
− 𝑗𝜔𝐿w, (3.20) 
where 𝐿w represents the inductance of the primary winding. Substituting (3.10) in 
(3.20) and rearranging the expression yields 
𝑍ins =
1
𝑁2
𝑗𝜔𝐿ss𝑅
𝑅 + 𝑗𝜔𝐿ss
− 𝑗𝜔𝐿w. (3.21) 
This can be applied to approximate the behavior at lower and higher frequencies. At 
low frequencies, the impedance of the wire is negligible and 𝑅 ≫ 𝜔𝐿𝑠𝑠. Hence, the 
insertion impedance can be approximated with the frequency-dependent expression 
as follows 
 𝑍ins ≈
1
𝑁2
𝑗𝜔𝐿ss. (3.22) 
In the middle frequency range, the impedance of the winding is still negligible and 
𝑅 ≪  𝜔𝐿ss. Hence, the insertion impedance can be approximated with 
𝑍ins ≈
1
𝑁2
𝑅 (3.23) 
At higher frequencies, however, the inductance 𝜔𝐿w becomes dominant and the inser-
tion impedance can be approximated with 
𝑍ins ≈ −
1
𝑁2
𝑗𝜔𝐿w. (3.24) 
Although the abovementioned equations describe the insertion impedance, the 
parasitic capacitive couplings can also result in some deviations to the approximated 
values. For example, the capacitive coupling between different metallic structures in-
cluding windings, outer surface of CCTs and the ground plane may become dominant 
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at high frequencies. This effect can be incorporated by adding lumped capacitive ele-
ments to each side similar to (3.18). 
3.1.6 Derivation of Transfer Impedance 
The third parameter is the transfer impedance 𝑍T, which is defined typically for 
commercial current probes as the ratio of the voltage developed across the connector 
port of the probe to the current flowing through the clamped conductor. This can also 
be interpreted as the sensitivity of the measured voltage to the current changes at 
primary side and can be derived from (3.13) and (3.14) as 
𝑍T =
𝑉m
𝐼p
⇒ 𝑍T =
−𝑉s
𝐼p
=
𝑗𝜔𝑀𝑅
𝑗𝜔𝐿ss + 𝑅
 (3.25) 
where 𝑉m is the measured voltage at the connector port of probe or CT. Similar to 
(3.19), the resistor 𝑅 represents the entire resistive elements in parallel at the second-
ary side (𝑅 = 𝑅add ||  𝑅cl||  50Ω). The effect of flux leakage can be considered by sub-
stituting the mutual inductance with the one given in (3.15) by 
𝑍T =
𝑗𝜔𝑘2𝐿ss𝐿pp𝑅
𝑗𝜔𝐿ss + 𝑅
. (3.26) 
Equation (3.25) can be applied to approximate the behavior at lower and higher fre-
quencies. According to (3.25), the low frequency and the high frequency approximation 
of the transfer impedance is given by 
 𝑍T ≈ 𝑗𝜔𝑀 (3.27) 
and 
𝑍T ≈
𝑀
𝐿ss
𝑅 (3.28) 
respectively. In general, the behavior of the voltage across the output terminals 𝑉𝑚 can 
be explained by assuming the secondary side as a low pass RL filter. The simplified 
structure is illustrated in Figure 3.4(a). By assuming a constant current at the primary 
swept in the frequency range of the interest, the effect of the mutual inductance can 
be considered as a current-controlled voltage source (CCVS) whose instantaneous 
value increases linearly with frequency at 20 dB/decade (green). As can be seen 
clearly in Figure 3.4(a), the self-inductance of the secondary side, core losses, built-in 
resistor and the port impedance of the measurement device forms a low pass RL filter. 
At low frequencies, the filter indicates a flat response up to the corner frequency, which 
is specified by both resistive and inductance components of the filter. At higher fre-
quencies RL filter has a roll-off rate of 20 dB/decade (blue). By combining the impact 
of CCVS and the frequency response of the RL filter, the behavior of the input voltage 
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can be approximated. The result depicted in red indicates that at low frequency region 
the voltage rises with frequency. However, at the frequency region above the corner 
frequency. the voltage shows a flat behavior. According to the definition of the transfer 
impedance given in (3.25), the similar behavior is expected for the transfer impedance. 
 
Figure 3.4: Equivalent circuit describing the secondary side of a CT based on RL filter interpretation (a), 
approximation of the output voltage behaviour at low and high frequencies (b) 
In general, current probes are designed to provide a flat frequency response over 
a certain frequency band, which corresponds to the approximation given by (3.28) for 
higher frequencies. Additionally, to obtain maximum sensitivity for measuring current, 
the transfer impedance should be as high as possible. The common value for transfer 
impedance is between 0.1 Ω to 5 Ω [87]. Conversely, for injection probes, the insertion 
loss commonly replaces the transfer impedance. The insertion loss curves provided by 
manufactures of BCI probes are normally obtained in a calibration setup with 100 Ω 
loop impedance [76], and show the ability to inject a certain amount of power into the 
standard circuit. The analytical derivation of insertion loss is not covered in this work. 
3.2 Measurement-Based Modelling of Current Transformers 
As described before, although the representation of CTs in terms of the lumped 
parameter model is acceptable for describing various properties, a more accurate 
model obtained in situ is required to cover the spectral content. For this purpose, the 
three-port model of a CT based on a S-parameter measurement proves to be appro-
priate. The modelling approach is similar to that of a BCI probe in Section 2.2.3. As 
illustrated previously in Figure 3.3, the CT’s connector (connector port) and the termi-
nals between the clamped conductor and the ground plane at each side (thru ports) 
represent all three ports of the network. The measurement setup is illustrated in Figure 
3.5. Since both thru ports aren’t accessible directly, the single wire is spanned within 
two vertical fixtures in 50 mm over a copper ground plane. The length of the wire is 
30 cm. This length is deliberately selected to obtain a trade-off between de-embedding 
inaccuracies and the parasitic coupling with fixtures. Additionally, both transitional SMA 
𝑗𝜔𝑀𝐼p 
RL filter 𝑉m 
log freq 
log 𝑉m 
50Ω 
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connectors are used to make the thru ports accessible to the measuring device. The 
list of the measured CTs and ferrite cores is given in Table 3.1. The list can be divided 
to two major categories: the commercial current transformers (CCT) and the ferrite 
cores used to make the self-made current transformers (SCT) from different manufac-
turers. 
 Manufacture Model Core  
material 
cross sectional 
radius (mm) 
Connector 
type 
Abbr. 
1 Fischer Custom 
Communica-
tions 
F-65 - 19 N F-65 
2 F-36-2 - 19 SMA F-36 
3 F-140 - 70 N F-140 
4 Tektronix CT1 - 18 SMB CT1 
5 Fair-Rite 596 800 2701  NiZn 12 SMA F1  
6 596 700 2701 NiZn 12 SMA F2  
7 596 600 2701 NiZn 12 SMA F3  
8 595 202 0801 NiZn 12 SMA F4  
9 Würth  
Elektronik 
742 712 22 NiZn 27 SMA W1 
10 742 727 22 MnZn 27 SMA W2 
 
Table 3.1: Overview of the CCTs and cores chosen in this section, the term cross sectional radius indi-
cates the length of the CT parallel to the wire and corresponds to ℎ in Figure 3.2 
The CCT category includes three current probes and a BCI probe. They are a part 
of EMC measurement setups and are typically characterized in terms of their transfer 
impedance or insertion loss. The second category include the different cores from soft 
ferrite materials. The ferrite cores are equipped with a single winding and a SMA con-
nector to form the secondary side of a CT. The ferrites used in this work can further be 
divided in two subdivisions: the toroidal NiZn ferrites suitable for broadband or induc-
tive applications (F1, F2, F3, F4) and the snap ferrites from NiZn or MnZn adapted to 
the cable diameter for interference suppression (W1, W2). 
A four-port Agilent E5071B network analyzer is used to obtain the S-parameters 
between 300 kHz and 1 GHz. As shown in Figure 3.5, the three-port S-parameter da-
taset is recorded by connecting the port 1 with the connector port directly and SMA 
connectors with second and third port of the VNA. The effect of the measurement ca-
bles is calibrated with a full three-port calibration. Additionally, the measurement cables 
are equipped with several snap ferrites to decouple the measurement instrument from 
the measurement setup. The de-embedding procedure is carried out similar to Section 
2.2.3 by interpreting the setup as three separate modules including: a two-port network 
on the left (fixture and wire), a three-port central module (CT model), and a two-port 
network on the right (fixture and wire). The single wire and test fixtures are character-
ized in advance according to Section 2.2.2 and are considered together as a two-port 
network with a known S-parameter matrix. 
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Figure 3.5: Setup for measuring the S-parameters to obtain the three-port CT model after de-embedding 
the redundant segments from the raw measurement data 
3.2.1 Determination of Output Impedance 
According to (3.16), the output impedance is a direct function of different parame-
ters, including self inductance, mutual inductance and loop impedance. Therefore, a 
comprehensive analysis of output impedance cannot ignore the amount of loop imped-
ance. However, in this section, the focus remains on the behavior of the secondary 
side in absence of any load at the primary side by giving useful indications on loss 
phenomena based on a reflection measurement with VNA. In general, the frequency 
behavior of CT’s secondary side can be determined straightforwardly in a setup com-
posed of a VNA connected to the connector port of a CT in absence of the primary 
winding. However, to facilitate further investigations and to avoid repeating the meas-
urements, a similar structure is prepared by using the three-port CT model. 
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Figure 3.6: Application of three-port S-parameter dataset to determine CT’s output impedance (a), the 
impedance magnitude of the CCTs (b), SCTs from toroidal ferrites (c), SCTs from snap ferrites 
(d). The impedance magnitude is shown with solid line. The real part of the complex impedance 
is represented with (-⋅-) and the imaginary part is represented with (⋅⋅⋅). 
The three-port CT model comprises the effect of the 50 Ω impedances of the 
measurement ports, which have to be removed from three-port model. For this pur-
pose, first, as illustrated in Figure 3.6(a), the open circuit condition is realized at port 2 
and port 3 based on Section 2.2.1. To avoid numerical problems in the simulation en-
vironment, open circuit condition can be implemented, for example, by replacing each 
port impedance (50 Ω) with a very high-impedance load. Second, the new one-port S-
parameters model is converted to Z-parameters to obtain the output impedance [63]. 
The results demonstrated in Figure 3.6 include not only the magnitude but also the 
positive real and imaginary parts of the complex output impedance. In order to achieve 
a better distinguishability, the impedance curves are illustrated separately. Figure 
3.6(b) includes the result for the CCTs including CT1, F-36, F-65 and BCI probe (F-
140). Figure 3.6(c) includes the results for the SCTs made from toroidal ferrites, F1, 
F2, F3 and F4. Figure 3.6(d) includes the results for the SCTs made from snap ferrites, 
W1 and W2. 
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Overall, the output impedance of the SCTs in Figure 3.6(c) and Figure 3.6(d) ex-
hibits the expected behavior discussed in Section 3.1.4, i.e. the output impedance of a 
parallel circuit. The positive slope at the lower frequencies is dominated by the induc-
tive behavior (self inductance of the secondary side) and the output impedance rises 
at 20 dB/decade up to the corner frequency. The effect of core losses is more apparent 
in the middle frequency region between the corner frequency and the maximum output 
impedance. The lower slope of the output impedance magnitude corresponds to the 
effects of the frequency dependent core losses described in Section 3.1.2. At the high 
frequency region, the impedance decreases due to the dominant effect of the capaci-
tive couplings on the parallel impedance. Conversely, the flat real parts in Figure 3.6(b) 
indicate that except for the BCI probe (F-140), the output impedance of the CCTs is 
dominated by the additional built-in resistors. For example, in case of CT1, an addi-
tional 50 Ω resistor can be observed. This corresponds to the internal structure of CT1 
given in [52]. In case of the BCI probe (F-140), the length of the secondary winding is 
more than 12 cm. As described in 3.1.2, this complex behavior of the output impedance 
is caused by an increase in the induced eddy currents as well as an increased mag-
netic loss due to the shape and size of the core. In particular, the results for toroidal 
and snap ferrites in Figure 3.6(c) and (d) highlight the effect of the core material and 
the connector on the output impedance. While there is a significant difference between 
the output impedance at lower frequencies due to different core materials, the output 
impedances tend to converge at higher frequencies due to the connector. 
A further step in this investigation could be the characterization of core properties 
based on the estimated output impedance. There are a variety of linear, impedance 
based measurement methods for the characterization of core losses such 
[80][89][90][91][92]. To achieve linear operating conditions in these methods, losses 
are measured typically with the excitations that minimize the nonlinear core effects. As 
an alternative, curve-fitting approximation of the output impedance value to a model 
such as (3.18) can be used to determine different parameters at the secondary sides 
including self inductance and resistive elements. However, as mentioned earlier, due 
to the inherent behavior of the magnetic material and the dimensional effects such as 
eddy currents and dimensional resonances [26][29][79], the core material exhibits 
complicated frequency profiles that typically cannot be predicted analytically. In order 
to overcome this difficulty and obtain a fast and accurate representation of the fre-
quency response of the ferrite core, the complex, frequency-dependent, self induct-
ance 𝐿(𝜔) is commonly used to relate the output impedance and the material proper-
ties. This is the usual characterization approach which is often applied on manufactur-
ers’ data, reported from measurements on relatively small cores under the assumption 
that eddy current loss is small for those cores [79]. The relation between the output 
impedance and the inductance is given by 
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𝑍out = 𝑗𝜔𝐿(𝜔). (3.29) 
Hence, the self inductance can be simply obtained by dividing the complex output im-
pedance by 𝑗𝜔. However, as mentioned above, the effect of the input connector is 
dominant at higher frequencies. Therefore, it has to be de-embedded from the output 
impedance by means of a two-port network or a simple LC circuit describing the fre-
quency response of the connector. 
 
Figure 3.7: Extraction of the complex, frequency dependent inductance from the output impedance of 
SCTs and the BCI probe (F-140), the real part (-⋅-) and imaginary part (⋅⋅⋅) are demonstrated for 
the complex value of the extracted inductance. The magnitude is shown with solid line. (a), Ex-
traction of active and reactive components of the complex magnetic permeability based on the 
geometry of core for the SCTs from toroidal ferrites based on the calculated 𝐿0 (b) 
The estimated results are shown in Figure 3.7(a) and Figure 3.7 (b) only for SCTs 
and the BCI probe (F-140). Since (3.29) only comprises the inductive behavior of the 
secondary side, the effect of the additional built-in elements in CT1, F-65 and F-36 has 
to be removed from the output impedance to be able to demonstrate the inductive 
behavior of the secondary side. As can be seen the inductances take complex and 
frequency dependent values, which are mainly caused by the core losses. Overall, the 
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inductance magnitude exhibits a flat behavior followed by a peak and a sharp negative 
slope. In particular, the inductance of the BCI probe (F-140) has a second frequency 
peak (around 30 MHz), followed by negative values of inductance. This is due to a 
dimensional resonance, which typically occurs in large ferrite cores [79]. The obtained 
inductance can also be interpreted in terms of equivalent complex permeability spectra 
of the ferrite core, by resorting to the concept of complex relative permeability 
[79][80][89] with 
𝑍out = 𝑗𝜔𝐿0(𝜇𝑟
′ − 𝑗𝜇𝑟
′′) (3.30) 
where 𝐿0 denotes the inductance that would be measured if the core had unity perme-
ability. This parameter depends on the geometry (shape and size) of the core and was 
previously derived for toroidal shapes in (3.8). The obtained reactive and resistive com-
ponents of the complex permeability correspond very well to the core properties of the 
toroidal ferrite cores given in [93]. For other shapes, it can be derived based on the 
effective cross-sectional area of the core and the and the effective magnetic length as 
described in [77-80]. 
From the results, it can be concluded that the measurement-based parameter is a 
powerful tool to investigate different core characteristics and loss phenomena and al-
lows a fast and accurate determination of the complex impedance of the CT under 
small signal sinusoidal excitation. However, two critical issues remain:  
 representing the nonlinearities of the cores, 
 separating the measured resistance into components related to the various 
types of losses that occur in ferrite. 
Therefore, more complex methods are required for the characterization of cores. 
An accurate solution to overcome these issues is proposed in e.g. [79]. The approach 
is called “impedance analyzer core loss measurement”, which permits the determina-
tion of the complex impedance of a given core under large signal sinusoidal excitation 
by means of an impedance analyzer along with separate linear amplifiers and attenu-
ators.  
3.2.2 Determination of Insertion Impedance 
The derivation of insertion impedance based on the proposed lumped parameter 
model was given in Section 3.1.5. In order to measure the insertion impedance of a 
CT, the three-port network model can be used. In a similar manner as for the output 
impedance, first, the three-port network model has to be terminated properly. For this 
purpose, as illustrated in Figure 3.8(a) the connector port (port 1) is terminated with a 
50 Ω impedance to emulate the standard port of the measurement device. Moreover, 
the terminals of port 3 are shortened to create a closed loop at the primary side.  
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Figure 3.8: Application of three-port S-parameter dataset to determine the insertion impedance (a), the 
extracted impedance magnitude of the CCTs (b), SCTs (c) 
The measured insertion impedances are shown in Figure 3.8(b) and Figure 3.8(c). 
Overall, none of the analyzed CTs correspond to the maximum allowable insertion im-
pedance of 1 Ω as specified in [74] up to 1 GHz. In case of SCTs and the BCI probe 
(F-140) the impedance rises linearly with frequency at 20 dB/decade up to the corner 
frequency and corresponds to (3.22). At middle frequencies, the slope decreases. This 
is the region where the impedance of the clamped wire is still negligible and the core 
losses become dominant. At higher frequencies, the behavior of winding inductance 
𝐿w is dominant and the insertion impedance is highly affected by the capacitive cou-
plings and the errors related to the extraction of the three-port model. Conversely, as 
mentioned earlier, regardless of the BCI probe, the commercial current probes are de-
signed to have the least possible insertion impedance. High number of turns at the 
secondary side, additional built-in elements and appropriate core material lead to an 
acceptable insertion impedance at lower frequencies. However, the impact of insertion 
impedance on the current flow in wire harness cannot be neglected at higher frequen-
cies and should be taken into account for the analysis of EMC test setups.  
3.2.3 Determination of Transfer Impedance 
Typical datasheets of current monitoring probes provide merely the magnitude of 
the transfer impedance measured in a standard calibration fixture [74][86]. To reduce 
calibration errors and to maximize the measurement accuracy, calibration is generally 
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performed in a 50 Ω end to end system. The aim of such structure is to minimize the 
voltage standing wave ratio at the input of the calibration fixture [74]. However, in ac-
cordance with the definition of the transfer impedance given in Section 3.1.6, it can 
also be calculated directly from the extracted three-port model. 
According to Figure 3.9(a), the current flowing into the second port 𝐼2 for a known 
forward power 𝑃Fwd, can be calculated by  
𝐼2 = (1 − 𝑆22)√
𝑃Fwd
𝑍0
, (3.31) 
where 𝑆22 is the reflection coefficient at port 2 and 𝑍0 is the reference impedance of 
the measurement system. Additionally, the corresponding induced voltage across the 
first port 𝑉m for any power at the second port is calculated by 
𝑉m = 𝑆12√𝑃Fwd ⋅ 𝑍0, (3.32) 
where 𝑆12 is the transmission coefficient between port 1 and port 2. The transfer im-
pedance can be calculated by substituting (3.31) and (3.32) in the definition of 𝑍T given 
in (3.25) as  
𝑍T =
𝑉m
𝐼p
= 𝑍0
𝑆12
1 − 𝑆22
. (3.33) 
For this purpose, first, the calibration setup is prepared by connecting 50 Ω to port 2 
and 3. The transfer impedance is then calculated using (3.33). 
The estimated transfer impedance 𝑍T are shown in Figure 3.9(b) for the CCTs. As 
expected, CT1, F-65 and F-36 demonstrate a flat magnitude in a wide frequency range. 
For example, F-65 and F-36 with a 1 Ω transfer impedance will have a 1 V output for 
a current passing through of 1 A. Both low and high frequency behaviors correspond 
well with (3.27) and (3.28) and the equivalent circuit given in Section 3.1.2. As de-
scribed before, the added resistor does not affect the open circuit voltage, but it lowers 
the corner frequency of the LR filter illustrated in Figure 3.4. Conversely, the BCI probe 
and SCTs exhibit an inconstant transfer impedance trend with a higher sensitivity to 
the current changes at their primary side. The transfer impedance reaches higher val-
ues due to the absence of low-resistive, built-in elements. Nevertheless, as mentioned 
earlier, the core losses and the port impedance of measurement device act as the 
resistive elements of the LR filter and dominate the parallel circuit at the primary side, 
especially at higher frequencies. Hence, a parallel resistance at the connector port of 
SCTs or BCI probe can be used to extend the flat region of frequency response at the 
expense of their sensitivity. 
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Figure 3.9: Application of three-port S-parameter dataset to determine CT’s transfer impedance (a), the 
extracted impedance magnitude of the CCTs (b), SCTs from toroidal ferrites (c), SCTs from snap 
ferrites (d). The impedance magnitude is shown with solid line. The real part of the complex im-
pedance is represented with (-⋅-) and the imaginary part is represented with (⋅⋅⋅). 
3.3 Impedance Transformation 
In line with the concept of impedance measurement with CTs based on reflection 
measurement with a VNA, an accurate determination of loop impedance as an inter-
mediate value is from considerable importance. The aim here is to assess the practi-
cability, strength and weakness of a CT as an impedance probe in combination with a 
measurement instrument and a de-embedding process based on the extracted 
three-port model.  
3.3.1 Limitations of Measurement  
According to (3.18), the impedance measured directly at a CT’s connector port is 
the result of the loop impedance weighted by the transfer function of the CT. Therefore, 
a straightforward method to determine the loop impedance is to remove the impedance 
transfer function from the measurement. 
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Basically, VNA measurements are associated with different sources of error, which 
are mainly classified as systematic, random, and drift errors [94]. During a VNA cali-
bration, the systematic errors are characterized and most of them are mathematically 
removed from the raw measurement data. Although, the effect of other sources of error 
may be reduced by means of appropriate measures such as considering a warm-up 
phase or using a shielded enclosure [94], they cannot be removed completely. One 
crucial limitation according to different publications is that any uncertainty measure-
ment is valid only for the same parameters settings, same measurement equipment 
and the same ambient conditions [94][96]. Although any change to these parameters 
requires repeating the uncertainty measurements and analysis, typical values can 
serve as a useful tool in this particular area. For example, according to [95] and [97], a 
typical network analyzer, after a complete calibration, shows a deviation of typically 
0.05 dB and 2° which continuously decreases during a warm up phase to typically 
0.005 dB and 0.1°. Another limitation is measurement of very low or very high imped-
ances. In this case, the magnitude of the reflected signal is so close to 1 that it is difficult 
to be distinguished by the VNA’s detector. This fundamental problem of the one-port 
measurement technique and the related sensitivity to errors have a direct impact on 
the accuracy of the calculated impedance based on S-parameter measurement with a 
VNA [98]. 
As described in Section 3.2.2, in order to satisfy the requirements of [74] concern-
ing the insertion impedance and to ensure specific transfer impedance, commercial 
current probes are equipped with higher number of turns at secondary side. Moreover, 
they are optimized with additional built-in elements at the secondary side. The com-
monly used EMC current probes typically operate at the impedance ratio of 1:50 to 
achieve an insertion impedance less than 1 Ω for a wide frequency range. However, 
the impedance ratio can even reach 1:2500 in case of special current probes, to guar-
anty the required insertion impedance at very high frequencies [51]. According to trans-
mission line theory, variation of the voltage and current ratio along a line for mis-
matched terminations leads to different maxima and minima at different locations along 
the line. Even in case of a matched line, where the termination impedances are equal 
to the characteristic impedance, the sum of termination impedances appear at the pri-
mary side of the CT, which is clamped around the line. According to transmission line 
theory, the impedance at any point along the line can be considered as the sum of both 
termination impedances transformed to this point. Impedance transformation along a 
line will be completely discussed in Chapter 4 in order to relate the termination imped-
ances to the loop impedance. Any impedance at the primary side of the above-men-
tioned CT, i.e. loop impedance, is transformed directly to the secondary side and the 
VNA port. For example, assuming a matched transmission line with 𝑍c = 300 Ω and a 
CT with 1:50 or 1:2500 impedance ratio, the reflection coefficient 𝑆11 at the VNA port 
can be calculated by 
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𝑆11 =
𝑍t − 50
𝑍t + 50
 (3.34) 
where 𝑍t represents the transformed impedance. According to (3.34) the reflection co-
efficients for 1:50 and 1:2500 impedance ratios will be -0.029 dB and -0.0006 dB re-
spectively. Both of the calculated reflections coefficients lie far below the measurement 
uncertainties of a typical VNA given in [95][97]. 
3.3.2 Brute Force Sensitivity Analysis 
As shown earlier, the output impedance at the secondary side is a direct function 
of CT’s characteristics and the loop impedance, i.e. the impedance attached to the 
primary side. A straightforward approach to assess the feasibility of a CT for imped-
ance measurement is to compare the output impedances resulting from open and short 
circuits at the primary side.  
Basically, the open and short conditions can be considered as the boundaries for 
the possible loop impedances. Therefore, determination of the corresponding output 
impedances gives a comprehensive overview of the transformation codomain, where 
the output impedances are constrained to fall. The difference or the gap between the 
upper and lower boundaries can be used to form a conclusion about the feasibility or 
the weakness of a CT for the purpose of impedance measurement. The bigger the 
difference between the resulted output impedances, the more appropriate the CT is for 
impedance measurement and the higher is the sensitivity. Additionally, as the imped-
ance is a complex value, such investigation can be performed for both magnitude and 
phase of the complex value. 
For this purpose, as illustrated in Figure 3.10(a), the output impedance of the CTs 
is measured for the open and short circuit conditions by terminating the thru ports of 
the extracted three-port model. As shown in Figure 3.10(b), F-65 and F-36 remain al-
most insensitive to the impedance changes at the primary side. This behavior corre-
sponds to the expected output impedance of optimized current probes with built-in, 
low-resistive elements and high number of turns at the secondary side. Consequently, 
they are not appropriate for impedance measurement. In case of CT1, the situation is 
different. Although the results point out the existence of a built-in resistive components 
at the secondary side, the key difference is the value of the output impedance. Here, 
it can be clearly seen that the codomain of the CT1 at frequencies above 20 MHz lies 
in the region, where the VNA operates with high sensitivity, i.e. near 50 Ω. Conversely, 
as mentioned earlier, the BCI probe (F-140) has a 1:1 impedance ratio with no addi-
tional built-in element. The results of the BCI probe (F-140) show a significant big gap 
at a wide frequency range. Although the results at high frequencies are affected by the 
length of the windings and the dimensional resonances, the output impedance at these 
frequencies lies again in the region with an acceptable VNA sensitivity. From the 
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abovementioned observations can be concluded that CT1 and BCI probe are appro-
priate for impedance measurements. 
 
Figure 3.10: Measurement of the open and short circuits at the primary side by means of the extracted 
three-port model (a), comparison between the behaviour of the output impedance for an open 
circuit (–) and short circuit (-–-) at the primary side of the CCTs (b), SCTs from toroidal ferrites 
(c), SCTs from snap ferrites (d) 
The overall behaviors of the SCTs shown in Figure 3.10(c) and Figure 3.10(d) are 
similar. The secondary side of the SCTs consists of a single winding. Regardless of 
the different geometries, the only difference is the core material. For example, it can 
be clearly seen in Figure 3.10(d) that the codomain of the W2 at frequencies above 30 
MHz is highly affected by the inductance of the secondary winding. Conversely, in case 
of W1, the gap between the output impedances remains distinguishable even over 
100 MHz. Similarly, the behavior of the output impedances shown in Figure 3.10(c) is 
distinguishable at lower frequencies. The trend at higher frequencies for all SCTs, as 
expected, is highly affected by the connector and core losses. From the observations 
can be concluded again that the high reactive component and low resistive component 
of the magnetic permeability at a certain frequency play vital roles to achieve a bigger 
gap. 
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In a similar manner, the brute force method can be expanded to a range of loop 
impedances at the primary side to obtain a better overview about the regions with 
higher sensitivity to the changes of loop impedance. For this purpose, a parametric 
surface specified by two independent variables including the loop impedance and the 
frequency is selected. The only difference to the previous illustration is the use of re-
flection coefficient instead of output impedance, i.e. the height is represented by means 
of a colormap proportional to the reflection coefficient magnitude instead of the output 
impedance magnitude. 
 
Figure 3.11: Reflection coefficient of the sample CTs including the BCI probe F-140, F-65 current probe 
and SCT with W1 ferrite for different loop impedances at primary side between 0.1 Ω and 100 kΩ 
As mentioned earlier, VNA initially measures the complex reflection coefficient. 
This means that the magnitude of the entire possible output impedances is mapped 
into an interval between 0 and 1. Employing the reflection coefficient for such illustra-
tion appears to provide more distinguishable values than the output impedance. Thus, 
similar to the open and short circuit simulations, the reflection coefficient is calculated 
for the loop impedances between 0.1 Ω and 100 kΩ by cascading appropriate loads to 
the extracted three-port model. The results are illustrated by means of the wireframe 
surface in Figure 3.11 for three sample CTs. As expected, the results indicate that the 
current probes F-65 is not appropriate for the impedance measurement. It remains 
almost insensitive to impedance changes at the primary side. Conversely, the impact 
of the changes of loop impedance can be directly seen in case of the BCI probe F-140 
and W1. Consequently, they can be used for the impedance measurement. As can be 
seen, the illustrated results for the sample CTs give a better insight into the possibility 
of measuring the impedance than the primary illustration of the brute force method, by 
giving more details about the regions with higher sensitivity. Similar procedure can be 
used to calculate the rate of change describing how the output impedance changes in 
relation to the loop impedance. 
F-65 BCI Probe W1 
Reflection coefficient for a range of 
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3.3.3 Validation of Brute Force Method 
As mentioned before, a straightforward approach to determine the loop impedance 
is to remove the frequency response of the CT from the measured reflection data using 
an inverse function. The details of this approach are discussed extensively in Chapter 
4. Therefore, the given results here are considered as preliminary. In order to validate 
the brute force method, a setup consists of a cable of length 𝑙 = 1 m was spanned 
within two fixtures. As illustrated in Figure 3.12(a) both ends of the wire are terminated 
with 50 Ω SMA-resistors. Three CTs including a BCI probe (F-140), W1 and F-65 are 
chosen for the validation. The one-port S-parameters is recorded by positioning each 
CT in the middle of the structure with the VNA Agilent E5071B. As mentioned above, 
the removal of the CT’s frequency response is carried out using the single probe 
method (see Chapter 4). The raw measured impedance before de-embedding (primary 
results) and after de-embedding the CT’s frequency response is shown in Figure 
3.12(b).  
As mentioned previously, according to transmission line theory, the impedance at 
any point along the wire can be considered as the sum of both termination impedance 
of wire ends transformed to this point. The determined loop impedance for the BCI 
probe (F-140) and W1 show a similar behavior. At lower frequencies, the sum of both 
termination impedances can be directly seen. However, at the frequencies above 
10 MHz the effect of the wire is dominant and the estimated loop impedance is highly 
affected by the impedance transformation along the wire. Conversely, the measured 
loop impedance with the current probe F-65 does not follow the expected behavior 
neither at low frequencies nor at high frequencies. As described earlier, this behavior 
can be explained by the built-in, low-resistive elements and the high number of turns 
at the secondary side 
 
Figure 3.12: Validation setup for the brute force method (a), comparison between the raw measured 
impedance (…) and the determined loop impedance (solid lines) for the BCI, F-65 and W1 (b) 
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3.3.4 Optimized Impedance Transformer 
From the stand point of impedance measurement, the output impedance is the key 
and primary quantity to determine the loop impedance. As mentioned earlier, a 
straightforward method to determine the loop impedance is to measure the reflection 
at the connector port of a CT. The loop impedance can be then calculated by removing 
the impedance transfer function of the CT from the measured reflection. The success 
of using CTs to measure the loop impedance is a complex function of three parameters 
including: 
 physical properties and structure of the CT, 
 properties of the measurement instrument, 
 de-embedding method.  
The first aspect is the physical properties and the structure of the CT. According 
to the theoretical background in Section 3.1.1, any change of the primary current pro-
duces a new magnetic field, which induces a new secondary current. From another 
point of view, any change to the loop impedance leads to a change of the output im-
pedance. This means that, theoretically, any CT can be used for the purpose of im-
pedance measurement. Nevertheless, the investigation in Section 3.3 showed that not 
every CT is appropriate for this purpose. Therefore, the success of using a CT as an 
impedance probe requires considering the CT, the measurement instrument and the 
de-embedding together. However, each of these items should fulfill certain criteria to 
make the impedance measurement possible. From the observations in this chapter, 
an optimized impedance probe should have the following properties: 
 Permeability of Core: the complex magnetic permeability describes the fre-
quency-dependent behavior of the magnetic permeability. A ferrite core with 
high reactive component 𝜇𝑟
′  and low resistive component 𝜇𝑟
′′ has less stray fields 
and less core losses. The MnZn ferrites cover lower frequencies than NiZn. 
Therefore, with respect to the frequency range of immunity tests the NiZn is 
more appropriate. Although modern materials such as nanocrystals offer higher 
reactive and lower resistive components in a wider frequency range, due to the 
brittle character of the nanocrystal, their application as core is still inappropriate 
[51][80]. An impedance probe requires high 𝜇𝑟
′ , to have a good inductive cou-
pling between measurement instrument and the wiring harness. High 𝜇𝑟
′′ in-
creases the ohmic losses which attenuate the signal and therefore, reduce the 
measurement dynamic. Both of these frequency-dependent parameters have to 
be valid for the desired frequency range. The curves representing 𝜇𝑟
′  and 𝜇𝑟
′′ are 
commonly given up to a certain frequency in the datasheets of magnetic mate-
rials. Higher frequency behavior can be determined with the proposed method 
in Section 3.2.1. 
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 Permittivity of Core: typical relative permittivity of cores from MnZn or NiZn fer-
rites is 𝜖𝑟  ≈ 10 − 30 for the frequencies between 1 MHz and 1 GHz. Although 
permittivity is mainly ignored at low frequencies, it can become an important 
parameter at high frequencies. Having a high permittivity increases the parasitic 
capacitive couplings, e.g. between windings.  
 Number of turns: an equal impedance ratio (1:1 turns) transforms the loop im-
pedance directly without being multiplied. This is the most appropriate imped-
ance ratio. A CT with high impedance ratio reduces the dynamic of measure-
ment. Such measurement suffers from the high output impedance at the CTs 
connector port.  
 Shape and Size: the toroidal shape has the lowest flux leakage due to the con-
tinuous magnetic path tangential to the core’s surface. Measurements with a CT 
with smaller dimensions are less affected by capacitive couplings. 
 Additional elements: low-impedance elements at the secondary side makes it 
difficult to measure the loop impedance and require higher measurement dy-
namic. 
Besides the above-mentioned properties the following measurements can be used 
to make a statement about the feasibility of a CT to be used as an impedance 
probe:  
 Measurement of the transfer impedance: a CT with high transfer impedance is 
a good candidate for impedance measurement. The transfer impedance of 0 dB 
in commercial current probes are achieved by combination of high number turns 
and additional low-impedance elements at the secondary side, which are inap-
propriate for the impedance measurement.  
 Brute force analysis of the codomain of transformation: having a distinguishable 
reflection coefficient for different loop impedances at the desired frequency 
range means wider codomain of transformation and is appropriate for the im-
pedance measurement. 
The second aspect is the property of the measurement instrument. As mentioned 
previously, VNAs have generally the disadvantage of a limited dynamic range and cal-
ibration problem. Although these effects cannot be removed completely, they can be 
reduced by averaging, reducing IF bandwidth. and performing a warm-up phase. 
The third aspect is the de-embedding approach, i.e. removing the CT’s frequency 
response from the raw measurement data. The focus in this chapter was on de-em-
bedding based on the three-port model and reflection measurement. A perfect de-em-
bedding removes the entire frequency response of the CT from the raw reflection data. 
However, several problems exist in realizing a perfect de-embedding: 
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 The first problem is that no direct de-embedding approach exists to remove a 
three-port network from a one-port network. Such de-embedding is commonly 
carried out by means of a single-ended to differential port conversion, which can 
affect the accuracy of the determined loop impedance.  
 The second problem is the error related to the measurement-based modelling. 
The three-port model used as a de-embedding data is a result of a complex 
de-embedding procedure. Based on the considerations in Chapter 2, the de-em-
bedding of the three-port model is prone to errors. These errors propagate 
through the measurement, modelling and de-embedding chain and affect the 
final inaccuracy. 
The brute force method and the analysis of transfer impedance are promising tools 
to predict the strength and weakness of a CT at a certain frequency range. From the 
results in Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, the BCI probe F-140, CT1 and the entire SCT’s with 
1:1 turn ratio (except W2 due to the limited bandwidth) are appropriate for the imped-
ance measurement based on the reflection measurement up to 1 GHz. Conversely, 
the current probes F-36 and F-65 are definitely unemployable for the impedance meas-
urement purposes based on reflection measurement. 
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4 Impedance Measurement with Current Transformers 
In automotive electronic systems, the wiring harness is often assumed to be the 
main coupling path. During the ALSE and BCI tests, the coupled electromagnetic en-
ergy to the wiring harness produces an interference at the terminals of DUT and load 
simulator. The wiring harness prescribed for both methods is generally considered as 
a multiconductor transmission line (MTL) above a ground plane. Apart from the cou-
pling mechanism of these test methods, the main variable components of the test set-
ups are the terminal units. In line with the idea of reproducing the same interference 
current at terminal units with a BCI probe, accurate information about the input imped-
ance of the DUT and load simulator (termination impedance) is from considerable sig-
nificance. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the terminal units are assumed to be 
linear. The definition of termination impedance and the scope of this thesis were given 
in Section 3.1. This chapter proposes and investigates four methods to characterize 
the magnitude and phase of termination impedances by means of current transformers 
(CT). The main focus remains on solving the problem for the specific case of a single-
wire over a ground plane with two unknown termination impedances. Each method is 
analyzed separately based on a predefined impedance configuration. Limitations of 
the proposed methods to deal with the termination impedance matrices in case of wire 
bundles and a possible solution to break down the problem are given and discussed.  
In this chapter, Section 4.1 formulates the BCI coupling by means of a simple 
transformer model for the general case of MTLs. Complexities and limitations of deter-
mining the termination impedances based on an inverse function are discussed. Sec-
tion 4.2 to Section 4.5 describe four methods to determine the termination impedances 
including 
 single probe method (SPM), 
 double probe method (DPM), 
 current distribution method (CDM), 
 extended single probe method (ESPM). 
In order to validate the proposed methods, three sample load configurations are 
chosen based on the common characteristic impedance of a wiring harness in immun-
ity setups based on ISO 11452. Due to the appropriate physical proprieties and avail-
ability of BCI probe in BCI immunity test setups, it is used as the main CT in this chap-
ter. As described in Chapter 3, other optimized CTs can also be used for this purpose. 
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4.1 Theoretical Formulation of the Problem 
According to ISO 11452, the terminal units of the wiring harness include the DUT 
on one side and the load simulator on the other side. While the impedance of the arti-
ficial network is prescribed at least up to 100 MHz, the impedance of all other terminal 
units varies depend on the design and structure of the DUT and load simulator. The 
aim in this section is to formulate the relation between the output impedance of a CT 
around a wiring harness and the termination impedances by means of a simplified 
modelling of the coupling phenomenon. 
4.1.1 Setting Up a System of Equations 
Among different methods to model CTs in Chapter 3, a simplified form of the 
lumped parameter model is commonly used to describe the application of CTs to inject 
current into a wiring harness or to monitor the current flow [24]. The simplified model 
approximates the CT’s behavior by using an inductively coupled circuit as illustrated in 
Figure 4.1. The effect of the termination impedances on the left and right side of the 
wiring harness can be incorporated by two 1 ×  n matrices 𝐙𝐋 and 𝐙𝐑. 
 
Figure 4.1: Equivalent model for an injection or monitoring CT around a MTL. The voltage source VS in 
case of monitoring circuit is equal to zero (VS = 0) 
The self inductance of the CT and the self inductance of each wire section are 
presented with 𝐿ss and 𝐿ii. The CT-to-wire and the wire-to-wire mutual inductances are 
presented with 𝑀is and 𝑀ij. The system of equations describing the inductively coupled 
model of a CT clamped around a MTL can be obtained by applying Kirchhoff's voltage 
law (KVL) for each wire section separately as follows 
𝑉1 =  𝑗𝜔(𝐿11𝐼1 −𝑀12𝐼2 −⋯−𝑀1n𝐼n −𝑀1s𝐼s),   
𝑉2 = 𝑗𝜔(−𝑀12𝐼1 + 𝐿22𝐼2 −⋯−𝑀2n𝐼n −𝑀2s𝐼s),  
⋮   (4.1) 
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𝑉n = 𝑗𝜔(−𝑀1n𝐼1 −𝑀2n𝐼1 −⋯+ 𝐿nn𝐼n −𝑀ns𝐼s ),   
𝐼s = (𝑗𝜔𝐿ss + 𝑍s)
−1(𝑉s + 𝑗𝜔(𝑀1s𝐼1 +𝑀2s𝐼2 +⋯+𝑀ns𝐼n)),  
where 𝐼s indicates the current at the secondary winding of the CT. As described in 
Chapter 3, each clamped wire section can be considered as a separate primary wind-
ing and the loop impedance is defined as the impedance connected to the primary 
terminals. Figure 4.2 illustrates the simplification of a CT around a wiring harness. The 
self inductance and the cross coupling between the clamped conductors are not shown 
in this figure. Assuming a separate loop impedance for each winding, provides the 
possibility of relating the voltage across the clamped wire section to the loop imped-
ance. Hence, substitution of the voltage across each clamped wire section 𝑖 with the 
corresponding current 𝐼𝑖 and loop impedance 𝑍loop𝑖 in (4.1) result in a new system of 
equations as follows 
−𝑍loop1𝐼1 = 𝑗𝜔
(𝐿11𝐼1 −𝑀12𝐼2 −⋯−𝑀1n𝐼n −𝑀1s𝐼s),  
−𝑍loop2𝐼2 = 𝑗𝜔
(−𝑀12𝐼1 + 𝐿22𝐼2 −⋯−𝑀2n𝐼n −𝑀2s𝐼s),  
⋮ (4.2) 
−𝑍loopn𝐼n = 𝑗𝜔
(−𝑀1n𝐼1 −𝑀2n𝐼1 −⋯+ 𝐿nn𝐼n −𝑀ns𝐼s ),  
𝑍out𝐼s = 𝑗𝜔(−𝑀1s𝐼1 −𝑀2s𝐼2 −⋯−𝑀ns𝐼𝑛 + 𝐿ss𝐼s),     
where 𝑍out indicates the impedance measured at the connector port of the CT (output 
impedance). The entire self- and mutual inductances are the inherent characteristics 
of the CT-MTL network and can be measured or calculated based on the setup con-
figuration as given in Chapter 3. 
- 
Figure 4.2: Simplified structure of a CT clamped around multiple primary windings to relate the loop 
impedance to the output impedance 
Based on (4.2), if the entire self- and mutual inductances are known, a single im-
pedance measurement at the connector port of a CT clamped around a MTL result in 
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an underdetermined system of 𝑛 + 1 equations, where the entire currents and loop 
impedances are unknown.  
4.1.2 Solution of the Inverse Problem  
In case of a single wire as the primary winding, solving (4.2) for 𝑍out yields 
𝑍out = 𝑗𝜔𝐿ss +
𝜔2𝑀1s
2
𝑍loop1 + 𝑗𝜔𝐿11
. (4.3) 
This expression was derived for the output impedance in (3.16) based on the lumped 
parameter model for a primary winding with a single turn. The equation shows the 
impact of self inductance and the mutual inductance on the output impedance. The 
coupling between windings 𝑀1s is the key parameter to relate the loop impedance and 
the output impedance together. Based on (4.3), approximation of the output impedance 
for high and low loop impedances is given by 
 𝑍out ≈ 𝑗𝜔𝐿ss (4.4) 
and 
𝑍out ≈ 𝑗𝜔 (𝐿ss −
𝑀1s
2
𝐿11
) (4.5) 
respectively. Equation (4.5), can be further simplified by considering the coupling factor 
based on (3.15) as 
𝑍out ≈  𝑗𝜔(1 − 𝑘
2)𝐿ss. (4.6) 
Based on (4.6), in case of a full coupling, i.e. 𝑘 = 1, the output impedance for a short 
circuit condition will be equal to zero. Similar to Section 3.3.2, equations (4.4) and (4.6) 
can be considered as the boundaries for the possible output impedances and give a 
comprehensive overview of the transformation codomain, where the output imped-
ances are constrained to fall. According to (4.4) and (4.6), depending on the known 
loop impedance, the output impedance can be determined. However, the actual prob-
lem is an inverse problem, where a measured output impedance has to be used to 
determine the termination impedances at the wire ends. The intermediate parameter 
to relate the termination impedances and output impedance is the loop impedance. 
Solving (4.3) for 𝑍loop1 yields 
𝑍loop1 = −𝑗𝜔𝐿11 +
𝜔2𝑀1s
2
𝑍out − 𝑗𝜔𝐿ss
. 
 
(4.7) 
This equation shows that the loop impedance can be calculated directly in terms of the 
output impedance. For this purpose, the self inductance of the primary and secondary 
side and the mutual inductance must be known. Equation (4.3) and (4.7) describe the 
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behavior of a perfect impedance probe and the required information to measure the 
loop impedance from the output impedance. Nevertheless, the parasitic effects such 
as the CT’s connector and capacitive couplings between different metallic structures 
add other variables to this equation. 
From another point of view, the termination impedances can be related to the loop 
impedance based on the impedance transformation as illustrated in Figure 4.3. Based 
on transmission line theory, the loop impedance at a certain point along the wire can 
be considered as the sum of both termination impedances transformed from their origin 
at wire ends to this point. This concept can be expressed with 
𝑍loop1 = 𝑍L1
′ + 𝑍R1
′ =
𝑉p1
𝐼1
− 𝑍ins1 , (4.8) 
where 𝑉p1 is an equivalent voltage source representing the excitation and 𝑍ins1 repre-
sents the insertion impedance of the CT. The apostrophe symbols indicate the trans-
formed impedances to the position of the CT [49].  
 
Figure 4.3: Relating the termination impedances to the loop impedance according to the transmission 
line theory and impedance transformation 
According to transmission line theory, the transformation of the impedance 𝑍 along a 
line of length 𝑙 is given with 
𝑍′ = 𝑍c
𝑍 + 𝑍ctanh (𝛾𝑙)
𝑍c + 𝑍 tanh (𝛾𝑙)
, (4.9) 
where 𝑍c and 𝛾 refer to the characteristic impedance and the propagation constant of 
the transmission line. Substituting both transformed impedances 𝑍L1
′  and 𝑍R1
′  in (4.8) 
relates the impedances on the left and right side of the single wire with the loop imped-
ance as follows  
𝑍loop1 = 𝑍c (
𝑍L1 + 𝑍c tanh (𝛾𝑙L)
𝑍c + 𝑍L1 tanh (𝛾𝑙L)
+
𝑍R1 + 𝑍c tanh (𝛾𝑙R)
𝑍c + 𝑍R1tanh (𝛾𝑙R)
) , (4.10) 
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where 𝑙L and 𝑙R indicate the length between the CT and the wire end at left- and right 
side respectively. From the comparison between (4.3) and (4.10) it can be concluded 
that at least another measurement at a new position along the wiring is required to 
solve the equation for 𝑍L1 and 𝑍R1. By assuming both 𝑍loop1 and 𝑍loop2 as known values 
obtained from two successive output impedance measurements, the problem can be 
formulated in terms of a system of two nonlinear equations as follows 
{
𝑍loop1 = 𝑍L,p1
′ + 𝑍R,p1
′
𝑍loop2 = 𝑍L,p2
′ + 𝑍R,p2
′ , (4.11) 
where the subscript p1 and p2 indicate the first and second CT’s position. Similar to 
(4.10), the transformed impedances in (4.11) should be expanded to relate the loop 
impedances to the termination impedances at the wire ends. Consequently, the termi-
nation impedances can be calculated by solving the system of equations for each fre-
quency. In general, (4.11) can be expanded by performing the measurement at differ-
ent locations along the wiring. However, the periodical characteristic of the hyperbolic 
tangent function tanh can lead to multiple solutions. Basically, the hyperbolic tangent 
function is defined over the whole complex plane and is a periodic function with the 
period 𝑗𝜋. This means that the value of the loop impedance repeats periodically from 
the first measurement in distances 𝑑, where 𝑑 =  𝑗𝑘𝜋/𝛾. In case of a lossless trans-
mission line, the propagation constant can be related directly to the wavelength with 
𝛾 = 𝑗𝛽 = 𝑗
2𝜋
𝜆
, (4.12) 
where 𝛽 is the phase constant. Hence, the distance between two measurements is not 
allowed to be multiples of a half wavelength, as it leads to a dependent system of 
equations. Due to the structure of (4.11), the problem can be considered as a complex 
system of polynomial equations if the second measurement is performed at any loca-
tion except for multiples of a half wavelength. The solution can be calculated algebraic 
or numerically. 
In case of MTLs, the output impedance can be calculated directly based on (4.2), 
if the loop impedances are known (see Figure 4.2). Although the output impedance is 
directly given based on the loop impedances, there is now way to calculate each loop 
impedance directly from the output impedance. This problem can also be explained in 
terms of the CM current. According to [99], the CM current is defined as the sum of all 
currents in the wiring harness returning back through the ground plane. Conversely, 
there is no unique definition for the CM impedance. Based on the definition of the CM 
current, the CM impedance could be interpreted as the impedance between the ground 
plane and a common node, where all transmission lines are shortened. However, such 
definition is controversial, due to its irrelevance for practical purposes. Measuring the 
CM current reveals only the summation of all currents flowing at wires and there is no 
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way to separate the currents from each other. In case of a single wire at primary, the 
CM current and the actual current on the wire are equivalent. As given in (4.8), the loop 
impedance can be calculated by measuring the current 𝐼1. The calculated loop imped-
ance can then be related to the termination impedances based on impedance trans-
formation based on (4.10). Conversely, in case of multiple wires at primary, substituting 
𝐼1 with the CM currents 𝐼CM in (4.8) does not calculate the loop impedance of each wire. 
However, based on the abovementioned interpretation of the CM impedance, if all wire 
ends at each side are shortened to a common node, the measured CM current can be 
used to calculate the CM termination impedances. 
A possible approach to solve the problem is to break down the original problem 
into the simplest possible form, i.e. a single wire over ground structure. For this pur-
pose, the loop impedance can be obtained by clamping the CT around each wire sep-
arately to obtain the termination impedances on both sides of the wire. In this way, the 
loop impedance can be determined individually and the solutions to the sub-problems 
can then be combined to give a solution to the original problem. Furthermore, as men-
tioned at the beginning of this chapter, the same approach can be used to determine 
the impedance against the common mode interference signal, which is the dominant 
propagation mode in immunity tests. For this purpose, the common mode characteris-
tic impedance and propagation constant of the wiring harness can be used as substi-
tutes for the corresponding parameters in (4.10). 
4.2 Single Probe Method 
The most straightforward method to determine the loop impedance is to measure 
the one-port S-parameter or the impedance at the connector port of a CT clamped 
around the wiring harness. In general, a VNA determines the complex reflection coef-
ficient at the network’s terminals by measuring the ratio of the incident signal to the 
reflected signal from the network. The primary objective of the single probe method 
(SPM) is to determine the loop impedance by removing the frequency response of the 
CT from a measured reflection coefficient at the connector port of the CT. The final 
objective is to calculate the complex termination impedance separately based on im-
pedance transformation. 
4.2.1 Method Description 
A BCI probe is clamped around a single wire over a ground plane. The wire ends 
are terminated to the ground with two impedances. The BCI probe is connected to the 
VNA port to measure the S-parameter (reflection coefficient) in the desired frequency 
range. According to the results given in Section 3.2.1 and 4.1, the direct one-port S-pa-
rameter measurement 𝑆m1 (reflection coefficient) is significantly affected by the fre-
quency response of the BCI probe, which must be removed with a de-embedding pro-
cess. In accordance with the de-embedding process described in Section 2.2.1, the 
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entire setup is considered as a cascaded network including the two-port BCI coupling 
attached to the loop impedance as shown in Figure 4.4. Thus, the first step is to re-
shape and convert the measured one-port S-parameter 𝑆m1 and the BCI coupling 
model. 
 
Figure 4.4: Expansion of a one-port S-parameter measurement to a two-port S-parameter matrix to 
facilitate the deembedding process 
The result of the approach proposed in Section 3.2 is a three-port single-ended 
network. In order to multiply both matrices given by (2.10) for the purpose of de-em-
bedding, the thru ports of the BCI coupling model are converted to a differential port. 
According to [100] and [101], the reflection coefficients of the new two-port model, 𝑆11 
and 𝑆22, are given by  
𝑆11 = 𝑆11
′ , 𝑆22  =
1
2
 (𝑆22
′  – 𝑆23
′  – 𝑆32
′  +  𝑆33
′ ),   (4.13) 
and the transmission coefficients, 𝑆12 and 𝑆21, are given by 
𝑆12 =
1
√2 
 (𝑆12
′  – 𝑆13
′ ), 𝑆21 =
1
√2 
 (𝑆21
′  – 𝑆31
′ ), (4.14) 
where the apostrophe symbol denotes the entries of the extracted three-port BCI 
model. Alternatively, it may be desirable to obtain the two-port coupling model in a 
direct process to avoid the complexities related to the three-port modelling process. 
For this purpose, a calibration setup similar to Figure 4.5(a) is proposed to measure 
the desired data immediately. The calibration setup is composed of a 7 cm wire, which 
is soldered between two metallic fixtures located upon a ground plane. The first and 
the second ports are connected to the VNA. The third port is shortened to the ground 
with a SMA short-circuit cap to emulate the differential feeding condition, despite the 
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added parasitic inductance due to the length of the wire. The measured two-port S-pa-
rameters can act as the desired two-port BCI coupling model.  
The comparison between the directly measured two-port network and the coupling 
model obtained from the de-embedding is shown in Figure 4.5(b). Despite various par-
asitic couplings especially at higher frequencies, both datasets show a very similar 
trend up 1 GHz. Expanding the one-port S-parameter measurement 𝑆m1 to match the 
desired 2 × 2 matrix representation without affecting the actual signal flow is carried 
out by adding a dummy port to form a two-port network as illustrated in Figure 4.4. The 
two-port S-parameter matrix  𝐒𝐦  describing the signal flow in this network is given by  
𝐒𝐦 = (
𝑆m1 0
0 −1
) , (4.15) 
where both zero entries indicate that no coupling occurs between the ports. The 
short-circuit between terminals of the second port is presented with -1.  
 
 Figure 4.5: Calibration setup to measure the de-embedding data (a), comparison between the two-port 
S-parameter measured directly and extracted from three-port model after mode conversion (b) 
According to (2.10) and the structure of the cascaded network in Figure 4.4, the 
T-parameter of the loop 𝐓𝐥𝐨𝐨𝐩 can be determined by 
𝐓𝐥𝐨𝐨𝐩 = 𝐓𝐁𝐂𝐈
−𝟏𝐓𝐦, (4.16) 
where the matrix 𝐓𝐁𝐂𝐈 represents the T-parameter of the coupling model. The matrix 
𝐓𝐦 represents the T-parameter of the expanded reflection measurement. Finally, the 
loop impedance is calculated by converting the matrix 𝐓𝐥𝐨𝐨𝐩 back to the Z-parameter 
and removing the entries related to the dummy port. As described in Section 4.1.2, 
calculating the impedances at the left- and the right side of the wire ends requires at 
least two measurements at different locations along the wiring. 
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4.2.2 Experimental Results 
In order to assess the single probe method, a single wire of length 𝑙 = 1.7 m is 
spanned within two fixtures at height ℎ = 5 cm above a ground plane. The main struc-
ture of the setup is illustrated in Figure 4.6. Three load configurations are implemented 
based on the characteristic impedance of the wire (𝑍c = 337 Ω). The low frequency 
impedances of the terminal units are 𝑍c/33, 𝑍c/10, 𝑍c and 10𝑍c. Each terminal unit 
consists of an SMD resistor soldered between the pin and the body of the a short SMA 
male connector. The load configurations are given in Table 4.1. 
 𝑍L 𝑍R 
Setup I 𝑍c/33 𝑍c/10 
Setup II 𝑍c/33 𝑍c 
Setup III 𝑍c/33 10𝑍c 
 
Table 4.1: Sample load configurations implemented in three setups for validation  
The left end is terminated with 𝑍L = 𝑍c/33 and remains unchanged at each setup. The 
right end is terminated with 𝑍c/10, 𝑍c and 10𝑍c. The Agilent E5061B VNA and the BCI 
probe FCC F-140 are chosen for the measurement. The VNA is calibrated with a stand-
ard calibration kit prior to the measurement. The measurement cable between the VNA 
and the probe is equipped with several snap ferrites to suppress the CM current. 
 
Figure 4.6: Measuring the one-port S-parameter 𝑆m1 at different locations along the wire to obtain the 
loop impedance with the single probe method 
In the beginning, the reflection coefficient is measured using the BCI probe, lo-
cated next to the left side of the setup. As discussed in the previous section, at least 
another measurement is necessary to determine each impedance separately. The gray 
colored BCI probe in Figure 4.6 represents the second measurement for this purpose. 
The raw measured data is expanded to obtain a two-port network as given in (4.15). 
The three-port model of the BCI probe obtained prior to this measurement, is used to 
calculate the loop impedance according to (4.16). Figure 4.7 shows the direct meas-
ured loop impedances for all three setup configurations and the theoretical values ex-
pected for the loop impedance at this point. 
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The expected value of loop impedance is calculated with (4.10) based on the ter-
mination impedances measured directly with the VNA. The expected values are the 
sum of the termination impedance on the right side according to Table 4.1, which are 
transformed along the transmission line of length 𝑙R = 1.63 m and the termination im-
pedance at left side without transformation (𝑙L = 0 m). Moreover, the effect of test fix-
tures is incorporated at this step by correcting the directly measured termination im-
pedances with additional LC circuit representing this effect. Basically, the exact values 
of these parasitic components are unknown. However, a good estimation can be given 
based on Section 2.2.2. Otherwise, the effect of fixtures has to be de-embedded from 
the final results.  
 
Figure 4.7: Comparison between the measured loop impedance with single probe method and the sum 
of the transformed termination impedances to the measurement point at the left side of the setup 
Overall, the comparison between the results shows a very good agreement for all 
three setups up to 500 MHz. The resonance frequencies are caused by the mismatch 
between the transmission line and terminal units. Even in setup II, where the difference 
between the characteristic impedance and termination impedances is small at low fre-
quencies, the parasitic effects at wire ends lead to several resonances above 30 MHz. 
The small deviations between the measured and expected values in Figure 4.7 are 
caused by 
 inaccuracies originate from the extracted three-port model of the BCI probe and 
de-embedding approach, 
 lower dynamic of the measurement instrument for low and high load imped-
ances, 
 parasitic inductive and capacitive effects especially near the wire ends and near 
the BCI probe, 
 measurement uncertainties of reflection measurement.  
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As mentioned earlier, the loop impedance acts as the intermediate value to relate the 
output impedance to the termination impedances. Any improvement in the measure-
ment of the loop impedance can significantly affect the final results, i.e. individual ter-
mination impedances. 
As explained in Section 4.1.2, in order to obtain the termination impedances sep-
arately, at least another reflection coefficient is required. Hence, the loop impedance 
is determined by locating the BCI probe next to the right end of the setup. In general, 
measuring the reflection coefficient can be repeated several times. Each measured 
loop impedance can be related to the termination impedances by means of (4.10). The 
result will be an overdetermined system of equations with two unknowns and can be 
solved with different numerical approaches.  
The next step is to determine the impedances at each side separately by solving 
the system of equations based on (4.11). As discussed in previous section, there can 
be two solutions to this system of equation. However, only one of them corresponds to 
the actual problem. The knowledge of approximate termination impedance is thus nec-
essary to choose the right answer. This can be obtained from a priori measurements 
of the load simulator or artificial network in absence of DUT. However, if the impedance 
at one side is known, only one loop impedance will be enough to calculate the other 
termination impedance.  
The calculated results for the magnitude and phase of termination impedance on 
the right side are shown in Figure 4.8(a) and (b) up to 500 MHz. The impedance is also 
measured by connecting the load directly to the VNA in absence of the wire. Overall, 
the single probe method provides more accurate results at lower frequencies. It can 
be clearly seen that the calculated impedances show higher deviation over 100 MHz. 
The calculated results for the left termination shown in Figure 4.8(c) and (d) follow the 
same trend. As can be seen, the deviations from the directly measured value are more 
obvious in setup III. The deviation from the directly measured impedance increases 
with the increasing difference between the termination impedances. The results clearly 
indicate that the accuracy of the process is directly affected by the value of the loop 
impedance (intermediate value) and the length of the wire.  
From the results can be concluded that generally, it is possible to calculate the 
termination impedances with the single probe method. However, the accuracy and 
practicability of this method are limited due to the systematic limitations or the limita-
tions due to the accuracy of measurement. The first limitation is the calculation of the 
loop impedance as the intermediate value. As discussed in Section 3.3 and also shown 
in Figure 4.7, the dynamic of VNA to measure the impedance in combination with the 
CT and the ability of the proposed de-embedding approach to remove the frequency 
response play crucial roles in the overall accuracy. In order to set up a system of equa-
tions, at least two loop impedance values are required. Both intermediate values are 
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prone to errors, which will propagate to the final solution. The problem of measurement 
dynamic will be discussed in Section 4.2.2. Adding more number of reflection meas-
urements along the wire result in an overdetermined system of equations, which can 
be used to improve the results.  
 
 Figure 4.8: Calculation of the magnitude and phase of the termination impedances based on the meas-
ured loop impedances at two locations along the wire for three different load configurations. The 
directly measured magnitudes and phases are presented in red. 
A possible solution to reduce the errors is to bypass the three-port modelling by 
calibrating the CT directly from reflection coefficients. For this purpose, the CT can be 
calibrated with a calibration jig attached to the temporary primary winding of very short 
length. The structure of the calibration setup is illustrated in Figure 4.9. In this case, 
the VNA that is connected to the CT, will measure the loop impedance directly. How-
ever, investigations in [50] report similar inaccuracies at higher frequencies due to the 
parasitic inductance of the temporary structure, limitations of VNAs and the mismatch 
between the calibration setup and the real test setup. 
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Figure 4.9: Calibrating a CT with a calibration jig before the reflection measurement to measure the loop 
impedance directly in the actual test setup 
The second limitation is the calculation of termination impedance based on the 
solution to a system of equations. According to (4.10), the system of equations requires 
the exact value of the characteristic impedance and propagation constant to relate the 
loop and termination impedances together. Both of these values are considered in the 
system of equation as known and unique values, which can be calculated theoretically 
or based on the measurement-based model. However, in the real situation, they are 
affected by the inhomogeneous sections and parasitic couplings. For example, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 3, the loading effect of the BCI probe on the wire and the parasitic 
capacitive couplings between the BCI probe and unclamped section reduce the accu-
racy of the final solution. Furthermore, each setup consists of different modules includ-
ing a BCI probe, wire and termination impedances. Setting up such a system of equa-
tions assumes an exact separation of these modules at the desired frequency. How-
ever, the validity of this assumption decreases with increasing frequency.  
On the whole, from the entire results can be concluded that the single probe 
method is more appropriate to determine the loop impedance rather than termination 
impedances. Although this method is the most straightforward method to measure the 
impedance, both systematic limitations and limitations due to the measurement accu-
racy prevent its application for all test situations. 
4.3 Double Probe Method  
Applying two CTs to measure the impedance was initially developed and proposed 
for the frequency range between 20 kHz and 30 MHz [43]. Several succeeding studies 
extended the use of the so-called double probe method (DPM) up to 1 GHz by using 
CTs of a wider frequency bandwidth, more advanced measurement instruments and 
parametrically less sensitive model of the measurement structure [44-49]. In this sec-
tion, the first objective is to determine the loop impedance using a BCI probe and a 
current probe. The final objective is to assess the possibility of calculating the complex 
termination impedance at each side of the setup separately based on solving a system 
of equations similar to the single probe method. 
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4.3.1 Method Description 
 In this method, a BCI probe and a current probe are clamped around a single wire 
over a ground plane. The BCI probe and the current probe are connected to the port 1 
and port 2 of a VNA respectively to measure the S-parameters. The recorded two-port 
S-parameter data contains not only the impact of the loop impedance but also the fre-
quency response of both CTs [48-49]. In order to determine the loop impedance with 
the double probe method, the measured S-parameter data is directly related to the 
loop impedance. 
Figure 4.10(a) illustrates the schematic diagram representing the BCI probe (in-
jection probe), the current probe (monitoring probe) and the loop impedance. Both 
50 Ω resistors emulate the standard impedance of the VNA ports. The probes are lo-
cated next to each other. Therefore, the injected current with the BCI probe and the 
monitored current can be assumed to be equivalent in magnitude and phase at low 
frequencies. The fix factors of the measurement at any point along the wire are the 
measuring probes. Thus, regardless of measuring probes, the monitored current is 
only a function of the loop impedance at this point. The schematic diagram can be 
further simplified by an equivalent voltage source 𝑉s and the insertion impedances due 
to the loading effect of probes, 𝑍ins,BCI and 𝑍ins,CP, as shown in Figure 4.10(b). In order 
to determine the loop impedance, the unknown variables acting independently from 
the setup, i.e. the BCI probe and current probe, are characterized in a calibration setup 
based on the method specified in [99]. 
 
Figure 4.10:  Schematic representation of the measurement structure (a), equivalent circuit including 
the equivalent source and insertion impedances (b). 
The proposed calibration configuration is shown in Figure 4.11. Both probes are 
clamped around a single wire connected between two metallic fixtures. The single wire 
is shorted at one termination directly to the ground through a SMA short-circuit cap. 
Two other SMA termination caps including short and 50 Ω are used in the calibration 
procedure to build the final equation for the calculation of the loop impedance 𝑍loop. In 
order to simplify the final expression, the intermediate value 𝑆 is defined as  
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𝑆 =
𝑆21
1 − 𝑆11
, (4.17) 
where 𝑆11 and 𝑆21 represent the corresponding entries of a two-port S-parameter ma-
trix. The loop impedance is then calculated using [49] with 
𝑍loop = 50Ω
𝑆50Ω
𝑆short − 𝑆50Ω
 (
𝑆short
𝑆M
− 1) , (4.18) 
where 𝑆short and 𝑆50Ω are the calculated values of 𝑆 for the case that the calibration 
setup is terminated with the standard SMA terminations, short and 50 Ω, respectively. 
The value 𝑆M is the calculated value of 𝑆 based on the two-port S-parameter measure-
ment in the actual setup illustrated in Figure 4.12. 
 
Figure 4.11: Calibration setup using a short wire and two SMA terminations to de-embed the frequency 
response of both probes from the S-parameter measurement 
Similar to the single probe method, an independent system of equations is re-
quired to separate the termination impedances 𝑍L and 𝑍R. Such system can be ob-
tained by changing the location of measuring probes along the wire, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.12. Additionally, the characteristic impedance and the propagation constant 
of the wire are necessary to relate the measured loop impedances to the termination 
impedances at the wire ends. Additionally, if one of the impedances is known, the other 
impedance can be calculated in a single measurement based on the impedance trans-
formation. The same considerations as for the single probe method are valid regarding 
the number of loop impedance measurements along the wire.  
4.3.2 Experimental Results 
The measurement setup is illustrated in Figure 4.12. The same load configurations and 
setup as in the single probe method are used. The Agilent E5061B VNA, the BCI probe 
(FCC F-140) and the current probe (FCC F-65) are chosen for the measurement. The 
VNA is calibrated with a standard calibration kit prior to the measurement. Both meas-
urement cables between the VNA and the probes are equipped with several snap fer-
rites to suppress the CM currents on the cable. 
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Figure 4.12: Measuring the two-port S-parameter data at different locations along the wire to obtain the 
loop impedance 
In the beginning, the required two-port S-parameters are measured from the cali-
bration setup. Following this, the BCI and current probe are located next to the left side 
of the setup to measure the two-port S-parameters from the setup. All three datasets 
are used to calculate the loop impedance based on (4.18).  
 
Figure 4.13: Comparison between the measured loop impedance with the double probe method and the 
sum of transformed termination impedance to the measurement point at the left side of the setup 
Figure 4.13 shows the direct measured loop impedances for all three configura-
tions and the theoretical values expected for the loop impedance at this point. Similar 
to the single probe method, the upper frequency is limited to 500 MHz and the ex-
pected value of loop impedance is calculated with (4.10) based on the termination im-
pedances measured directly with the VNA. These values are the sum of the impedance 
on the right side transformed along the transmission line of length 𝑙𝑅 = 1.61 m and the 
left impedance. The comparison between the results shows again a very good agree-
ment. However, the deviations and the frequency shifting are higher than the single 
probe method. From the results, it can be concluded that the double probe method can 
also be used to measure the loop impedance.  
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 Figure 4.14: Calculation of the magnitude and phase of the termination impedances based on the meas-
ured loop impedances at two locations along the wire for three different load configurations. The 
directly measured magnitudes and phases are presented in red. 
The next step is to determine the impedances at each side separately by solving 
the system of equations or by enforcing the known value at one side. The calculated 
results for the magnitude and phase of the termination impedance are shown in Figure 
4.14. The behavior of all three load configurations is similar to the single probe method.  
As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the reason behind the deviations have different 
sources of origin. One important aspect is a mismatched termination. If there is a mis-
match of termination impedance, the standing waves will be inevitable and the loop 
impedance will have several maxima and minima based on the frequency and line 
length. The problem can be explained by assuming both CTs to be positioned next to 
an open circuit at the left side end, i.e. 𝑍L =  ∞. According to (4.10), the loop impedance 
at the measurement point is the sum of both termination impedances transformed to 
this point. Thus, the loop impedance at this point will be infinite, regardless of the im-
pedance at the right side. Based on (4.12), this situation repeats periodically from the 
first measurement in multiples of a half-wavelength. Therefore, measuring the other 
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termination at all of these points will be impossible. Similar situation can occur due to 
the transformation of the impedance at the right side. For instance, according to (4.10), 
if 𝑍R =  0,  the loop impedance is infinite again at distances from the load that are odd 
multiples of a quarter-wavelength. In a more general manner, in case of mismatch 
terminations, i.e. 𝑍R ≠ 𝑍c or 𝑍L ≠ 𝑍c, very high loop impedance values can occur in 
the measurement point due to impedance transformation. As discussed earlier, the 
dynamic range of the VNA to measure high and low loads directly affects the loop 
impedance measurement with CTs even in case of an ideal transformer. The problem 
is intensified if the CT has a higher impedance ratio. Consequently, calculation of each 
termination impedance based on inaccurate intermediate value (loop impedance) will 
result in deviations. This situation is similar in case of single probe method and double 
probe method. Moreover, the other reasons for the deviations between directly meas-
ured and calculated impedances shown in Figure 4.14 are  
 the parasitic elements due to the structure of calibration setup and the length of 
calibration loop, 
 simple transformer model used to develop a calibration procedure, 
 parasitic inductive and capacitive elements near the wire ends and between 
probes. 
The main advantage of this method compared to the single probe method is that there 
is no need to extract a three-port model of the CT and the calibration data is obtained 
based on direct measurements. However, the calibration setup itself is a source of 
inaccuracy. The parasitic capacitance between metallic elements (probes and fixtures) 
and the self inductance of the wire downgrade the quality of the calibration compared 
to an ideal short or 50 Ω. For example, since even some millimeters of wire introduce 
an inductance of some nano-Henry, this impedance cannot be ignored at higher fre-
quencies. Further improvements in the calibration procedure are needed for achieving 
better results for the frequency range above 100 MHz.  
Furthermore, as mentioned previously the double probe method is based on the 
transformer model of probes. Thus, higher order effects of current probes such as par-
asitic capacitance between wire and probes, position of the wire within the CTs are not 
considered. These aspects need to be taken into account carefully with increasing fre-
quency. 
The final issue is the calculation of termination impedance based on the solution 
to a system of equations. As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, the system of equations re-
quires the exact value of the characteristic impedance and propagation constant to 
relate the loop and termination impedances together. Similar complexities and limita-
tions as with the single probe method due to the inhomogeneities and parasitic ele-
ments reduce the accuracy of the final results. On the whole, although the double probe 
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method is a fast and useful method to measure the loop impedance, calculation of the 
termination impedances is significantly affected by different sources of errors. 
4.4 Current Distribution Method 
As described in Section 4.2 and 4.3, the loop impedance at a certain location along 
the wire over a ground plane can be measured from the S-parameters obtained by 
means of one or two CTs and a VNA. The termination impedances can then be calcu-
lated by solving a system of equations, which relates the loop impedances to the ter-
mination impedances based on impedance transformation. Conversely, the idea of 
current distribution method (CDM) is to relate the current magnitude distribution along 
the wire to the termination impedance at each wire end. The CDM, as indicated by its 
name, measures the distribution of the current along a single wire with a CT. The 
measured data is then used to calculate the termination impedance at each side sep-
arately. In this way, there will be no need to determine the loop impedance as an in-
termediate value and solve a system of equations to calculate each termination imped-
ance. 
4.4.1 Method Description 
According to the transmission line theory, incorporating the terminal constraints 𝑍L 
and 𝑍R in the general solution of transmission lines gives an expression for the current 
as a function of position anywhere on the wire [65]. Basically, in the matched case, the 
magnitude of the current does not vary at all, but in the mismatched cases, the magni-
tude of the current varies with position. Figure 4.15 shows a sample current distribution 
along a wire of length 𝑙 =  1.7 m measured in a mismatched case. The current is in-
jected by a BCI probe (FCC F-140) located close to the termination at the left side and 
measured with a current probe (FCC F-65). 
 
Figure 4.15: Sample current magnitude measured along a wiring of length 𝑙 =  1.7 m at 300 MHz in a 
mismatched case  
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From Figure 4.15 can be clearly seen that the maxima and minima are separated 
by one-quarter wavelength. Additionally, the corresponding points on the magnitude of 
the current are separated by one-half wavelength in distance. For a transmission line 
with known characteristic impedance 𝑍c and propagation constant 𝛾, the ratio of the 
maximum current |𝐼max| to the minimum |𝐼min| current on the line can be used to deter-
mine the termination impedance at each side. The idea is to relate the standing wave 
ratio to the complex reflection coefficient. According to [102], the complex reflection 
coefficient Γ at the current minimum and the ratio between current maximum and min-
imum 𝑚 are related by 
 Γ =
1 −𝑚
1 +𝑚
. (4.19) 
Based on transmission line theory, the reflection coefficient is directly related to the 
impedance at wire end. Thus, based on [102], the complex termination impedance can 
be directly calculated from the current distribution along a transmission line using im-
pedance transformation as 
 𝑍R  = 𝑍c
𝑚 − tanh(𝛾𝑙1min)
1 − 𝑚 tanh(𝛾𝑙1min)
, (4.20) 
where 𝑙1min indicates the distance of the first current minimum from the end of wire, 
i.e. the distance to the node representing the termination impedance at the right side. 
For the calculation of the termination impedance on the left side 𝑍L, the process is 
repeated by locating the BCI probe on the right side and determining 𝑙1min based on 
the new configuration. From (4.20) can be seen that the determination of termination 
impedances, similar to the single probe method and double probe method, is only pos-
sible if the characteristic impedance and the propagation constant of the transmission 
line are known. 
 
Figure 4.16: Application of the current distribution method along a wire to determine the impedance of 
terminations (a), automatization of the current measurement with a scanner to improve the accu-
racy of the measurement and to perform large number of successive measurements (b) 
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The structure of the measurement setup is shown in Figure 4.16(a). In order to 
measure the current distribution, a BCI probe can be connected to a signal generator 
to drive a current into the test setup. A monitoring current probe connected to a spec-
trum analyzer can then be used to measure the current magnitude in the specified 
distances from the BCI probe.  
Alternatively, the current distribution measurement can be implemented by con-
necting the BCI probe and the current probe to the port 1 and the port 2 of a VNA 
respectively. In this case, the current is extracted from S-parameter measurement with 
𝐼 = 𝑆21
√𝑃Fwd ⋅ 50 Ω  
𝑍T
,  (4.21) 
where 𝑃Fwd indicates the injected input power to drive the current into the circuit and 
𝑍T represents the transfer impedance of the current probe. The S-parameter 𝑆21 is the 
transmission coefficient measured with the VNA. Thus, the current distribution can be 
directly calculated based on the successive S-parameter measurements along the 
wire, if the forward power and the transfer impedance of the current probe are known. 
4.4.2 Experimental Results 
As illustrated in Figure 4.16, the current distribution method is validated for three 
load configurations similar to the previous methods. The measurement is performed 
by means of a VNA E5061B. Both measurement cables between the probes and the 
VNA are calibrated prior to the measurement and equipped with CM ferrites.  
In the beginning, the measurement of the current magnitude distribution along the 
wire is realized with a scanning procedure, wherein several successive measurements 
(scanning steps) record the current magnitude in the specified distances from each 
other. Measuring the current by moving the monitoring probe can be done manually, 
however, an automated current measurement with a scanner is preferable to save time 
and improve the accuracy. As illustrated in Figure 4.16(b), the current probe FCC F-65 
is attached to a movable arm, which scans (measures) the transmission coefficients at 
predefined positions along the wire. A controlling unit including a Matlab program and 
a microcontroller is used to supervise the scanning steps and save the measured data 
for the frequency range between 300 kHz and 1 GHz. In order to achieve a trade-off 
between the accuracy and the measurement duration, the distance between two suc-
cessive scanning steps is chosen as 𝑑 = 3 cm.  
Following this, the recorded data is processed in Matlab. The two-port S-parame-
ter data is used to obtain the current distribution along the wire at each frequency sep-
arately based on (4.21). As given in (4.20), all required values including the position of 
the first minimum and the ratio of the current maximum and minimum are extracted 
from the data. The precision of 𝑙1min has a significant impact on the accuracy of the 
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procedure. Therefore, the S-parameter data is interpolated from 3 cm to 0.5 cm to con-
struct new data points within the range of the measured S-parameters using linear 
interpolation. The characteristic impedance and the propagation constant of the wire 
are extracted from the two-port S-parameter measurements in absence of both CTs 
according to Section 2.2.2. The termination impedance is then calculated for each fre-
quency based on (4.20) using the measured values. 
Figure 4.17(a) and (b) show the magnitude and phase of the calculated termination 
impedance on the right side for all three configurations. Overall, the calculated imped-
ance shows a very good agreement with the directly measured impedances for all 
setup configurations above 50 MHz. In order to determine the termination impedance 
at the left side, the BCI probe is located adjacent to the left fixture and the current 
distribution method is repeated for each load configuration. The magnitude and phase 
of the calculated termination impedance on the left side is shown in Figure 4.17(c) and 
(d). In contrast to the previous methods, the results do not depend on the loop imped-
ance or the ratio of termination impedances. 
 
Figure 4.17: Calculation of the magnitude and phase of the termination impedances based on current 
distribution method 
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As mentioned previously, at least a wire of length quarter-wavelength is required 
to ensure that the scanning procedure finds at least one current minimum along the 
wire. According to transmission line theory, for instance, for a wire of length 𝑙 = 1.7 m 
prescribed in ISO 11452, the lowest frequency is approximately 44 MHz. This behavior 
can be directly seen for both magnitude and phase of the calculated results. To obtain 
the impedance at lower frequencies the length of the wire must be extended to match 
the lowest frequency. 
Theoretically, the current distribution method calculates the exact value of the ter-
mination impedance. However, the differences between ideal the real situation lead to 
different errors, which propagate to final results. The sources of error can be classified 
in two categories. The first category comprises the errors related to (4.20). In order to 
calculate the termination impedance directly, the characteristic impedance and propa-
gation constant of the wire are required. As mentioned before, the loading effect of 
both CTs and the inhomogeneity near metallic surfaces account for variety of parasitic 
effects, which are not comprised in (4.20). Consequently, using unique values for the 
characteristic impedance and propagation constant in (4.20) lead to errors at this step. 
The second category comprises the accuracy of the primary data and precision of the 
scanner procedure. The quality of the primary S-parameter measurement is affected 
by the measurement instrument, current probe and measurement cables. Although the 
measuring cables are calibrated before the measurement, successive movements of 
the current probe along the wire affect the quality of the measurement. Furthermore, 
the accuracy of estimated results is extremely sensitive to the current distribution res-
olution and the exact position of the current minima. Interpolating the data to find the 
exact position of the minimum can also affect the precision of the final results.  
Although the high number of scanning steps and the low frequency limitation are 
the main disadvantages of this method, the capability of measuring each termination 
impedance separately without any knowledge of the other termination impedance is 
the main advantage of the current distribution method. 
4.5 Extended Single Probe Method 
As shown in the previous sections, the implementation and validation of the indi-
rect impedance measurement requires different measurement, modelling and de-em-
bedding steps. All these measurements and calculations inevitably involve uncertain-
ties and errors, which propagate through all the calculation processes to the final re-
sults often in a complex manner. The ultimate goal in this chapter was to determine 
the complex termination impedances without disconnecting the terminal units from the 
wire. Regardless of the limitations concerning the measurement instrument, two dom-
inant parasitic effects including the inhomogeneities and the loading effect of CTs on 
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the wire account for the main inaccuracies in the calculations. Incorporating these in-
homogeneities and de-embedding unwanted effects not only require considerable time 
and effort but also introduce other elements of uncertainty in the calculations. In order 
to bypass these complexities and incorporate the entire components simultaneously, 
the wire-over-ground structure, the CT and the fixtures are assumed to be the un-
changing factors of the measurement setup. Conversely, the terminal units are consid-
ered as the changing factor, which varies from a measurement setup to another. The 
extended single probe method (ESPM) proposed in this section incorporates the un-
changing factor as a black box model. The goal is to directly relate the reflection coef-
ficient measured with a VNA at the connector port of a CT to the complex termination 
impedances. 
4.5.1 Method Description 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the S-parameters of a network provide sufficient details 
about the reflections and the transmissions between different ports without having the 
knowledge of the internal structure of the setup. In line with this, the entire test setup 
in absence of the terminations circuits including the wire-over-ground structure, fixtures 
and the CT is considered as a three-port network. The signal flow diagram of such 
network is illustrated in Figure 4.18(a), where the values 𝑎 and 𝑏 indicate the incident 
and the reflected waves. Port 1 represents the CT’s connector port. Port 2 and port 3 
represent SMA connectors on the fixtures. In absence of terminal units, the S-param-
eters of this three-port network can be measured directly with a VNA to characterize 
the unchanging factor of the setup. Termination of port 2 and port 3 with loads prevents 
the access to these ports. Thus, only a reflection coefficient can be measured in this 
situation at the connector port of the CT as shown in Figure 4.18(b). 
 
Figure 4.18: Signal flow diagram representing the entire test setup based on [1] and [2] (a), measured 
reflection coefficient at the CT’s input port if the wire ends are terminated with arbitrary imped-
ances (b) 
Port 1 represents the CT’s connector port. Port 2 and port 3 represent SMA con-
nectors on the fixtures. In absence of terminal units, the S-parameters of this three-
port network can be measured directly with a VNA to characterize the unchanging fac-
tor of the setup. Termination of port 2 and port 3 with loads prevent the access to these 
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ports. Thus, only the reflection coefficient can be measured in this situation at the con-
nector port of the CT as shown in Figure 4.18(b). 
The structure of the test setup is illustrated in Figure 4.19. The CT can be located 
at any point along the wire. To characterize the current situation, the three-port S-pa-
rameter matrix 𝐒 is measured by connecting the VNA to the CT’s connector port and 
the SMA connectors (calibration step). Variation of the CT’s position leads to a new 
S-parameter matrix, which represents the new current signal flow between different 
ports. The general mathematical expression for the three-port S-parameter for any 
measurement was given in (2.4). Since both termination impedances are assumed to 
be unknown, at least two measurements are required. However, in order to avoid a 
dependent system of equations and improve the accuracy, the calibration step can be 
repeated at more locations along the wire. 
 
Figure 4.19: Measuring the three-port S-parameter data in absence of the termination impedances (cal-
ibration step) at different locations along the wiring 
The second step is to perform a reflection measurement, while the SMA connect-
ors are terminated with unknown loads, 𝑍L and 𝑍R. The location of the CT has to be 
exactly the same as during the calibration step. As illustrated in Figure 4.18(b), the 
measured reflection coefficient 𝑆11
′  is a function of the three-port S-parameters 𝐒 at a 
certain location and both reflections at the SMA connectors. Termination of both SMA 
connectors corresponds to add two secondary constraints into the system of equations 
given in (2.4) as follows 
𝑎2 = ΓL𝑏2, (4.22) 
𝑎3 = ΓR𝑏3, (4.23) 
where ΓL and ΓR represent the reflection coefficients at the left side and the right side 
of the wire respectively. Any measurement set in this method includes two steps:  
 three-port S-parameter calibration step, 
 reflection measurement at the same location.  
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The difference between the reflection coefficients 𝑆11 and 𝑆11
′  during each measure-
ment set, is the result of the different terminations at the port 2 and 3. The termination 
constraints remain constant for each set of measurement. Substitution of (4.22) and 
(4.23) in (2.4) gives a general expression for the reflection coefficient 𝑆11
′  as a function 
of the matrix 𝐒 and the reflections at the terminations, ΓL and ΓR 
𝑓(ΓL, ΓR)
= 𝑆11
′
−
𝑆11−ΓL(𝑆11𝑆22−𝑆12
2 )−ΓR (𝑆11𝑆33−𝑆13
2 )+ΓLΓR (𝑆11𝑆22𝑆33−𝑆11𝑆23
2 −𝑆33𝑆12
2 +𝑆12𝑆31𝑆23+𝑆13𝑆32𝑆21−𝑆22𝑆13
2 )
1−ΓL 𝑆22 − ΓR 𝑆33 + ΓLΓR (𝑆22𝑆33−𝑆23
2 )
 
(4.24) 
where 𝑆𝑛𝑛 represents the corresponding entry in the three-port S-parameter matrix 𝐒, 
which are obtained during the three-port measurement. Both reflection coefficients, ΓL 
and ΓR, are unknown. Therefore, at least another set of measurement is required to 
determine each reflection separately. However, as mentioned previously, the number 
of successive measurement can be improved to obtain more accurate results. Combi-
nation of the ESPM’s measurement sets results in a system of nonlinear equations 𝐹, 
which can be solved for each frequency with a numerical approach such the method 
of least squares. The general form of 𝐹 for sample measurement sets at three different 
locations is given with 
𝐹 = 0 ⇒ {
𝑓m1(ΓL, ΓR) = 0
𝑓m2(ΓL, ΓR) = 0
𝑓m3(ΓL, ΓR) = 0
, (4.25) 
where the subscripts m1, m2 and m3 indicate the function resulted from the first, sec-
ond and third measurement sets. 
4.5.2 Experimental Results 
The same setup as for the previous methods is chosen for the validation of the 
ESPM. In the beginning, as illustrated in Figure 4.19, the BCI probe is located at three 
points along the wire including two locations close to both fixtures at the left and right 
end and a location in the middle of the wire. The three-port measurement is performed 
between 300 kHz and 1 GHz by connecting the port 1 to the BCI probe’s connector 
port. Both other ports are connected to the SMA connectors mounted on the fixtures. 
Following this, the terminal units are connected to the fixtures and the reflection meas-
urement is performed at the same locations as in the previous step. Finally, the system 
of nonlinear equations described in (4.25) is solved separately for each frequency to 
determine the termination impedances. 
Figure 4.20 shows the direct measured termination impedances for all three load 
configurations and the calculated values based on the extended single probe method. 
The comparison between the results shows an excellent agreement even at higher 
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frequency range as all transformations are calibrated. From the results can be con-
cluded that ESPM is very successful to remove to the entire frequency response of the 
setup (black box or the unchanging factor).  
 
 
Figure 4.20: Calculation of the magnitude and phase of the termination impedances based on the ex-
tended single probe method performed at three locations along the wiring for three different load 
configurations. The directly measured magnitudes and phases are presented in red. 
The main advantages of the extended single probe method are as follows: 
 characterization of the characteristic impedance, propagation constant and the 
inhomogeneities are not required, 
 no primary modelling or de-embedding process are required, 
 there is no need to measure intermediate values such as loop impedance, 
 both termination impedances are determined simultaneously. 
However, the dynamic range of VNA measurement is the first limitation of the ESPM 
similar to the other proposed method. Although, the dynamic range can be increased 
by reducing noise floor through IF bandwidth reduction and averaging, each method 
has the disadvantages that they increase the complexity of measurement and has a 
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unique effect on measurement speed. Regardless of these methods, further improve-
ment can be achieved by using the segmented sweep feature found in some network 
analyzers. The second limitation is that having access to the wire ends (port 2 and 3) 
is a critical aspect which may not be applicable in some test configurations. Relating 
the reflection coefficient measurement and the three-port measurement is the crucial 
step of the extended single probe method. Therefore, the applicability of the calibration 
step, i.e. measuring the three-port measurement, in absence of the terminal units must 
be examined in advance. 
4.6 Summary of the Proposed Methods 
In order to expand the BCI as a substitute for the ALSE, a detailed knowledge of 
the termination impedances is required. This chapter presented four methods to deter-
mine the magnitude and phase of termination impedances by means of current trans-
formers including: single probe method (SPM), double probe method (DPM), current 
distribution method (CDM) and extended single probe method (ESPM). All four meth-
ods were experimentally validated in a real situation. An overview of the advantages 
and disadvantages of these methods is given in Table 4.2. 
Method Discussion 
Single 
probe 
method 
Advantages: 
 Only one CT is required 
 Simple reflection measurement with a VNA and a CT clamped around the wire 
 De-embedding of the CT’s frequency response includes a simple matrix mul-
tiplication 
 Appropriate for the loop impedance measurement 
 Two measurements are sufficient to determine the termination impedances 
Disadvantages: 
 Complex three-port modelling is required for de-embedding 
 Loop impedance is related to termination impedances based on impedance 
transformation, which assumes unique characteristic impedance and propa-
gation constant for transformation length despite inhomogeneities at different 
locations along the wire 
 Termination impedances can only be determined by solving a system of equa-
tions if both impedances are unknown 
 Several sources of error due to the measurement, modelling and de-embed-
ding 
 Solution is very sensitive to small errors and shows resonances at high fre-
quencies 
State of the art: 
 Measuring the impedance is possible. High accuracy is given up to 200 MHz. 
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Double 
probe 
method 
Advantages: 
 De-embedding data is measured directly from the calibration setup 
 No primary modelling or de-embedding is required 
 Appropriate for the loop impedance measurement 
 Two measurements are sufficient to determine the termination impedances 
Disadvantages: 
 Low dynamic at low and high frequencies 
 Loop impedance is related to termination impedances based on impedance 
transformation, which assumes unique characteristic impedance and propa-
gation constant for transformation length despite inhomogeneities at different 
locations along the wire 
 Parasitic capacitance and inductance elements in calibration setup 
 Solution is very sensitive to small errors and shows resonances at high fre-
quencies 
State of the art: 
 Measuring the impedance is possible. High accuracy is given up to 100 MHz. 
Current 
distribution 
method 
Advantages: 
 Termination impedances are directly measured without calculating the loop 
impedance 
 No modelling or de-embedding is required 
 No phase information is required 
 Combination of a signal generator and a spectrum analyzer can be employed 
instead of a network analyzer to measure the current distribution 
 Similar performance for high and low termination impedances 
Disadvantages: 
 Low frequency limitation due to the limited wire length 
 High number of measurements to obtain the required current distribution 
 Data interpolation is required 
 Assuming a unique characteristic impedance and propagation constant to cal-
culate termination impedance despite inhomogeneities at different locations 
along the wire 
 Very sensitive to inaccurate parameters involved in calculating the termination 
impedances 
State of the art: 
 Measuring the impedance is possible. High accuracy is given up to 1 GHz. 
Extended 
single 
probe 
method 
Advantages: 
 Very high accuracy 
 Exact separation between termination impedance and setup 
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 No modelling and wire characterization are required 
 Termination impedances are directly measured without calculating the loop 
impedance or any intermediate parameter 
 Accuracy is limited only to the dynamic range of measurement device 
Disadvantages: 
 Several calibration and measurement steps are required 
 Any change to the wire structure invalidates the calibration measurements 
 Both wire ends have to be accessible to the network analyzer at the calibration 
step 
State of the art: 
 Measuring the impedance is possible. High accuracy is given up to 1 GHz. 
Table 4.2: Overview of the non-invasive methods to measure the impedance using current transform-
ers 
The investigations in this chapter were limited to a setup structure from a single 
wire over a ground plane. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, a possible solution to 
overcome the limitations concerning wire bundles is to break down the original problem 
into a set of sub-problems. In this way, the impedance matrices at wire ends can be 
filled in a stepwise fashion by solving the problem for each wire separately.  
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5 Reproducing the ALSE Currents with a BCI Probe 
Application of the ALSE method requires the generation and radiation of high field 
intensities. Due to security and environmental reasons, such radiated test must be 
performed in an anechoic chamber [1]. The financial aspect related to the required 
facilities and equipment, and often waiting times for the preparation and final testing 
are the major considerations to the potential users. Moreover, both calibration and 
testing are highly sensitive to small changes and prone to error. These problems have 
led to the suggestion of replacing ALSE with BCI in different publications. The idea 
that, the effects of a radiated test could be emulated by injecting currents generated 
with less power is very appealing, because it allows the users to achieve the same 
interference levels outside anechoic chambers with less effort and cost. 
According to Section 2.2.4, the radiated fields generated during the ALSE testing 
can be considered as distributed sources along the entire wiring harness. Conversely, 
the BCI can be considered as a lumped voltage source located at a certain position 
along the wiring harness. Basically, reproducing the ALSE currents can be interpreted 
in two different ways. While the first concept investigates the possibility of obtaining 
the same current distribution along the entire wiring harness, the second concept fo-
cuses on enforcing equivalence only between the currents flowing into the terminal 
units attached to the harness ends. As mentioned earlier, different theoretical and ex-
perimental investigations including [3-11] prove that there is no general solution to this 
problem. In fact, unless for some exceptional cases, radiation and injection cannot be 
made equivalent due to different coupling mechanisms. Although any investigation to 
improve the correlation based on the first concept automatically comprises the second 
concept too, the first concept is still irrelevant from the immunity testing perspective 
and increases the complexity of the problem. Consequently, in line with the idea of 
improving the correlation between ALSE and BCI, the second concept is chosen in this 
work and the formulation of the problem is limited in a way that it is feasible and real-
izable in practical applications. For this purpose, the following assumptions have been 
made. The first and the most fundamental assumption, is that the DUT and load simu-
lator are linear networks. The second is that several specific ports can be considered 
in terms of placement at harness ends, where the equivalency should to be estab-
lished. These ports are terminated with loads, where the currents are of interest. As 
mentioned earlier in this work, the term “termination current” is used to indicate the 
current of interest. Due to the significant limitations and complexities given in [3-11], 
the investigation and application in this work is restricted to a single wire over ground 
structure. The developed procedure could be used as a possible solution to break 
down the problem for the general case of wire bundles, i.e. individually performing the 
test for each single wire among the wire bundle under test. 
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The main objective in this chapter is to develop a process to systematically search 
for the BCI conditions which result in similar or even identical interference levels at the 
terminal units as in the ALSE method. The proposed process combines the extracted 
ALSE and BCI coupling models in Chapter 2, and the indirect method of measuring 
the termination impedances with current transformers in Chapter 4. In this way, the 
models and impedances are used to determine the termination currents in a simulation 
environment and to find the best possible BCI conditions by means of an optimization 
process. 
 In the beginning of this chapter, the degrees of freedom are defined and the prob-
lem is formulated in terms of a system matrix. Following this, the limitations of using 
an analytical method to determine the correct BCI conditions is investigated and dis-
cussed. After this, application of a numerical method to solve the problem with an op-
timization function is presented and analyzed. Section 5.2 builds on the modelling pro-
cedure in Chapter 2, to reproduce the ALSE currents with a BCI probe and contains 
the experimental results. In Section 5.3, the limitations of the proposed process are 
given and discussed. 
5.1 Determination of Feeding and Positioning Conditions 
Degrees of freedom are often defined as the number of independently variable 
factors affecting the range of states in a system. These factors will be used in this 
section to achieve the same ALSE termination currents with a BCI probe. The degrees 
of freedom chosen from a typical BCI test setup are: 
 injected power into the BCI probe (feeding condition), 
 position of the BCI probe along the wiring harness (positioning condition). 
The amount of the injected power is restricted to the ability of the available signal am-
plifier and the position of the BCI probe is restricted to a location between both bound-
aries of the wiring harness. 
5.1.1 Application of Analytical Methods 
As described in Chapter 4, the impact of an injection probe on a transmission line 
can be described in terms of an equivalent voltage source 𝑉s and an equivalent inser-
tion impedance 𝑍ins. Without the loss of generality, the primary investigation is carried 
out for a circuit structure composed of the equivalent circuit of an injection probe, a 
transmission line with known characteristic impedance 𝑍c and propagation constant 𝛾, 
and two termination impedances 𝑍L and 𝑍R. Both impedances act as the substitutes 
for the left and the right terminal units in a real test setup including DUT and load 
simulator. The circuit schematic including the line voltage waves, line current waves 
and impedances is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The transmission line of length 𝑙 is divided 
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in two sections. The position of the injection probe is given with 𝑙p, which indicates the 
length of the transmission line on the left side of the injection probe. In order to simplify 
the equations, the length of the injection probe is assumed to be small enough to be 
ignored. Hence, the length of the other transmission line is 𝑙 − 𝑙p. The potential differ-
ence across the BCI probe’s equivalent circuit is represented by 𝑉T. This representa-
tion has the sole purpose of enforcing Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws, and to 
include the relations that are imposed by the particular interconnections within the cir-
cuit. 
 
Figure 5.1: Simplified representation of an injection probe located at a point along a wire over a ground 
plane and the related line voltages and currents 
For the left transmission line, the terminal voltage and current at one end are re-
lated to the terminal voltage and current at the other end by means of chain parameters 
(ABCD-parameters) as follows 
cosh(𝛾𝑙p) 𝑉L
′  − 𝑍csinh(𝛾𝑙p) 𝐼L
′  − 𝑍L𝐼L = 0,   (5.1) 
−
1
𝑍c
sinh(𝛾𝑙p) 𝑉L
′ + cosh(𝛾𝑙p) 𝐼L
′ − 𝐼L = 0. (5.2) 
Similarly, the system of equations describing the relation between voltages and cur-
rents at the terminals of the second transmission line is given by  
cosh (𝛾(𝑙 − 𝑙p)) 𝑉R
′  − 𝑍c sinh (𝛾(𝑙 − 𝑙p)) 𝐼R
′  − 𝑍R𝐼R = 0, (5.3) 
−
1
𝑍c
sinh (𝛾(𝑙 − 𝑙p)) 𝑉R
′ + cosh (𝛾(𝑙 − 𝑙p)) 𝐼R
′ − 𝐼R = 0. (5.4) 
Two other equations are obtained by using the KVL at the source loop and the KCL 
between the source nodes respectively with 
𝑉L
′ − 𝑉R
′ = 𝑉T, (5.5) 
𝐼L
′ + 𝐼R
′ = 0. (5.6) 
The equations (5.1)-(5.6) describe a complete BCI coupling. Such description can be 
used, for example, to calculate the current injected into terminals for a BCI probe if the 
𝑍L 
𝐼L
′  
𝑍R 
𝐼R
′  
𝐼R 𝐼L 
𝑍ins 𝑉s 
𝑉L
′ 𝑉R
′  
𝑉T 
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𝑙p 𝑙 − 𝑙p 
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feeding and the positioning conditions are known. Furthermore, (5.1)-(5.6) can be for-
mulated in terms of a matrix equation of the form 
𝐀𝐱 = 𝐛, (5.7) 
where the system matrix 𝐀 is given by 
𝐀 =
(
 
 
 
 
 
 
cosh(𝛾𝑙p) 0 −𝑍csinh(𝛾𝑙p) 0 −𝑍L 0
−
1
𝑍c
sinh(𝛾𝑙p) 0 cosh(𝛾𝑙p) 0 −1 0
0 cosh(𝛾(𝑙 − 𝑙p)) 0 −𝑍csinh(𝛾(𝑙 − 𝑙p)) 0 −𝑍R
0 −
1
𝑍c
sinh(𝛾(𝑙 − 𝑙p)) 0 cosh(𝛾(𝑙 − 𝑙p)) 0 −1
1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 )
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (5.8) 
and the other vectors are 
𝐛T = (0 0 0 0 0 𝑉T ), (5.9) 
𝐱T = (𝑉L
′ 𝑉R
′ 𝐼L
′ 𝐼R
′ 𝐼L 𝐼R). (5.10) 
If the probe’s feeding and the positioning conditions, 𝑉T and 𝑙p, are given, the linear 
system of equations can be solved for the vector 𝐱, for example, by the method of 
matrix inversion, Gaussian elimination or Cramer’s rule. However, the main objective 
in this chapter can be interpreted as an inverse problem, where 𝐼L and 𝐼R are given and 
𝑉T and 𝑙p are to be determined. In line with this concept, two new constraints can be 
enforced to the system of equations describing the ALSE coupling as follows 
𝐼L − 𝐼ALSEL = 0, (5.11) 
𝐼R − 𝐼ALSER = 0, (5.12) 
where 𝐼ALSELand 𝐼ALSER represent the given ALSE termination currents at the left side 
and the right side of the transmission line respectively.  
In order to solve the system of equations straightforwardly, it should be converted 
to the general form of (5.7). According to (5.1)-(5.4), the position of the injection probe 
𝑙p, appears only as an argument of the hyperbolic functions (5.6). Application of the 
hyperbolic or trigonometric identities does not prove to be useful for this purpose, as 
they only reformulate the problem in terms of other hyperbolic functions. Additionally, 
using the Taylor series expansions of hyperbolic functions leads to polynomials in 
terms of the function arguments 𝛾𝑙p as 
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sinh(𝛾𝑙p) =  𝛾𝑙p +
(𝛾𝑙p)
3
3!
+
(𝛾𝑙p)
5
5!
+⋯  (5.13) 
cosh(𝛾𝑙p) =  1 +
(𝛾𝑙p)
2
2!
+
(𝛾𝑙p)
4
4!
+ ⋯. (5.14) 
This imposes additional constraints to the system of equations. Consequently, using 
the numerical methods proves to be convenient to seek the best possible values for 𝑉T 
and 𝑙p such that all constraints are simultaneously satisfied. 
5.1.2 Application of Mathematical Optimization 
In this section, an optimization function is developed to approximate the ALSE 
termination currents using a BCI probe based on given feeding and positioning con-
straints. Basically, an optimization problem consists of maximizing or minimizing an 
objective function by systematically selecting values from within an allowed domain 
and calculating the value of the objective function. In order to find the best possible 
injection power 𝑃f and position 𝑙p of the BCI probe at each frequency, the objective 
function ϵt is defined. The ϵt(𝑃f, 𝑙p) represents the total error function including the in-
jected power 𝑃f and the position of the BCI probe 𝑙p as arguments of the function and 
is given by 
ϵt(𝑃f, 𝑙p) = 𝑤L
|𝐼ALSEL − 𝐼BCIL(𝑃f, 𝑙p)|
|𝐼ALSEL|
100 + 𝑤R
|𝐼ALSER − 𝐼BCIR(𝑃f, 𝑙p)|
|𝐼ALSER|
100 + ϵp(𝑙p), (5.15) 
where 𝐼ALSEL and 𝐼ALSER represent the reference ALSE termination currents at the left 
and right side, which can be measured or simulated according to Section 2.2.4. The 
BCI termination currents at certain 𝑃f  and 𝑙p are represented by 𝐼BCIL and 𝐼BCIR. Both 
weighting coefficients wL and wR are defined to emphasize the contribution of the par-
ticular error at one side to the total error. The magnitude of the difference between the 
termination currents is divided by the ALSE termination current and expressed in terms 
of per 100 to represent the percent error at each side. The function ϵp(𝑙p) represents 
an additional artificial error function to avoid large position variation along the wire. The 
reason to define unequal weighting coefficients is to minimize the deviation between 
the reference current and generated current with the BCI at the DUT side. This may 
become necessary if the overall performance of the process with equal weighting co-
efficients does not reach an acceptable accuracy.  
The problem of concern is to determine the optimal forward power and position of 
the BCI probe that minimizes the objective function. The overall process is illustrated 
in Figure 5.2. As mentioned previously, assigning appropriate domains of definition for 
both arguments 𝑃f and 𝑙p is very important to avoid unrealistic or impractical results. 
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For the forward power, the domain is the set of non-negative real numbers. However, 
both upper and lower limits can be selected according to the power capability of the 
used signal generator and power amplifier. The power capability (constraint) in this 
work is between -145 dBm and 52 dBm. The lower limit is the lowest power provided 
by the signal generator R&S SMA100A employed in this work. The upper limit is due 
to the specification of the applied power amplifier PRANA DT150. For the positioning, 
the domain is the length of the wiring harness. However, it is limited between 3.5 cm 
and 166.5 cm due to the length of the used BCI probe. The reference point is the mid-
dle point of the BCI probe. In other words, the position describes the distance between 
the load at the DUT side and the middle point of the BCI probe.  
 
Figure 5.2: Determination of the best possible feeding and positioning conditions to approximate the 
ALSE termination currents with the BCI termination currents 
In order to discretize the domains of definitions for 𝑃f and 𝑙p, both continua are 
subdivided into a finite number of elements (grid). Generally, the number or size of the 
grid, through which the domain is discretized, affects the accuracy and convergence 
of the solution, and therefore need to be chosen with care. If the size of the grid is 
small, the outcome solution is expected to be more accurate but the cost of computa-
tion increases rapidly.  
5.1.3 Data Preparation and Method Description 
The overview of the applied process to find the best possible forward power and 
position is illustrated in Figure 5.3. As outlined in Section 5.1.2, the currents flowing 
into terminal units at each side of the wiring harness during an ALSE test are the ref-
erence values during the process. Based on the results presented in Chapter 2, there 
are two methods to determine the reference values. The first approach is to directly 
measure the ALSE termination currents with two current probes located next to both 
harness ends during a real ALSE test. The second approach, as described in Section 
2.2.4, is to simulate these reference values by combining the S-parameter models of 
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the antenna coupling and terminal units to form a cascaded network. The second ap-
proach requires the impedance of both terminal units for the desired frequency range. 
These impedances can be measured separately with a VNA or measured in situ by 
one of the indirect methods proposed in Chapter 4. 
As described in Section 2.3.1, calculation of the currents flowing into the terminal 
units at a certain position and forward power requires a coupling model for the BCI 
probe, the per-unit-length parameters of the transmission line and the impedance of 
the terminal units. The modelling of the BCI probe and the characterization of the trans-
mission line to simulate the BCI immunity test structure are carried out according to 
Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. Based on the cascaded network, the BCI termination currents 
are calculated for a reference forward power and the entire domain of the probe’s po-
sition. The calculated BCI termination current at a certain frequency consists of a vec-
tor for each side separately. The reference power selected at this step is 0 dBm. The 
frequency-position planes in Figure 5.3 are demonstrated as vectors to separate the 
results for each frequency. Each node indicates the calculated BCI termination current 
for a certain position and the reference power at the frequency of interest. 
 The next step is the uniform scaling of each current vector by the scale factors 
defined by the forward power domain. Such scaling is initially a linear transformation 
obtained by the scalar multiplication of each BCI current vector with every element of 
the forward power domain. The results are two 𝑛p× 𝑛l matrices representing the entire 
 
Figure 5.3: Overview of the process to determine the optimal forward power and position to approximate 
the ALSE termination currents 
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possible combinations, where 𝑛p and 𝑛l represent the number of elements in the for-
ward power domain and the probe’s position domain respectively. The power-position 
planes demonstrated in Figure 5.3 represent both matrices, where each element indi-
cates the calculated BCI termination current. In order to determine the difference be-
tween the reference ALSE termination current at each side and the corresponding BCI 
termination current, the error is calculated. The results are again two 𝑛p× 𝑛l matrices 
represented in form of the error plane at each side.  
The final step is to evaluate the function ϵt(𝑃f, 𝑙p) based on (5.15). Finding the 
smallest entry (node) in the total error matrix is straightforward. The forward power and 
BCI probe position that minimize the function are the optimal feeding and positioning 
conditions according to the selected grid. The process is repeated for each frequency 
to cover the entire frequency range. As given in (5.15), the artificial error function to 
avoid significant position variation along the wire is considered with ϵp(𝑙p). The primary 
position of the BCI probe is the midpoint of the wire. This is taken into account during 
the initialization at the first frequency. The error related to the position changes is cal-
culated by 
ϵp(𝑙p) = 𝑘er  ×
|Position grid − Last position|
Setup length
, (5.16) 
where 𝑘er indicates the weighting coefficient to control the impact of position variations 
(position jumps) of the BCI probe. 
5.2 Experimental Results 
In order to validate the optimization method proposed in this section, an immunity 
test setup is prepared. The setup consists of a wire of length 𝑙 = 1.7 m, spanned be-
tween two metal test fixtures at 5 cm above the ground plane. A small PCB consists of 
a temperature sensor LM 35 serves as the DUT during the entire test. The temperature 
sensor has three pins including power supply, ground and analog output [60]. The pre-
pared PCB is equipped with a 1 μF capacitor between the power supply pin and the 
ground. Additionally, a RC parallel circuit is soldered between the analog output and 
the ground based on the proposed configuration for the high capacitive structures in 
[60]. The first step in this section is to perform the ALSE test for two different test 
configurations by subjecting the analog output pin and the power supply pin to an elec-
tromagnetic disturbance. Both test configurations are shown in Figure 5.4. Following 
this, the impedance of both terminal units at each test configuration is indirectly meas-
ured by means of a BCI probe. Finally, the measured ALSE termination currents are 
reproduced by means of the optimization process described in Section 5.1.2. 
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Figure 5.4: Structure of the ALSE test setups, case I represents the sensor-load configuration (a), and 
case 2 represents the sensor-AN configuration (b) 
5.2.1 Description of Test Configurations 
In order to perform the ALSE test, two different test configurations are selected. 
The first case (case I) consists of the DUT at the right side and a load circuit at the left 
side of the wire. As illustrated in Figure 5.4(a), the wire representing the wiring harness 
is directly connected to the analog output pin of the temperature sensor and the load 
circuit. This means that the analog output is subjected directly to the electromagnetic 
disturbance. The load circuit is a PCB which consists of a 30 nF capacitor and a 100 Ω 
resistor in parallel. The DC voltage is measured with an optical sensor (Langer A200) 
between the wire and the ground at the left side. The sensor’s power supply pin is 
connected to a 9 V battery. 
As illustrated in Figure 5.4(b), the second case (case II) consists of the DUT at the 
left side and an artificial network on the right side. A 9 V battery is connected to the 
artificial network and serves as the power supply of the temperature sensor.  
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Figure 5.5: Structure of the ALSE test setup and the test equipment outside located the chapter  
In this case, the power supply pin of the temperature sensor is subjected directly 
to the electromagnetic disturbance. The optical sensor (Langer A200) measures the 
DC voltage between the analog output of the sensor and the ground at the DUT side. 
The structure of the test setup and the measurement instruments are illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.5. The ALSE test is performed at the calibrated field of 100 V/m for vertical po-
larization between 80 MHz and 1 GHz. The highest forward power is restricted to 
52 dBm due to the capability of the power amplifier. The frequency step is 1 MHz be-
tween 80 MHz and 100 MHz. The frequency step is 10 MHz for the rest of the frequen-
cies. The ALSE method is performed for the analog output and the power supply sep-
arately. 
 
Figure 5.6: Measuring the impedance at the wire ends. Case I includes the sensor’s analog output and 
the load PCB. Case II includes the sensor’s power supply and the artificial network. 
 As described in Section 5.1.2, in order to reproduce the ALSE termination cur-
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in Chapter 4, the extended single method measures the termination impedance with 
the highest accuracy in the frequency range of interest. Consequently, the impedance 
measurement is performed at both setups with the extended single probe method. The 
comparison between magnitude of the directly measured and the indirectly measured 
termination impedances with the BCI probe between 80 MHz and 1 GHz are shown in 
Figure 5.6. As expected, there is a very good agreement between the directly and 
indirectly measured impedances. From the results can be concluded that almost no 
error will be added to the total error function as result of inaccurate impedance meas-
urement 
5.2.2 Measurement Results and Reproducing Currents 
The reference termination currents measured during the ALSE tests (red, orange) 
and the simulated BCI termination currents at the reference power and sample posi-
tions (dark blue, light blue) are shown in Figure 5.7. In order to make the plot elements 
more identifiable, the BCI termination currents don’t comprise the results for the entire 
positioning grid. The black arrow indicates the direction of the optimization process. 
The objective of the optimization process is to minimize the deviation of the BCI cur-
rents from their reference ALSE currents at each frequency. In other words, the pro-
cess tries to match the termination currents at the left side (red, dark blue) and the 
termination currents at the right side (orange, light blue) simultaneously. 
 
Figure 5.7: Minimizing the deviation between the ALSE currents and the BCI currents at both test con-
figurations. The BCI currents are shown only for sample positions of BCI  
The exact simulation of the BCI currents is only possible, as the termination im-
pedances are characterized in advance. Furthermore, the power amplifier is assumed 
to operate linearly with a constant gain of 150 W during the process. In order to repro-
duce the ALSE currents with a BCI probe, the optimal feeding and positioning condi-
tions are calculated according to Section 5.1.3. The comparison between the ALSE 
termination currents measured directly during the test and the reproduced termination 
currents with the BCI probe are shown in Figure 5.8. The deviation between the results 
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are depicted in light and dark green. Similar to Figure 5.7, red and orange colors indi-
cate the reference ALSE currents and the blue color indicate the reproduced BCI cur-
rent. As an overall trend, it is clear that the process achieves better results for the 
sensor-load configuration (case I) than the sensor-AN configuration (case II). The 
higher deviations are distributed without particular regard to the frequency axis. For 
example, while in case I the maximum deviation occurs at 480 MHz, in case II the 
maximum deviation occurs at 180 MHz. Due to the equivalent weighting coefficients, 
no priority was given to the efficiency at one side during the process. However, the 
overall tendency shows that the smaller current magnitude at each frequency is better 
reproduced.  
The optimal value of the individual objective function 𝜖t(𝑃f, 𝑙p ) for the entire fre-
quency are shown in Figure 5.9. The overall trend for the objective function is signifi-
cantly affected by the percent errors of the current at each side. The objective functions 
reach their highest points, where the variation of BCI probe position or the injected 
forward power cannot reproduce the current at both sides simultaneously.  From the 
results can be concluded that the artificial positioning error has almost no influence on 
the objective functions. This means that even high jumps along the harness cannot 
reduce the minimum error achieved in both cases. 
The measured immunity levels during the ALSE test (orange, light blue) and the 
calculated BCI forward power (red, dark blue) for both test configurations are demon-
strated in Figure 5.10. As can be seen from the graph, the calculated BCI forward 
power (feeding condition, 𝑃f) is less than the severity level during the ALSE test at the 
entire frequency range. This overall trend corresponds to the conclusions in Chapter 
2, where it was shown that generally less power is required to achieve a certain inter-
fering levels during the BCI test.  
The calculated probe’s position (positioning condition) illustrated Figure 5.11 for 
case I and case II are respectively depicted in red and dark blue. The comparison 
between both plots does not indicate a particular trend for the positioning conditions. 
The discretization grid and power grid were selected as 1 cm and 0.1 dBm respec-
tively. The proposed process searches straightforwardly at each frequency for the 
global optimum in the specified, discrete domain of positions and injected powers. One 
way to obtain a smoother function is to reduce the size of the position and power grids. 
Due to the structure of (5.5), there may exist several local minima with increasing fre-
quency (see Figure 5.12). Another way to obtain a smoother function is to restrict the 
search within a particular neighborhood of the last position. However, as local optima 
deliver sub-optimal solutions to the global problem in many cases, the algorithm needs 
to continue the search beyond the neighborhood of the last position. 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between the measured ALSE currents at both terminations for the case I and 
case II and the measured currents for the immunity level. 
 
Figure 5.9: Comparison between the value of the objective function for the best possible feeding and 
positioning conditions. The individual errors regarding the current at each side and the artificial 
errors to reduce position variations are presented with blue and pink colors respectively.  
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between the immunity level obtained during the ALSE tests at 100 V/m (verti-
cal polarization) and the BCI power levels to reproduce the same current 
 
Figure 5.11: Comparison between the calculated positioning conditions according to the grid defined for 
the probe’s position 
 
Figure 5.12: Total error function calculated at 100 MHz and 300 MHz and the formation of several 
local minima with increasing frequency 
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5.3 Limitations of Reproducing ALSE Currents with BCI 
The experimental results presented in the previous section confirmed that repro-
ducing the ALSE currents achieves a good match for the selected test scenarios. How-
ever, the scope of these scenarios does not allow generalizing. The limitations of the 
proposed optimization process and the complexities of practical applications make it 
hardly possible to use the entire process in a straightforward manner.  
First, the limitations related to the characterization of the ALSE and BCI couplings 
and termination impedances are considered. Concerning the ALSE coupling, the first 
issue is the determination of the reference ALSE termination currents. In the previous 
section, the measured ALSE termination currents were directly used as the references 
in the optimization process. However, in line with the idea of substituting ALSE with 
BCI, it is important to calculate the ALSE termination currents without performing the 
real test by means of a simulation environment. With respect to the results in Section 
2.3.2, the measurement-based ALSE model can be used to calculate the reference 
currents if the termination impedances are known. The second issue concerning the 
ALSE coupling is the exact characterization of the impedance of the terminal units 
under operation condition. As discussed in Chapter 4, using CTs to determine the im-
pedance is affected by errors of different origin, especially when it comes to using the 
single probe method, double probe method and current distribution method. Applica-
tion of the proposed methods in Chapter 4, beyond the specified frequency range in-
creases the errors related to the calculated ALSE and BCI termination currents in a 
simulation environment. These errors must be considered in calculating the termination 
currents. Although the extended single probe method is the most promising method in 
terms of accuracy and bandwidth, it requires an exact characterization of the setup in 
absence of the terminal units. 
In a similar way as that of the ALSE coupling, an accurate model of the BCI cou-
pling is required. The described measurement-based BCI coupling is a powerful tool, 
which can be used to simulate the BCI termination currents for different feeding and 
positioning conditions. However, as discussed in Chapter 2, the measurement-based 
modelling of BCI is also prone to some errors and therefore, adequate precautions 
should be taken to avoid these. Moreover, similar to the ALSE model, calculation of 
the BCI termination currents requires the impedance of terminal units. Any error in 
measurement of the impedances will lead to incorrect feeding and positioning condi-
tions.  
The test scenarios selected in this chapter included a single wire over a ground 
plane and terminal units with a linear behavior. This can be considered as a significant 
simplification, since typical test scenarios consist of a bundle of wires and nonlinear 
terminal units. With respect to the test setups in the real applications, two issues should 
be taken into account: first, the expansion of coupling models to the setups with wire 
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bundles. And second, the expansion of the impedance measurement to nonlinear ter-
minal units. As described in Chapter 2, characterization of the ALSE and BCI coupling 
to wire bundles can be considered as linear processes, which can be carried out based 
on the measurement-based modelling approach by increasing the number of ports. 
However, the expansion of the indirect measurement methods to characterize the non-
linear behavior of terminal units increases extremely the complexity of the modelling 
and should be the subject of further research. 
Second, the limitations related to the calculation of the optimal feeding and posi-
tioning conditions are considered. The focus in this thesis was on solving the problem 
based on numerical methods, however, finding an analytical solution to the system of 
equations given in Section 5.1.1 based on the harness characteristics and the termi-
nation impedances should be the subject of investigation in future works. The experi-
mental results considered only the magnitude of the termination currents. Neverthe-
less, the effect of difference in the phase of termination currents should be analyzed. 
The proposed optimization process for the specific case of a single wire above a 
ground plane carried out straightforwardly according to the objective function given in 
(5.15). However, in case of wire bundles, the complexity increases rapidly, if the goal 
is to achieve the same current at all wires. For example, in case of three wires over a 
ground plane, the optimization process has to minimize the deviation of six different 
currents, i.e. three currents at each side. From the results presented in this chapter 
can be concluded that it is not possible to meet a certain accuracy or deviation even 
for a single wire over a ground plane with the chosen degrees of freedom. Hence, 
application of the entire process in case of wire bundles does not appear to be expe-
dient and requires principal modifications in the objectives of the optimization process 
or the degrees of freedom. The following solutions can be considered to achieve better 
results: 
 The first solution is the specification of an appropriate trade-off to reduce the 
complexity of the objective function. For example, the objective function can be 
modified in a way that the ALSE termination currents are reproduced at a certain 
port instead of the entire ports. In other words, the entire process including im-
pedance measurement and optimization, is carried out for a certain wire among 
the wire bundle. 
 The second solution is the expansion of the degrees of freedom. Such expan-
sion can be realized, for example, by using several injection probes instead of 
only one. This idea can be implemented by clamping the injection probes 
around the wire bundle at different positions as described in [39] and [41] or by 
clamping one or two injection probes around each wire separately. Both of these 
concepts, especially the second one, significantly expand the degree of freedom 
and allow achieving better performance. 
 Reproducing the ALSE Currents with a BCI Probe 
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As mentioned earlier, the problem could be simplified if only the CM termination cur-
rents are considered. The limitation of this simplification resides in the fact that in case 
of wire bundles, imposing equivalence between ALSE and BCI in terms of CM currents 
does not assure the equivalence of currents in each wire of the wire bundle. Altogether, 
individual parts of the proposed process such as the modeling and impedance meas-
urement methods possess the potential of being investigated separately. 
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Summary and Outlook 
The most commonly used automotive immunity test methods are described in 
ISO 11452 series. Absorber Line Shielded Enclosure (ALSE) and Bulk Current Injec-
tion (BCI) apply different coupling mechanisms to assess the immunity of a device 
under test. The recommended test setup for each method comprises a wiring harness 
connected between two terminal units including a device under test and a load simu-
lator. Despite using similar test setups, different interference currents are injected into 
the terminal units at each test method and therefore, the correlation between the test 
results is often poor.  
The idea in this thesis is to improve the correlation by reproducing the interference 
currents at the terminal units during an ALSE test with a BCI probe. Any attempt to 
achieve the same interference currents requires not only accurate coupling models for 
ALSE and BCI but also the input impedance of terminal units under normal operation 
condition. In order to remain operational, the device under test must be connected to 
the load simulator. This implies applying non-invasive methods to measure the input 
impedance of terminal units without disconnecting the wiring harness.  
In this context, a precise and fast measurement-based modelling was proposed in 
this thesis to calculate the interference currents at the terminal units with known input 
impedances during ALSE or BCI tests. In line with the idea of developing non-invasive 
methods to measure the input impedance of terminal units, the behavior of different 
current transformers in terms of output impedance, transfer impedance and insertion 
were analyzed. Different indications on the practicability, strengths and weaknesses of 
using different current transformers for the impedance measurement were given and 
discussed. In order to measure the required input impedance values with current trans-
formers, four methods were proposed including the single probe method (SPM), the 
double probe method (DPM), the current distribution method (CDM) and the extended 
single probe method (ESPM). The proposed methods were compared and limitations 
of each method were discussed. Finally, an optimization process was introduced to 
control the injected currents into terminal units based on the input impedance of termi-
nal units and the coupling models of ALSE and BCI. The process controls the feeding 
and positioning conditions of a BCI probe to achieve the minimum deviation between 
the ALSE and BCI termination currents based on the specified degrees of freedom.  
The combination of non-invasive methods with current transformers to measure 
the input impedance of terminal units and reproducing the ALSE interference currents 
with a BCI probe was proposed for the first time in this thesis. The success in achieving 
good results at majority of frequencies in the sample test scenarios confirmed the ap-
plicability of the proposed process. 
 Summary and Outlook 
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All investigations were focused on the specific case of a single wire over ground 
structure representing the wiring harness. The reason was to reduce the complexity 
and assess the applicability of each method by breaking down the original problem to 
simpler sub-problems. Therefore, the expansion of the proposed methods for the case 
of wiring harness should be investigated in future works. Concerning the impedance 
measurement with CTs, the accuracy and bandwidth of the proposed methods should 
be expanded by improving the de-embedding methods or increasing the number of 
primary measurements. The concept of impedance measurement could be further im-
proved by a combination of capacitive and inductive coupling. In respect of reproducing 
the same interference levels, further investigations have to be carried out on develop-
ment of multiple coupling techniques using several CT’s to increase the degrees of 
freedom. Moreover, more focus should be put on deriving a closed-form analytical so-
lution for the proper feeding and positioning conditions as it offers a clear view into how 
variables and interactions between them affect the final result. Since all of the work 
presented here is based on linear loads, one important area for extension of this work 
is nonlinear loads, which should be the subject of further research.  
Although many of the above-mentioned issues are currently subjects of research, 
this research is scattered or deals with small areas, and is generally not enough to 
achieve the required comprehensive overview of the entire process. Therefore, contin-
uous improvement of these limitations requires expanded and coordinated research 
groups, which contribute more interest and research efforts to overcome the complex-
ities and limitations. Altogether, the theoretical and experimental work presented in this 
thesis was intended to draw attention to the potential of BCI to substitute ALSE using 
the measurement-based modelling and the indirect measurement of impedance with 
CTs.  
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